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Abstract
Sharing Internet of Things (IoT) data over open-data platforms and digital data
marketplaces can reduce infrastructure investments, improve sustainability by
reducing the required resources, and foster innovation. However, due to the
inability to audit the authenticity, integrity, and quality of IoT data, third-party
data consumers cannot assess the trustworthiness of received data. Therefore,
it is challenging to use IoT data obtained from third parties for quality-relevant
applications. To overcome this limitation, the IoT data must be auditable. Dis-
tributed Ledger Technology (DLT) is a promising approach for building au-
ditable systems. However, the existing solutions do not integrate authenticity,
integrity, data quality, and location into an all-encompassing auditable model
and only focus on specific parts of auditability.

This thesis aims to provide a distributed audit trail that makes the IoT au-
ditable and enables sharing of IoT data between multiple organizations for
quality relevant applications. Therefore, we designed and evaluated the Veri-
taa framework. The Veritaa framework comprises the Graph of Trust (GoT) as
distributed audit trail and a DLT to immutably store the transactions that build
the GoT. The contributions of this thesis are summarized as follows. First, we
designed and evaluated the GoT a DLT-based Distributed Public Key Infras-
tructure (DPKI) with a signature store. Second, we designed a Distributed
Calibration Certificate Infrastructure (DCCI) based on the GoT, which makes
quality-relevant maintenance information of IoT devices auditable. Third, we
designed an Auditable Positioning System (APS) to make positions in the IoT
auditable. Finally, we designed an Location Verification System (LVS) to verify
location claims and prevent physical layer attacks against the APS. All these
components are integrated into the GoT and build the distributed audit trail.

We implemented a real-world testbed to evaluate the proposed distributed au-
dit trail. This testbed comprises several custom-built IoT devices connectable
over Long Range Wide Area Network (LoRaWAN) or Long-Term Evolution
Category M1 (LTE Cat M1), and a Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE)-based Angle
of Arrival (AoA) positioning system. All these low-power devices can manage
their identity and secure their data on the distributed audit trail using the IoT
client of the Veritaa framework. The experiments suggest that a distributed
audit trail is feasible and secure, and the low-power IoT devices are capable
of performing the required cryptographic functions. Furthermore, the energy
overhead introduced by making the IoT auditable is limited and reasonable
for quality-relevant applications.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The IoT is growing rapidly and becoming an integral part of our daily lives.
This rapid growth is accompanied by new IoT applications that use the data
of the IoT to provide new services. Many of these emerging IoT applications
require similar IoT data to provide different services and could benefit from
sharing the infrastructure. Sharing the infrastructure can lead to improved
sustainability, cost savings, efficiency, and scalability. Additionally, shared in-
frastructure can foster innovation and collaboration between different stake-
holders. However, third-party data processing carries the risk of the data being
forged or manipulated. Furthermore, it could be that the IoT devices used for
measurement are poorly maintained and, therefore, the data is of poor quality.
Consequently, it is challenging to use data from third-party data producers.
The data’s authenticity, integrity, and quality must be auditable to overcome
this limitation and to ensure the trustworthiness of data being shared between
different stakeholders.

In this thesis, we study how DLT can be used to build a distributed audit trail.
This audit trail enables consumers of data to verify the authenticity, integrity,
and quality of received data, even when a third party owns the device produc-
ing the data. Mainly, we focus on IoT devices with very limited computational
resources connected over low-power networks.



Chapter 1. Introduction

1.1 Motivation

Today, all kinds of electronic devices can be connected through the IoT. This
connection enables applications without needing spatial proximity to the IoT
devices. The applications that follow the IoT paradigm are manifold and range
from sensors with low complexity, like temperature sensors, to systems of high
complexity, like telesurgery systems [1]. The first known application follow-
ing this paradigm dates back to the 1980s when D. Nichols connected a coke
vending machine to the ARPANET, a precursor of today’s Internet, to check
if it is empty before taking the "long way" to the machine [2], [3]. Even with
the first IoT applications available, it took until 1999 when Kevin Ashton first
coined the term Internet of Things [4]. Since the first connection of a device to
the IoT, much research and development have been done on the IoT.

In the early phase of the IoT the research was mainly focussed on connecting
sensors over Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs). These WSNs are typically
sensor nodes that form an ad-hoc network. In these networks, the data packets
are routed over the other sensors to a gateway using protocols like the Routing
Protocol for Low-Power and Lossy Networks (RPL) [5], and the gateway then
forwards the data packets to the Internet. More recent work suggested using
Software Defined Networking (SDN) in low-power WSNs to optimize routing
[6], [7]. For example, it was proposed that SDN can be used to route traffic
around sensor nodes with low energy supply in order to extend their lifetime
[8].

While for the WSNs, the operators mostly had to build their own infrastructure
with gateways, today, networks exist that provide gateways to connect devices
at almost every place on earth. Without the need to build and maintain net-
work infrastructure, the IoT becomes a real use-case for many applications in
the fields of industry, mobility, smart city, agriculture, and healthcare, to name
a few. Consequently, the IoT is approaching its adoption phase, and enter-
prises are starting to use the IoT. With this adoption, the number of connected
devices is expected to grow fast. In 2028 it is expected that 60% of the 4G/5G
connections are dominated by IoT broadband connections [9]. The number of
connected IoT devices is expected to grow from 11.3 · 109 devices in 2021 to
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29.42 · 109 in 2030 [10]. Since most of the IoT devices are measuring or produc-
ing data, a growing amount of data collected by the IoT can also be expected.

Even with trends towards open data and digital data marketplaces, IoT infras-
tructures are still primarily built with a single purpose and only accessible by
their operators and owners. Open data are data anyone can freely access, use,
modify, and share for any purpose [11]. Typically, open data are made acces-
sible on organizations’ websites or in public repositories that collect open data
[12]–[14]. Since open data are typically made accessible at no charge, most
open data datasets are from governmental organizations. For-profit organiza-
tions can sell and buy data over digital data marketplaces. With the growing
value of data, these marketplaces are becoming more important. For exam-
ple, a recently proposed data marketplace concept uses micropayments with
cryptocurrencies to trade real-time data [15].

Sharing IoT infrastructure by making data accessible over open data or trading
them on data marketplaces has several advantages. First, it could reduce the
required resources, electronic waste, and carbon dioxide footprint. Next, the
operators of IoT infrastructure could benefit from lower infrastructure costs if
they share the infrastructure and the maintenance costs. Furthermore, besides
the original purpose of a specific IoT infrastructure, the vast amount of data
produced by the IoT holds the potential for new applications. Such applica-
tions could provide new services from aggregated data from multiple sources.

Today, the primary reasons that prevent organizations from exchanging IoT
data are legal restrictions, confidentiality concerns, interoperability issues, dif-
ficult verification of data provenance, and difficult verification of data quality.
While the first two reasons determine if an organization is allowed and willing
to share certain data, the further are technical challenges.

Legal restrictions for sharing data exist, for example, for personal data. Per-
sonal data should only be collected where required, and personal data must
be adequately secured. However, for non-personal data, the European Union
(EU) wants to facilitate a free flow of data in Europe, allowing companies
and public administrations to store and process non-personal data wherever
they choose [16]. Nevertheless, profit oriented organizations might want to
keep data private because it would reveal company secrets, or when they
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could lose a competitive advantage when competitors have access to the same
data. However, when the data are not a company secret, they could increase
turnover by selling non-personal data collected by their infrastructure.

Interoperability between different technologies and protocols is challenging,
especially when various stakeholders own the infrastructure. Many incom-
patible, often proprietary, protocols still exist that make data sharing difficult.
However, with new standards and technologies, interoperability is improving.
For example, digital data marketplaces can wrap data structures of various
technologies and make them accessible to data consumers.

Nevertheless, despite improved interoperability, quality-relevant applications
still do not use shared data. The major reason is that verifying the data’s au-
thenticity, integrity, and quality is challenging. For open data, the incentive
for data forgery might be limited. However, when data is traded on digital
data marketplaces, attackers might generate fake data to sell them. Therefore,
consumers using IoT data of third parties must be able to verify the authen-
ticity and integrity of received data to assess the data’s trustworthiness. The
accuracy of IoT devices depends on the device type. However, when sensors
are used to measure physical parameters, the accuracy of these sensors might
change over time. Therefore, maintenance like calibrations must be performed
in adequate intervals. While this quality-related meta information is typically
available for the owners of measurement instruments used for quality-relevant
applications, it is typically not available for third-party data consumers. With-
out this information, third-party data consumers cannot assess the quality of
the received data and, therefore, also cannot use this data in quality-relevant
applications. Therefore, sharing quality-related metadata could increase the
demand and value of the provided data. Since this quality information in-
creases the value of the data, it must be provided in a verifiable form to prevent
attackers from forging the quality metadata.

Consequently, verifying the authenticity, integrity, and quality of IoT data re-
ceived from thrid-parties is a major challenge that prevents sharing IoT data
between different infrastructure owners and operators. To overcome this is-
sue, IoT data received from third parties must be auditable to enable the data
receiver to verify the authenticity, integrity, and quality of data.
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Audit Trail

Auditor

System

Who? What? When? [Where?] A
uditable System

FIGURE 1.1: Auditable system

Auditability is always required when a third party must be able to verify, in
this context, also called audit, that certain quality-relevant systems comply
with certain standards, guidelines, or agreements. The concept of auditabil-
ity is general and might originate from accounting, where third parties, like
tax auditors, must audit financial reports. Auditability is understood to mean
that it is possible to verify whether a system is functioning properly and, af-
ter that, that it has worked properly [17]. The audit trail or audit log is a se-
quential record that makes all integrity-related events in the auditable system
visible [17]. Therefore, the audit trail tracks and documents the actions of en-
tities within a system. It records who performed specific changes or observed
certain events, what those changes or events were, and when they occurred.
These audit records can be used to determine accountability and ensure com-
pliance with relevant standards, guidelines, and agreements. Furthermore,
with Global Positioning System (GPS) and Indoor Positioning Systems (IPSs)
widely available, the audit trail of IoT systems should be able to keep track
of where the changes or events happened. The position should always be
auditable when the system’s integrity depends on the position of an event
recorded in the audit trail. For example, this could be a temperature that must
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be measured at a certain position in a laboratory. Figure 1.1 shows an overview
of a general auditable system. The auditor reads the audit trail to verify if the
system complies with the relevant standards, guidelines, or agreements. In
this thesis, the auditor is considered an oracle that performs the audit. Today,
auditors are mostly human experts, but in general, also algorithms or artificial
intelligence might be able to perform audits. However, this is not in the scope
of this thesis. The audit trail must comprise a log of all integrity-related events
for a system to be auditable. Therefore, the audit trail must be tightly coupled
to the systems, and it must be immutable.

Distributed Ledger Technology is a promising approach for building the au-
dit trail of auditable systems. In 2009 Bitcoin showed that blockchain tech-
nology could build an immutable transaction log, enabling cryptographic
currencies [18]. While initially invented as an immutable log of monetary
transactions, DLTs soon revealed their potential in other fields. DLTs like
Ethereum [19], Hyperledger Fabric [20], and IOTA [21] can execute smart con-
tracts enabling all kinds of applications that require an immutable audit trail.

In this thesis, we design and evaluate a distributed audit trail for the IoT.
Therefore, we designed, implemented, and evaluated the Veritaa framework
that integrates this audit trail. The Veritaa framework comprises the GoT
as DPKI with a signature store and the Acyclic Block Confirmation Graph
(ABCG) as application-specific BlockDAG. Furthermore, the system proposed
in this thesis includes a DCCI, making data quality visible and auditable. Fi-
nally, we propose an APS and a LVS to make positions auditable. In this the-
sis, we primarily address low-power IoT devices and the challenge of making
these constrained devices auditable. The challenges of building a distributed
audit trail for constrained IoT devices and the contributions of this thesis are
described in the following sections.

1.2 Problem Statement

This section discusses the research questions that arise when building a dis-
tributed audit trail. We first describe the problem and then formulate the re-
search question for each issue we address in this thesis.
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1.2.1 Distributed Ledger Technology based Distributed Pub-

lic Key Infrastructure with a Signature Store

Each record of a distributed audit trail must be assignable to the entity that
created it. Therefore, each entity able to create audit trail records requires a
digital identity, and the entity must be able to sign the audit trail records with
this identity. Asymmetric cryptography can be used to build a digital identity
that is able to sign digital records securely. Data can be signed with the private
key of an asymmetric key pair, and the public key can be used to verify this sig-
nature. However, to verify a signature, the verifier must authenticate that the
public key belongs to the claimed identity. Public Key Infrastructures (PKIs)
are used to delegate the authentication of public keys to a trusted third party,
and Distributed Distributed Public Key Infrastructures (DPKIs) are used for
the distributed authentication and certification of public keys.

Furthermore, to ensure the non-repudiability of audit log records, the dis-
tributed audit trail must provide an immutable signature store. DLT suits the
requirements of an immutable signature store well and is also a promising ap-
proach to build a DPKI. However, previous designs of DLT-based PKIs do
not focus on building an immutable audit trail and, therefore, lack a signature
store. Additionally, most previous implementations depend on Blockchains
with limited throughput and high energy consumption, which makes it not
feasible to secure signatures of an audit trail. Therefore, an architecture op-
timized for DLT-based DPKI with a signature store should be designed and
evaluated.

Research Question 1. How to build a DLT-based, energy-efficient, and scalable
DPKI with a signature store?

1.2.2 Identity and Signature Management of IoT devices

DLTs provide an immutable transaction log by storing the transactions on mul-
tiple nodes and by forming a consensus about the valid transactions and their
order. Therefore, the DLT nodes have to validate and store all transactions
where they contribute to securing them. Most DLTs enable light nodes, some-
times referred to as Simplified Payment Verification, that only require down-
loading block headers and transactions relevant to them [18], [19]. However,
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these DLTs still require full nodes that store, validate, and secure all transac-
tions. In this work we define a full node as a DLT node that secures the DLT
by maintaining a replica of all transactions. The set of nodes can be partitioned
into multiple smaller groups of nodes called committees that operate in par-
allel on disjoint blocks of transactions and maintain disjoint ledgers to limit
the number of transactions each node must process and store [22]. However,
the nodes still require to validate and store all transactions of their committee.
For many low-power IoT devices with limited bandwidth, storage, and com-
putational capabilities, even handling a subset of all transactions is not fea-
sible. Therefore, securing IoT data with DLTs is challenging, and the system
architecture must consider the limitations of low-power IoT devices. Previ-
ous works mostly focus on securing data from low-cost, tiny computers like
the Raspberry Pi 4. However, securing IoT data and managing the identities of
low-power microcontrollers is not well covered in the related work and should
be investigated further.

Research Question 2. How to manage the identities and signatures of low-power
IoT devices on a DLT-based DPKI with a signature store?

1.2.3 Auditable Quality-Related Metadata

Digital signatures can be used to ensure the integrity and authenticity of data.
DPKIs simplify the authentication process of large amounts of public keys by
using certificates. These certificates certify that a certain public key belongs
to its claimed identity. Accordingly, the digital signatures can assure that cer-
tain data were signed by a specific IoT device. However, thousands of IoT
devices typically have the same device type and are exact copies except for
the private key of a specific device. These devices of the same device type are
generally exchangeable by any other device of the same device type. Further-
more, many device types, like various remote temperature sensors, fulfill the
same purpose. While the scope of functions and the accuracy of the multiple
types might vary, they still provide the same type of data. Consequently, even
IoT devices of different types are exchangeable as long as their accuracy and
scope of functions meet the applications’ requirements. Independent of the
quality of the device type and functional scope, IoT devices are systems inter-
acting with the physical world. Therefore, the accuracy of an IoT device might
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change over time, and eventually, the device breaks down. Consequently, the
quality of IoT data depends on the device type and the maintenance of the de-
vice that produced it. Therefore, for third-party data consumers that procured
data via a digital data marketplace or an open data platform, it is not enough
to know that a certain device has signed the data and that a certain organiza-
tion owns the device. More critical for third-party data consumers is to have
auditable maintenance information, like metrological traceability, of the IoT
device that produced the data. However, today the maintenance information
is mostly only accessible by the IoT device owners and not accessible in an au-
ditable format by third-party data consumers. Furthermore, this maintenance
information is typically only linked to the IoT device and not to the measure-
ment values. An audit trail for the IoT should enable metrological traceability
for measurement values and provide this information to third-party data con-
sumers.

Research Question 3. How to securely manage quality-related metadata, like cali-
brations and other maintenance information, of IoT devices?

1.2.4 Auditable Positioning

While the spatial position is irrelevant for many auditable systems, it can be
crucial for IoT applications. For example, when an application must monitor
that an asset never leaves a sterile area of surgery, then the position is integrity
relevant for the application. Consequently, an audit trail for the IoT should
also be able to make positions auditable. Proof of Location (PoL) and Loca-
tion Verification System (LVS) focus on proving and verifying location claims.
However, the subject of representing this information on DLTs is not well re-
searched yet and requires further investigation.

Research Question 4. How to make positions auditable with a distributed audit
trail?

The AoA positioning of BLE used in the testbed created in this thesis is vulner-
able to a certain wormhole attack using reactive jammers on the physical layer.
Since cryptographic functions cannot prevent this attack on the physical layer,
an LVS is required to detect this attack and prevent adding manipulated posi-
tions to the audit trail. In LVSs, independently collected location information
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is required to verify a location claim. BLE enables both AoA and AoD position-
ing. However, it has not been investigated if AoD can be used as independent
location information to verify an AoA location claim (and vice-versa).

Research Question 5. How to build an LVS for BLE-based AoA IPSs using AoD as
independent verification information?

1.3 Thesis Contributions

To investigate the various aspects of the research questions introduced in Sec-
tion 1.2, we designed, implemented, and evaluated Veritaa, a framework that
enables a distributed audit trail for the IoT. Figure 1.2 shows an overview of
the Veritaa framework. Veritaa comprises the GoT, a graph-based model that
represents the distributed audit trail, and a DLT to immutably store the trans-
actions that form the GoT.

Graph of Trust

Who
- DPKI
- Trust
- Reputation
- Calibrations 

(Maintenance)

What
- Declarations

When
- Timestamps
- Peer synchronisation

Where
- Proof of Location
- Location Verification

Distributed Ledger Technology
ABCG / IOTA / Hyperledger Fabric

- Immutability
- Availability
- Time and order
- Information dissemination

Ve
rit
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FIGURE 1.2: Overview of the Veritaa framework

The main contribution of this thesis is to design, implement, and evaluate the
Veritaa framework. This main contribution can be divided into the following
contributions:

1. Design, implement, and evaluate the GoT a DPKI based on the ABCG,
an application specific DLT optimized to secure graph transactions

2. Optimization and evaluation of the aforementioned DPKI for low-power
IoT applications
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3. Design, implement, and evaluate a GoT-based DCCI to link quality-
related meta information to the identities of IoT devices and their data

4. Design the data structure to represent auditable positions on the GoT,
implement and evaluate a prototype for BLE-based AoA positioning

5. Design, simulate and evaluate SecureAoX, a location verification system
to prevent wormhole attacks in BLE-based AoA and AoD IPSs

1.3.1 A Distributed Ledger Technology based Distributed Pub-

lic Key Infrastructure with a Signature Store

All records of an audit trail require the signature of the entity that has either
observed the documented event or performed the action that led to this event.
Asymmetric encryption is used as the identity of entities. Identity claims map
identifiers of entities to their corresponding public keys, and PKIs can be used
to certify the authenticity of these identity claims. In order to build a PKI
that meets the immutability requirement of audit trails and is able to secure
signatures, we model a DLT-based DPKI with a signature store addressing
research question 1.

We designed the architecture of Veritaa, a DPKI with a signature store. This ar-
chitecture comprises the GoT, a model for the distributed certification of iden-
tity claims. On the GoT, entities can sign trust declarations towards authen-
ticated identity claims of other entities. We use a reputation function based
on signed trust declarations, domain vetting, and domain scoring for the dis-
tributed certification of identity claims. Domain vetting is the process of veri-
fying that the same organization that owns an identity claim also owns a cer-
tain domain. With domain scoring, reputation can be attributed to well-known
and trusted domains. Therefore, these domain-vetted organizations can act as
trust anchors to bootstrap trust in the distributed certification model. To ensure
the immutability of the GoT, we designed the ABCG, an application-specific
BlockDAG optimized for storing graph transactions and throughput.

To evaluate the system’s design, we have implemented a real-world testbed.
The evaluation shows that the architecture for a DLT-base DPKI with a sig-
natures store is feasible. Furthermore, reputation functions based on trust
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votes and domain vetting are able to detect identity claims of malicious en-
tities. Consequently, the proposed DPKI can be used to certify the authen-
ticity of identity claims. Furthermore, the evaluation shows that the ABCG
is fast, has a high throughput, and is resilient to churn. As an application-
specific BlockDAG, the ABCG does not require the energy-demanding Proof
of Work (PoW) and is, therefore, more energy efficient and scalable than other
DLTs.

1.3.2 Identity and Signature Management of IoT devices

Since a full node of a DLT has to validate, store, and secure all transactions of
the network or a subset of it, low-power IoT devices cannot handle the transac-
tions of a full node. The light nodes enabled by some DLTs require to process
all block headers and the blocks containing relevant transactions. Neverthe-
less, for low-power IoT applications, downloading and processing all block
headers is often not feasible due to bandwidth and computational limitations.
Therefore, the resource-demanding DLT tasks of the DLT-based identity man-
agement must be delegated to an Associated Full Node (AFN). The AFN is a
full node that is able to process the DLT operations of associated low-power
clients. To manage the identity claims and signatures of low-power IoT de-
vices, we extended Veritaa, addressing research question 2.

We extended the architecture of Veritaa to support low-power IoT devices. To
delegate resource-demanding DLT tasks to an AFN, we introduced statements
in the ABCG. These statements enable low-power IoT clients to build a chain
of their own transactions and forward them to their AFN, which includes the
statements into blocks. Furthermore, to bootstrap the reputation of IoT de-
vices, we introduced a new pairing declaration that enables the identity claims
of IoT devices to inherit reputation from their paired identity claims.

We implemented the extensions in our real-world testbed to evaluate the ex-
tended architecture. Furthermore, we have built custom low-power IoT de-
vices. The devices can connect to the DLT over LoRaWAN and LTE Cat-
M1. The implementation shows that the proposed architecture can operate
on low-power microcontrollers with limited computational capabilities and
bandwidth. Therefore, the proposed solution is feasible for a wide range of
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applications. In the experiments, we measured the time and energy required
to sign and forward the signed statements required to secure audit records
on the distributed audit trail. The comparison of forwarding secured and not
secured data showed that, indeed, some overhead is introduced by securing
the data, but it is limited and an acceptable tradeoff for increased security and
quality. Therefore, we conclude that securing low-power IoT data on Veritaa
is feasible.

1.3.3 Distributed Calibration Certificate Infrastructure

For third-party consumers of IoT data, auditable quality information is im-
portant to evaluate the value of quality-relevant received data. However, this
metadata is often not available or not accessible to third-party consumers of
IoT. Therefore, we design a model to represent calibration certificates and
other quality-related metadata on the GoT addressing research question 3.

We designed a GoT-based model of a DCCI to link calibration information to
IoT devices’ identities managed with the GoT. With this new system, third-
party data consumers can access and audit the quality-related metadata of a
sensor. In contrast to the related work, our proposed solution is based on a
graph model representing a DPKI and the calibration certificates simultane-
ously. Furthermore, our model enables the integration of accreditation certifi-
cates and National Accreditation Servicess (NASs) that certify the compliance
of calibration laboratories with the relevant standards. This enables the val-
idation of calibration laboratories’ capabilities, and the well-known NAS act
as trust anchors, improving the integrated DPKI. Furthermore, in contrast to
previous work, our proposed solution comprises multi-signature schemes and
approval processes.

We implemented the proposed DCCI into the prototype of Veritaa for evalu-
ation. The evaluation shows that the proposed DCCI is feasible and scalable.
Furthermore, the GoT enables declarations referencing GoT objects on differ-
ent subgraphs. This enables loose coupling between the subgraphs of various
sidechains and even between subgraphs of different DLTs. The ability of the
GoT to be split into multiple fragments enables scalability and security.
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1.3.4 Auditable Positioning System

Typically, audit records comprise a timestamp, data that describes the docu-
mented event, an identifier, and a signature of the record creator. However, for
some auditable systems, the system’s integrity also depends on the location of
the IoT device that signed the event. We design an GoT-based model to make
positioning auditable, addressing research question 4.

We designed APS to enable auditable positions in a distributed audit trail. This
novel APS cannot only secure a PoL but also link the position to the raw data
used to estimate these positions. This makes the positioning algorithm trans-
parent for auditing entities and enables data provenance. Furthermore, audi-
tors can audit and certify the location of anchor points required for the PoL,
which enables auditable positioning in an industrial application without the
need for global wireless infrastructure.

To evaluate the performance of the proposed APS, we extended the Veritaa
testbed. We measured the additional energy required to transmit secured po-
sition claims, the impact of the position advertising frequency on system en-
ergy consumption, and the impact of the positioning sampling frequency on
the required system storage data rate. Finally, we evaluate adaptive storage
and sampling rates that optimize disk usage and energy consumption.

1.3.5 SecureAoX

The APS proposed in this thesis uses a cryptographic PoL to enable auditable
positions. This PoL proves that a certain device was close to an anchor point.
However, cryptographic functions cannot secure the physical layer of BLE-
based AoA positioning. Therefore, this positioning is still vulnerable to a spe-
cific wormhole attack where the attacker jams and records a position packet
and replays it at a different location.

An LVS that utilizes independently measured position information to verify a
claimed position can be used to detect and protect the system from this kind of
attack. Compared to other positioning systems, the AoA positioning bears the
opportunity to measure the AoD as independent location information. This
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has the advantage that no additional hardware is required. However, the re-
lated work does not cover using AoD as independent location information.
Therefore, we propose a LVS for BLE-based positioning addressing research
question 5.

We propose SecureAoX, an LVS for BLE-based AoA and AoD positioning sys-
tems. SecureAoX uses AoA for the positioning and AoD measurements as
independent position information for the verification or vice versa. Since the
AoA is measured on the anchor points and the AoD on the asset tag, AoA and
AoD are independent measurements. When a position has not been manipu-
lated, the distance between the AoA and AoD positions should be within the
expected error of the IPS. Positions larger than the expected error are classi-
fied as attacks. The SecureAoX extends the APS introduced in Section 1.3.4
by an LVS for the detection of manipulated positions relative to the anchor
points. Therefore, the extended APS is not only able to secure the proximity of
an asset tag and anchor points but also its relative position. Consequently, this
extension improves the accuracy of the APS.

We have implemented a simulator to evaluate the proposed LVS. We use
Monte Carlo simulations to evaluate the performance of the proposed systems.
The results show that the system is able to detect attacks that move the manip-
ulated position further apart than the positioning system’s accuracy from the
original position. To cover different IPSs we simulate various accuracies. To re-
late the data to real-world results, we measured the accuracy of our BLE-based
AoA IPS.

1.4 Thesis Outline

This section provides a brief overview of the thesis structure. The rest of the
thesis is structured as follows.

Chapter 2 provides an overview of the related work and introduces the theo-
retical background required to understand the distributed audit trail proposed
in this thesis.
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Chapter 3 addresses research question 1 by introducing the Veritaa framework
an DLT-based DPKI with a signature store. This chapter describes the funda-
mentals of the GoT and focuses on how it is used to build a DPKI. Further-
more, it presents the ABCG, shows how the transactions that form the GoT are
securely stored on the ABCG, and how the blocks are timestamped. Finally, the
evaluation shows the proposed system’s stability, performance, and security.

Chapter 4 discusses the optimization of Veritaa for the IoT addressing research
question 2. This chapter explains the peculiarities of IoT devices and how their
identities can be managed on the GoT. Furthermore, the limitations of DLT
timestamps are discussed, and how trust and synchronization declarations
can be used to overcome these limitations. Finally, a real-world testbed with
custom IoT hardware is presented and used to evaluate the system’s perfor-
mance. The evaluation focuses on the feasibility of the required cryptographic
functions and the energy overhead introduced by securing the IoT data on the
GoT.

Chapter 5 presents the architecture of a DCCI addressing research question 3.
The DCCI uses the GoT to represent calibration and accreditation certificates.
These certificates are quality-related metadata that enable metrological trace-
ability and, therefore, auditability of IoT data. Furthermore, schemes to repre-
sent multi-signatures and approvals on the GoT, often required in metrology-
related business processes, are introduced. Finally, this chapter explains how
the GoT can be split into multiple sidechains and how this affects the scalabil-
ity of the GoT.

Chapter 6 describes the architecture of an APS addressing research question 4.
The APS uses a PoL to prove an asset tags position and secures this informa-
tion on the GoT. The model to secure the positions on the GoT enables linking
processed and raw data, making data provenance visible and auditable. Fur-
thermore, this chapter defines the requirements that must be met to achieve
audibility when the motion of an asset tag is tracked on a distributed audit
trail. Finally, the proposed APS’s energy consumption is evaluated.

Chapter 7 introduces SecureAoX, an LVS for BLE-based AoA positioning, ad-
dressing research question 5. SecureAoX extends the APS introduced in Chap-
ter 6 with a LVS to detect manipulated positions and therefore increase the
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accuracy of the APS. First, the model of SecureAoX is presented. Then, a sim-
ulator is built to evaluate the proposed system. The evaluation shows that
SecureAoX can detect manipulations that move the manipulated position fur-
ther apart from the attacked position than the positioning system’s accuracy.

Finally, Chapter 8 concludes this thesis by summarizing the contributions and
provides an overview of the future work that can be researched in the field of
distributed audit trails to deal with the limitations given by IoT devices.
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Chapter 2

Background and Related Work

2.1 Distributed Ledger Technology

A DLT is a distributed database that shares, replicates, and synchronizes trans-
actions across multiple locations and between various entities. Typically, the
DLT comprises nodes connected over a peer-to-peer network using gossip pro-
tocols to disseminate data. To achieve a replica of the database on all partici-
pating nodes, they must agree on what transactions are added to the DLT. In
addition, for general-purpose or application-specific DLTs that require a total
order of transactions, the DLT nodes also must form a consensus about the
order of the transactions.

t

genesis block

stale blocks

main chain blocks

FIGURE 2.1: Blockchain

Blockchains are the most prominent form of DLTs. In blockchains, transactions
are collected in blocks, and each block confirms its predecessor by adding the
previous block’s hash in its own header. Figure 2.1 shows an example of a
blockchain. The first block of the blockchain is called the genesis block. The
genesis block was created when the blockchain was set up. All other blocks
reference the hash of the previous block in the blockchain. Referencing the
previous block’s hash ensures that the previous block cannot be altered any-
more. Since newly created blocks require some time to disseminate through
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the peer-to-peer network of the DLT, eventually, two nodes create valid blocks
confirming the same block. These two valid blocks create a fork, and new
blocks can be appended to both ends. However, the nodes always append
blocks to the longest chain, so one chain will succeed. Valid blocks not con-
firmed by the main chain are called stale blocks.

Since each block can only have one successor, the network requires a consensus
algorithm like PoW [18] or Proof of Stack (PoS) [23] to decide which node is
allowed to create, also named as mine or mint, the next block. When PoW
is used to determine which node can create the next block, the nodes have
to prove that they have performed a certain amount of "work" to secure the
network. Typically, the PoW is done by solving a computationally difficult
mathematical task. This task’s difficulty can be adjusted to ensure a certain
block generation rate. The first node that is able to solve this mathematical
task is allowed to generate the next block. The cryptocurrency Bitcoin is built
on a blockchain with PoW as a consensus algorithm [18]. The success of Bitcoin
revealed the drawbacks of PoW. The arms race between the miners led to an
enormous energy consumption [24]–[27], and the throughput limited to seven
transactions per second limits its scalability [28].

With PoS, validators can deposit cryptocurrency coins to secure the network.
The deposited coins are called a stake and act as collateral. The more coins a
validator has staked, the more likely it is able to create a new block and get
coins as a reward. The collateral can be destroyed if a validator does not be-
have honestly. Therefore, the validators have an economic incentive to secure
the network and behave honestly. With this consensus algorithm, no compu-
tationally difficult task must be solved, and therefore, less energy is required
to secure the DLT. Several Blockchains have implemented different variations
of PoS. Peer-to-Peer Coin (PPCoin) was an early cryptocurrency that imple-
mented PoS [29]. Furthermore, Ethereum is a popular blockchain using PoS.
Ethereum was initially using PoW as a consensus algorithm. However, due
to scalability and efficiency issues of PoW, Ethereum migrated to PoS [30].
Ethereum is a blockchain popular for its generalized technology on which
all transaction-based state machine concepts can be built [19]. In Ethereum,
smart contracts written in a Turing complete programming language can be
executed [19].
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Securing the DLT with PoW or PoS is expensive. With PoW, the miners have
to invest in hardware and energy, and with PoS, the validators must deposit
capital in the form of cryptocurrency. Most blockchains award the creation of
blocks with a certain amount of crypto coins to incentivize securing the DLT.

genesis blocks

blocks

tips

t

FIGURE 2.2: BlockDAG

BlockDAGs are DLTs where blocks confirm multiple other blocks [31] and
therefore build a Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG) instead of a single blockchain.
Figure 2.2 shows an example of a BlockDAG. A BlockDAG where each block
references n previous blocks requires n genesis blocks, which cannot confirm
n blocks since there are too few. Afterwards each block confirms n previous
blocks. Tips are blocks that are not confirmed yet. In contrast to a blockchain,
a BlockDAG has multiple tips. Therefore, all valid blocks with no reference are
tips, and the BlockDAG does not have staled valid blocks. Another approach
is the Transaction Directed Acyclic Graph (TDAG), where the DAG is built on
transactions instead of blocks [31]. An advantage of DAG-based DLTs is that it
is easier to append new blocks to a DAG than to the end of a blockchain. This
makes DAG-based DLTs more suitable for nodes with constrained resources,
enables higher throughput and improves energy efficiency. However, in con-
trast to blockchains, the DAG data structures do not inherently contain a total
order of transactions. Therefore, in applications where the node state depends
on the execution order of the transactions, the network requires to build con-
sensus about the transaction’s order. For example, the cryptocurrency IOTA
is built on a TDAG, named Tangle [21]. Since the DAG data structure does
not provide a total order of the transactions, IOTA initially used a central-
ized coordinator to resolve conflicting transactions. At the time of writing,
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IOTA is migrating to a new decentralized consensus algorithm named coordi-
cide [32]. Other DAG-based DLTs already provide a total order of transactions.
For example, the hash graph of Hedera uses a "gossip about gossip" and vir-
tual voting to bring the network to consensus on the timestamp of any event
with the efficiency of bandwidth usage without centralizing around any en-
tity or group of entities [33]. Hedera uses a gossip protocol to disseminate
transactions through the DLT network. Afterwards, Hedera nodes that receive
transactions from other nodes add a timestamp to the transaction hash and
disseminate this information to the other nodes in the network. The Hedera
nodes then use this gossip about when gossip was received to build consensus
about the timestamp of a transaction. This protocol to build consensus about
the timestamp is named "gossip about gossip".

DLTs can be classified into a few basic classes. On the one hand, DLTs can
be public or private. In a public DLT, the read access to the transactions is
open for everyone, and in a private DLT, the read access is limited to a few
users, for example, the users of an organization. Different techniques have
been proposed to enable private DLTs. For example, some proposed using
networks with limited access, i.e., Virtual Private Networks (VPNs), to make
DLTs private [34] and other DLTs like Hyperledger Fabric [35] use encrypted
channels to limit the access to certain data of the DLT. On the other hand,
DLTs can be permissionless or permissioned. In a permissionless DLT, every-
body can set up a node and participate in the network. In a permissioned
DLT, only nodes with permission can access the network and commit transac-
tions. Hyperledger Fabric is a distributed operating system for permissioned
blockchains [20]. To manage the permissions, Hyperledger Fabric uses a mem-
bership service provider that maintains the digital identities of all nodes, and
all messages exchanged among the nodes are authenticated using digital sig-
natures.

The existing literature on DLT encompasses many different DLTs. Most of
these DLTs are either general-purpose DLTs that support smart contracts and
all kinds of DLT applications. Due to the fast-growing cryptocurrency mar-
ket, many DLTs specific for handling cryptocurrencies have been introduced.
The general-purpose and cryptocurrency-specific DLTs must build consensus
about the absolute order of transactions to prevent a double spending attack.
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Building this consensus about the absolute order of transactions has the draw-
back that it requires energy, especially for PoW-based DLTs, high transaction
costs, and limits the scalability. Applications that, by design, do not have trans-
actions prone to double spending or execution could benefit from application-
specific DLTs. For example, a distributed audit trail does not require an abso-
lute order of transactions. Therefore, Veritaa can benefit from an application
specific DLT.

2.2 Internet of Things

The IoT is the network that connects all kinds of electronic devices to the In-
ternet. With many new applications in industry, smart home, smart city, au-
tonomous driving, and more, the IoT grows quickly. These applications re-
quire different devices with distinct requirements. For example, some devices
might be complex and connected to a powerful energy source, while others ful-
fill a simple purpose and run on a single coin cell battery for years. However,
all IoT devices have in common that they eventually need to exchange infor-
mation with other IoT devices, applications, or users. Today network technolo-
gies specialized for different IoT applications with various requirements exist.
Especially low-power network technologies have undergone strong develop-
ment. Today, technologies use the Chirp Spread Spectrum (CSS) to enable
an efficient tradeoff between energy consumption, range, and datarate [36]–
[38] for low-power communication. LoRaWAN uses CSS and a star-of-stars
topology to connect IoT devices with gateways and servers [38]. Several
LoRaWANs have been launched. Besides LoRaWANs operated by national
Internet service providers, The Things Network (TTN) [39] and Helium [40]
are global networks. In contrast to the other networks, Helium incentivizes
the operation of gateways using a cryptocurrency that is mined by providing
additional network coverage and forwarding data [40]. With this incentiviza-
tion, Helium could reach much more coverage than TTN [41], [42].

Other technologies like Narrowband Internet of Things (NB-IoT) and LTE Cat M1
use cellular networks to connect devices to the IoT. These technologies are de-
signed to provide low-cost, low-power, and reliable communication solutions
for a wide range of IoT devices. NB-IoT is a narrowband IoT network built
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from existing Long-Term Evolution (LTE) functionalities. The design goals
of NB-IoT are to improve indoor coverage, enable low cost-devices, enable
long battery life of low-power devices, and support a massive number of low-
throughput devices per cell [43]. To achieve these design goals, NB-IoT uses
a narrow band of 180kHz, a reduced peak data rate of less than 100kbps, and
a latency budget of 10s [43]. While NB-IoT is designed to provide high cover-
age and enable ultra-low-cost devices LTE Cat M1 is intended for mid-range
IoT applications and can support voice and video services [44]. Therefore,
LTE Cat M1 utilizes a broader band of 1.08MHz and supports a data rate up
to 1Mbps [45]. In addition, latencies bellow 10ms are reportedly feasible with
LTE Cat M1 [46]. With these characteristics, LTE Cat M1 enables IoT applica-
tions that require a higher data rate, such as gateways connecting WSNs to the
IoT.

In contrast to LoRaWAN, both NB-IoT and LTE Cat M1 have a higher data
rate. While LTE Cat M1 and NB-IoT operate in the licensed frequency range,
LoRaWAN operates in the unlicensed Industrial, Scientific, and Medical (ISM)
band. Consequently, deploying new LoRaWAN gateways and increasing
the network coverage to remote areas is easier with LoRaWAN. However,
LTE Cat M1 and NB-IoT are deployed by the Mobile Network Operators
(MNOs), which provide better ground coverage and enable easier roaming at
the cost of higher fees.

Concluding, the choice of technology depends on the specific requirements of
the IoT application, such as data rate, power consumption, operational costs,
and coverage.

2.3 Public Key Infrastructures

In the wave of digitalization and with the fast growth of the IoT, digital doc-
uments and data have become essential and valuable resources. The value of
data mainly results from their high availability, easy accessibility, and the pos-
sibility to move them effortlessly all over the world. Nevertheless, verifying
their integrity and authenticity is difficult when data are moved over different
channels. For quality-related auditable applications, it is of great importance
that the integrity and authenticity of data can be verified. Hashes are used
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to check the integrity of data and digital signatures to check their authentic-
ity. Asymmetric encryption with private and public keys is used for digital
signatures. Nevertheless, as long as public keys are not mapped to entities,
their signatures are just unknown entities’ signatures. An identity claim maps
a public key to an identifier of an entity. However, as long as the identity
claim is not authenticated, it is just a claim that everyone could have created.
It would be possible to authenticate all public keys manually in a small world,
but this is neither applicable nor scalable in most cases.

PKIs are required to authenticate large numbers of identity claims. Traditional
PKIs can be distinguished by their certification model. PKIs use Certificate
Authoritys (CAs) who sign certificates, and Distributed Public Key Infrastruc-
tures often rely on the decentralized Web of Trust (WoT).

The X.509 [47] standard is a popular PKI. X.509 certificates are defined as data
structures that bind public-key values to subjects and trusted CAs assert these
bindings [48]. The CAs are trusted in tree-shaped hierarchies. A root CA is as-
serting subordinate CAs by validating their identity. With over one thousand
CAs all over the world [49] misfortune or bad intentions cannot be excluded,
and the security of some CAs might be compromised. In the past, several in-
cidents showed flaws in CA-based PKIs [50]. For example, hackers could get
access to servers of the CA DigiNotar and use this CA’s infrastructure to issue
false certificates of high-profile domains like Google [51]. Incidents like this
show the limitations of hierarchical systems regarding security and reliability.

Pretty Good Privacy (PGP) [52], together with the Web of Trust (WoT) [53],
[54], is a popular DPKI. In the WoT, the public keys are certified by other en-
tities [53], [54]. While the WoT provides transparency about the trust relations
between entities, it lacks scalability and usability. Furthermore, public keys
cannot be easily revoked with the WoT [55].

DLT-based PKI is a promising approach to overcome the drawbacks of con-
ventional PKI. With a DLT, the management of the PKI can be distributed
between multiple stakeholders, reducing the risk of a single point of failure.
Furthermore, certificate revocations can directly be published on the DLT. The
peer-to-peer network of the DLT ensures fast dissemination of such revocation;
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therefore, no revocation lists are required. Managing these revocation lists in
conventional PKI was often cumbersome and slow.

The literature covering PKIs based on DLT can mainly be grouped into general
PKI and application-specific PKI. In this thesis, we propose a distributed audit
trail that uses a PKI to manage the identities of both organizational entities,
such as calibration laboratories and device owners, and IoT devices. To high-
light the required optimizations for an IoT specific PKI, we discuss general PKI
separately from the IoT optimizations.

2.3.1 General Public Key Infrastructures based on Distributed

Ledger Technology

Several PKI based on DLTs have been proposed in the literature. The decen-
tralization of the single point of failure in CA-based PKI and the certificate
transparency is stated as the main advantage of DLT-based PKI. DLT-based
PKIs can be categorized by how the certificate requests are certified. Like in
conventional PKIs, the certification is mainly achieved through trusted CAs or
the WoT. However, some architectures combine the CA and the WoT certifi-
cation models to reduce the risk of a single point of failure at the trusted CAs
and to bootstrap reputation in the WoT.

Kubilay et al. proposed CertLedger, a PKI architecture with certificate trans-
parency based on a blockchain [56]. Their work aims to eliminate split-world
attacks and provide certificate and revocation transparency. CertLedger is
based on an Ethereum smart contract. CAs perform the tasks to check the
identity of a domain owner and the certification of certificate requests. All
certification and revocation actions are transparently stored on the blockchain.
The CertLedger board observes all actions and can untrust malicious CAs. The
authors show a complete architecture for CA-based PKI built on a smart con-
tract and propose a governance model.

In [57], the authors design and implement a Blockchain-based DPKI on top
of Hyperledger Fabric. To reduce the risk of a single point of failure, they
propose a scheme where multiple trusted CAs certify certificate requests. For
the distributed certification, they use multiple signatures of different network
operators (CAs) to sign public keys and store them on the blockchain.
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PBCert is a privacy-reserving blockchain-based PKI with a focus on scalabil-
ity [58]. To reach scalability, PBCert is separated into a control and storage
plane. In the control plane, all certificate operations are stored on a blockchain.
Certification requests are sent to trusted CAs, and the certificates are then
stored in an Ethereum blockchain. The certificate revocations are stored on
Online Certificate Status Protocol (OCSP) servers’ in the storage plane, and the
OCSP servers’ root hashes are secured on the blockchain of the control plane.
In PBCert, obscure responses to clients’ requests are used to preserve privacy.
Therefore, the client only sends the first n bits of the certificate hash to an OCSP
server, and the server responds with a BloomFilter of matching hashes.

A complete blockchain-based PKI system that supports the X.509 standard [47]
has been implemented in an Ethereum smart contract [48]. All certificates, in-
cluding those of the CA’s, are stored on the blockchain. Therefore, the misbe-
havior of a CA is tracked on the blockchain and can be noticed by all participat-
ing entities. In the smart contracts of each CA, lists with all issued and revoked
certificates are contained [55]. This improves the security of the tree-based PKI
system.

Bitcoin has been used to enhance PGP and the related WoT. A new certificate
format based on Bitcoin has been introduced that allows a user to verify PGP
certificates using Bitcoin identity-verification transactions [59].

The Smart Contract-based PKI and Identity System (SCPKI) is an alternative
PKI system based on a decentralized and transparent design using a WoT
model and a smart contract on the Ethereum blockchain. In SCPKI, entities
can verify fine-grained attributes (such as phone number, company, or domain
name) of another entity’s identity [60]. The verification of the attributes results
in a WoT like data structure. However, this work focuses on asserting specific
attributes rather than on deriving public-key certificates. Additionally, the au-
thors mention the operational costs of running the smart contract on Ethereum
as a challenge and publish a full and cheaper light implementation.

Several DLT based PKIs have been proposed in the literature. These PKIs
mostly follow the traditional CA or WoT model and use the DLT as a dis-
tributed database to increase certificate transparency and enable fast revoca-
tion. Additionally, PKIs that follow the CA model often use smart contracts
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to control and govern CAs. With all certificate actions transparently stored on
the DLT, governing boards can observe the CAs’ behavior and revoke their
permissions. PKIs that follow the WoT model mostly use DLTs as distributed
databases and for fast revocation. These revocation lists were difficult to re-
alize in traditional WoTs. Most of the investigated projects rely on Ethereum
smart contracts or existing general-purpose DLTs.

The literature study reveals some limitations that require further research for a
DLT-based PKI used in an audit trail. First, most related works do not provide
the immutable signature storage required to enable the non-repudiable signa-
tures of an audit trail. Next, the WoT-based PKI in the related work does not
provide a solution to bootstrap reputation in the system. For new trust-based
systems, it is challenging to build reputation [61]. Consequently, it is difficult
for new identity claims to gain reputation and certification. Finally, most re-
lated work depends on general-purpose DLTs with high energy consumption
or transaction costs. This limits the scalability of the PKI.

2.3.2 Public Key Infrastructures for the Internet of Things

Some of the DLT-based PKIs proposed in the literature focus on the IoT. In
Blockchain-based Public Key Infrastructure solutions for IoT, the authors im-
plement and evaluate three different PKIs on Emercoin and Ethereum [62].
The first proposed PKI uses the Emercoin Name Value Store to store certifi-
cates on the blockchain. The other proposed solutions rely on Ethereum smart
contracts. To meet the requirements of IoT applications, they evaluated two
Ethereum architectures: one with a trusted remote node and one with an
Ethereum Light Sync Node. However, the authors focus on storing self-signed
certificates and are not providing a solution to authenticate and certify public
keys. Therefore, it is difficult for third parties to verify the authenticity of the
stored certificates.

In blockchain for IoT security and privacy, Dorrie et al. show how their
blockchain can be used in Smart Home applications [63]. Their solution com-
prises local blockchains, a home miner, and local storage. The home miner
generates shared keys for the devices and controls the access of the data. The
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focus of their work lies in the confidentiality, integrity, and availability of sen-
sor data. They do not provide a PKI solution that enables third parties to check
the authenticity of data.

Bouras et al. proposed a lightweight blockchain-based IoT identity manage-
ment approach [64]. In their work, they suggest using a consortium (permis-
sioned) blockchain to manage the identities of IoT devices. Their solution sep-
arates the membership service and the identity management protocol. The
membership service is used to manage the blockchain nodes and network ad-
mins. Their identity management comprises registration, verification, and re-
vocation of certificates. They have implemented a proof-of-concept prototype
using Hyperledger fabric.

Smart contracts of the Ethereum blockchain have been used to build an Iden-
tity Management System for IoT devices [65]. The architecture comprises
globally unique identifiers, identity management throughout the lifecycle, and
ownership management of IoT devices. The proposed system relies on public-
key cryptography. The manufacturer generates the key pair at production,
requests a certificate from a CA, and then stores it on the created IoT device.
Afterwards, the manufacturer registers the device identity on the blockchain.
Finally, the manufacturer uses ownership management to transfer the device
ownership to the customer when the device is sold.

Multiple DLT-based PKIs for the IoT have been proposed in the literature. In
most of the related work, the public keys are certified by an entity, for exam-
ple, the manufacturer of the device. However, to evaluate the quality of data
measured by IoT, devices owned and operated by third parties, the validator
requires more information than the authenticity of a public key. For example,
the maintenance, and with that, the operator of an IoT device is essential for its
well functioning. Therefore, multiple parties must be able to declare their rela-
tion to IoT devices to establish trust in IoT devices beyond their infrastructures.
The DPKI requires an immutable signature store to enable non-repudiable sig-
natures. Furthermore, most related work does not cover the identity of the IoT
device itself.
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2.4 Distributed Calibration Certificate Infrastruc-

ture

Humans have always observed and measured their environment. With the
development of architecture and trade, comparable measurements have be-
come necessary. To make measurements comparable, people must measure
with the same units. The cubit is perhaps the oldest and longest-lived exam-
ple of a standard measurement unit, used to measure the length in Egypt at
around 2750 BC [66]. The accuracy was already taken seriously back then, and
the cubit had to be calibrated at each full moon [66]. All measurements must
be compared with the same standard, and this standard must be measurable
with the required precision to ensure accuracy. Since 2018, all base units of the
International System of Units (SI) have been defined by natural constants [67].

Experiments to derive a base unit from its corresponding natural constant are
complex and expensive. Therefore, National Metrology Institutes (NMIs) per-
form these experiments and maintain the national standards. In addition, the
NMIs calibrate the standards of Calibration Laboratorys (CLs), and the CLs
calibrate the Measurement Instruments (MIs) used in the industry. An MI is
a device to measure a physical parameter. The calibration of an MI with in-
termediate standards results in a chain of calibrations where each step in the
calibration chain contributes to the measurement uncertainty. Following the
chain of calibrations in reverse order enables metrological traceability. Con-
sidering the accuracy of a MI and the uncertainty introduced by the chain
of calibrations, measurement values of two calibrated MIs can be compared.
To assert worldwide comparability of measurements, the Bureau International
des Poids et Mesures (BIPM) works with the NMIs of the BIPM’s Member
States and strategic partners worldwide.

Figure 2.3 shows the relations between the BIPM, the NMIs, CLs, Manufac-
turers (MFRs), and MIs. The calibration hierarchy follows the relations from
the NMIs down to the MI. With each calibration, the uncertainty of the mea-
surement is increased, and consequently, the MIs higher in the hierarchy have
higher accuracy.

The CLs require accreditation for the international acceptance of calibration
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FIGURE 2.3: Relations between entities relevant for metrological
traceability [68] © 2022 IEEE

and test certificates. The accreditation asserts that the laboratories not only
have accurate measurement equipment but also are in compliance with rele-
vant standards (like the ISO/IEC 17025 for calibration) to ensure quality. NAS,
united by International Laboratory Accreditation Cooperation (ILAC), accredit
the CLs.

To ensure the quality of the measurement results, MIs should be calibrated
when they are manufactured and periodically afterwards. The periodicity de-
pends (among others) on the risk of failure, environmental conditions, and
frequency of use. Since the calibration is only a snapshot of the MI accuracy,
measurements after the last calibration are potentially wrong when a failure is
detected. For example, a failure is detected in a sensor monitoring the tempera-
ture of a temperature-sensitive chemical in a production line. Then it might not
be clear when the failure occurred, and the last calibration is the point where
it was checked that the sensor has been measuring properly. In the worst case,
since the last calibration, the whole production is damaged and must be dis-
carded. In this case, frequent calibration reduces the damage in case of failure.

With the growth of the IoT, the digitization of metrological traceability gains
attraction. The literature reveals several related works that cover digitizing
metrology. Gadelrab et al. conducted a comprehensive analysis and survey
about the requirements and the state of research towards the new generation
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of Digital Calibration Certificates (DCCs) [69]. Different units and unit conver-
sion are major challenges when metrology data is exchanged between systems.
A Digital System of Units (D-SI) metadata model has been proposed to over-
come these problems [70]. The D-SI has a machine-readable format for the
exchange of metrological data. It is an Extensible Markup Language (XML)-
based format that comprises the measurement value and SI-Unit information.
Calibrations are used to trace metrological data back to the national standards
maintained by the NMIs, and calibration certificates document these calibra-
tions. Most of the calibration certificates are still paper-based or in a non-
machine-readable format. Consequently, the accuracy information provided
by the calibration certificates is not machine-readable, and it is not easy to pro-
cess them further. To overcome the issue of non-machine-readable calibration
certificates, the DCC has been proposed [71], [72]. The DCC is a machine-
readable, XML-based calibration certificate. The DCC contains all the manda-
tory fields of a paper-based certificate and can be signed with cryptographic
signatures. In addition, the DCC comprises administrative data, measurement
results, comments, and a document annex area. Listing 2.1 shows an excerpt
of a DCC with some important information. For more details, the authors of
the DCC provide several examples [73] and an XSD schema [72].

<dcc:digitalCalibrationCertificate
xsi:schemaLocation="https: //ptb.de/dcc/v3.1.1/ dcc.xsd"
schemaVersion="3.1.1">
<dcc:administrativeData >

...
<dcc:calibrationLaboratory >

<dcc:contact >
<dcc:name >

<dcc:content >
Calibration Laboratory Ltd

</dcc:content >
</dcc:name >
...

</dcc:contact >
</dcc:calibrationLaboratory >
...

</dcc:administrativeData >
<dcc:measurementResults >

<dcc:measurementResult >
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<dcc:name >
<dcc:content >Measurement Results </dcc:content >

</dcc:name >
...
<dcc:results >

...
<si:realListXMLList >

<si:valueXMLList >
298.15 303.61 340.32

</si:valueXMLList >
<si:unitXMLList >\kelvin </si:unitXMLList >

</si:realListXMLList >
...

</dcc:results >
</dcc:measurementResult >

</dcc:measurementResults >
</dcc:digitalCalibrationCertificate >

LISTING 2.1: Excerpt with some important data of a DCC

The manual authentication of all relevant public keys is not feasible with many
different stakeholders in the field of metrology. Therefore, a PKI is required
to validate the DCC signatures. The European Metrology Cloud (EMC) is
an initiative to direct and uniform the digitization of European legal metrol-
ogy. It was proposed that the EMC should use a consortium (permissioned)
blockchain to secure the DCC data [74]. A demonstrator showed the first ver-
sion of the EMC. In this demonstrator, a tree-based CA architecture was used
to authenticate the public keys of calibration laboratories, and the demonstra-
tor used a permissioned DLT protected with a VPN [34].

Several blockchain-based approaches to secure metrological traceability have
been proposed recently. In blockchain applications for legal metrology, Peters
et al. discuss if DLTs have the potential to disrupt legal metrology [75]. On
the example of smart meters, they explain the challenges in legal metrology
and conclude that DLTs are promising to solve several of these challenges. Ac-
cording to their research, the main advantages of DLTs are decentralized audit
trails, software verification, and an update process based on smart contracts.
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Takatsuji et al. proposed to use blockchain technology to visualize the metro-
logical traceability [76]. To visualize metrological traceability, they store cer-
tificate metadata, and the certificate hashes in transactions of a blockchain.
Additionally, they store the transaction ID of parent certificates symmetrically
encrypted in the certificate transaction. These parent certificates enable up-
stream certificate information only accessible to persons having the symmetric
key. While this enables recursive access to all certificates higher in the certifi-
cate hierarchy, it also has the drawback that the symmetric key must be shared
among all that should have access to the certificates. Sharing symmetric keys
bears the several risks since it can get lost, and it is not possible to revoke access
for entities when the access was granted.

Mustapää et al. propose a comprehensive conceptual solution based on DCCs,
D-SI, and cryptographic digital identifiers for validation of data quality and
trustworthiness [77]. Their work highlights that building a global PKI is one
of the major open challenges.

Other related work goes further and proposes to secure more IoT functionality
with DLTs. Shah et al. proposed to use Ethereum smart contracts for Secure
Calibration in Safety-Critical IoT [78]. Their work highlights the importance
of traceability for safety resilience in surgery robots. They propose to store the
certificate chain immutably on the Ethereum blockchain. In this solution, the
NMIs are the root CA and certify the measurement instruments of intermedi-
ate calibration laboratories. In addition, the authors suggest that IoT sensors
can communicate directly and verify on the DLT if they have a valid DCC. The
measurement equipment would be deactivated if a certificate was revoked on
the DLT.

Melo et al. identify the huge amount of data, measurement of privacy-relevant
data, and authentication of oracles as the main challenges in digitizing legal
metrology [79]. In using blockchains to implement distributed measuring sys-
tems, Melo et al. proposed to run all legally relevant source codes of legal
metrology as a smart contract on blockchains [80]. A measurement instrument
comprises only the sensor, an analog-to-digital converter, and a communica-
tion module in their vision. The authors propose to send raw sensor data di-
rectly to smart contracts that further process the data. An advantage of this
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model is that notified bodies can audit the legally relevant source code. As
a proof of concept, they implemented a speedometer on Hyperledger fabric.
They conclude that blockchain-based DMS is a promising approach, but large
data measurements, privacy, and the authentication of oracles (sensors owned
by other entities) are still open challenges. Blockchain-based PKI for smart me-
ters has been proposed to provide trust in fuel dispensers [81]. In the proposed
architecture, the CA is replaced by a blockchain where permissioned endorsers
can directly commit certificates. The permissioned endorsers are manufactur-
ers, entities from society, and institutions responsible for assuring the correct
behavior of smart meters.

A prototype for dual digital traceability of metrology data using X.509 and
IOTA has been built [82]. The signed fingerprints of DCCs in the prototype are
immutably stored on the IOTA ledger. A CA-based PKI is used to manage and
certify the public keys. The authors propose to use the NMIs as root certificate
authorities.
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[34], [74] " " CA based PKI
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[77] " " "
PKI as open challenge see potential to
use NMIs and NAS as trust anchors

[81] " " " " Blockchain based with endorsers
[82] " " " CA based PKI with NMI as root CA

TABLE 2.1: Related Work [68] © 2022 IEEE

The related work has proposed several approaches to digitize and secure
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metrological traceability. While some of the related work is application-
specific, others propose general calibration certificate infrastructures. Table
2.2 provides a brief overview of the general solutions proposed in the related
work. This overview shows that most related work is able to store DCC sig-
natures and represent metrological traceability. However, most of the related
work falls short in providing an applicable PKI and some even state that build-
ing a PKI for metrology is one of the major open research challenges. Further-
more, most of the related work falls short of supporting multi-signatures and
approval processes often required in metrology. Finally, only a few of the so-
lutions proposed in the related work are able to secure measurement values of
the calibrated MIs and, therefore, enable metrological traceability for measure-
ment values. A drawback of all solutions investigated in this literature study
is that no solutions can cover all requirements with their system model.

2.5 Positioning based on Angle of Arrival

With the growing importance of the IoT and especially the industrial IoT, IPS
have become widely used for asset tracking. Among others, indoor position-
ing finds applications in robotics, medicine, logistics, tracking, localize-and-
fetch in warehouses, and the navigation of unmanned ground vehicles [83],
[84]. A typical radio-based IPS comprises anchor points that estimate the rela-
tive distances or directions of the tracked asset tags and a positioner that uses
mutlilateration or multiangulation to estimate a position based on these rela-
tive distances or direction estimates. For the distance and direction estimation,
the anchor points measure physical properties like free-space path loss, Time
of Arrival (ToA), Time of Flight (ToF), or the phase shift between the antennas
of an array. In this thesis, we focus on direction finding based on phase shift.
Direction finding based on phase shift depends on the physical property that
electromagnetic waves propagate at the speed of light. Therefore, two anten-
nas observe a phase shift depending on their distance when they measure a
signal. This phase shift is used in AoA and AoD to estimate the direction of an
asset tag. For simplicity, AoX addresses both AoA and AoD in this thesis.

Figure 2.4a illustrates AoA. To measure the angle θA, the sender T0 transmits a
Continuous Wave (CW), and the antenna array T1, . . . , TK measures the signal.
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FIGURE 2.4: Positioning using phase shift of a CW [85]
© 2022 IFIP

The phase shift between the antennas T1, . . . , TK defines angle θA.

Figure 2.4b illustrates AoD. In contrast to AoA, with AoD, the CW is switched
through the antennas of the antenna array during transmission T1, ..., TK. The
switching of the CW through the antenna array results in a phase shift between
the switching slots. This phase shift is measured on the receiver side and can
be used to determine the direction of the signal.

θ4

θ1

θ2

θ3

Locator

Asset Tag
Positioner

FIGURE 2.5: Setup of an AoA-based positioning system

Multiple locators at known positions and with a known orientation can act
as anchor points that measure the AoA of a CW sent from an asset tag. A
positioner can use the AoAs of the locators to estimate the asset tag’s position
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using multiangulation. Figure 2.5 shows an example setup of a positioner that
uses the AoAs measured by locators to estimate the position of an asset tag.

Preamble Access 
Address PDU CRC CTE

FIGURE 2.6: BLE Packet with a CTE

The standardization of AoA and AoD in Bluetooth 5.1 [86] made positioning
based on phase shift available in a wide range of inexpensive off-the-shelf low-
power IoT devices. Constant Tone Extension (CTE) was introduced to enable
positioning based on phase shift in BLE. The CTE is a CW appended after
the Cyclic Redundancy Check (CRC) of BLE packets. Figure 2.6 shows a BLE
packet with enabled CTE. Typically, the locators have an antenna array, and
the asset tags have a simple BLE module with one antenna. This enables low-
power, cheap, and small asset tags.

2.6 Proof of Location

A Positioning System (PS) is a system to measure the spatial position of ob-
jects. In addition to the IPSs, the PS also comprise large-scale systems like the
GPS. While PSs are becoming increasingly popular, it is still challenging for
independent organizations to verify whether the positions claimed by sensors
are genuine or have been manipulated. Suppose users can claim that they
are located at an arbitrary position, and the location-based application is un-
able to verify the genuineness of the position. In that case, several issues may
arise, ranging from mild offenses such as cheating in augmented-reality online
games [87] to more serious ones, such as circumventing international sanc-
tions [88] or influencing the navigation system of an autonomous vehicle [89].

For quality-relevant applications in medical and industrial applications, posi-
tions and sensor data must be auditable to enable auditors to verify a system’s
state and, therefore, assert product or service quality. For example, in a ge-
ofencing medical application, an insurer (i.e., a third party) must be able to
verify that surgical instruments have never left the sterile area during surgery
by verifying their claimed location. A PoL verifiable by an independent third
party is required to make a position auditable. A PoL is cryptographic proof
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that a tracked asset tag was present at the claimed location. Therefore, anchor
points in proximity of the claimed location verify if the monitored asset tag
is at this location. For example, the anchor points can use the property that a
radio signal has a limited range to verify if the monitored asset tag is in their
vicinity.

The first research on verifiable positions was already made in 2001 when Zu-
genmaier et al. proposed to enhance applications with approved location
stamps [90]. Later in 2009, Saroiu and Wolman pioneered the concept of lo-
cation proofs [91], a mechanism to enable users to certify their location history
and prevent malicious users from claiming forged locations. To provide a PoL,
the device, which position claim should be proved, must be authenticated.
The device’s authentication can either be based on cryptographic identities or
radio fingerprints of the monitored device, like unique imperfections of the
analog front-end [92]. The location proofs are provided by wireless infrastruc-
ture that authenticates the tracked device and certifies the physical closeness
of the tracked device. Therefore, a trusted wireless infrastructure was required
to perform the PoL. Recent research in PoL systems moves towards replacing
the trusted wireless infrastructure with decentralized and DLT-based systems.
Amoretti et al. proposed a Blockchain-based PoL system that guarantees both
location trustworthiness and user privacy preservation [93].

Large-scale wireless infrastructure is required to provide PoL at all locations
where auditable positioning could be used. DLT is a promising approach to
decentralize the construction of such infrastructure, remove the requirement
to trust a single entity, and enable an immutable audit log. Since the auditing
entity needs to verify the sensor’s historical data, the system must store its
claims on a public immutable audit trail.

The research around location proofs has evolved in the past two decades, and
several research projects securing PoLs have been proposed. Zafar et al. pro-
vide a comprehensive overview of the research in the field location proofs [94].

A PoL is essential to make positioning auditable. The PoL is often done by
exchanging cryptographically signed data between a tracked asset tag and an-
chor points of a trusted infrastructure over a radio connection with a limited
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range [91], [95]–[97]. The signed data proves that the asset tag is close to the an-
chor point that has signed the data. Other works use the trusted infrastructure
of roadside units in Vehicle Ad-hoc Networks (VANETs) for periodic location
proofs, combined with plausibility checking of movement between proofs [98].
A major challenge of these infrastructures is that a trusted entity must set up
a large-scale infrastructure with anchor points at all locations where location
proofs are used. However, building such infrastructure is associated with large
investments, which entail risks for the operators and slow down the adapta-
tion process.

In contrast to the infrastructure-based solutions, collaborative approaches to
establish trust in positions can be found in the field of VANETs [99], and mo-
bile networks [93], [100], [101]. With these collaborative methods, other users
act as witnesses for the location of the node whose position must be proven.

Some PoL systems forward the location proofs to the tracked device, which
then can use this location certificate to prove to a third party that it was at a
given time at a claimed position. But most PoL systems do not securely store
these location proofs [91], [96], [97], [99]. However, for a PS to be auditable,
an auditor must be able to determine the position of an asset tag in history.
Therefore, the PoL must be stored immutably, non-repudiable, and accessible
for the auditor in an audit trail.

Some of the related work uses a trusted centralized server to store the location
proofs and to provide them to the verifiers [95], [101]. The drawback of central
servers is that in an auditability scenario, the auditors and the audited entities
have to trust the operator of the server not to remove location proofs from the
server. By using DLTs, the entities no longer have to trust a third party. Several
papers proposed to secure location proofs with DLTs [93], [102]. The location
proofs are usually secured by signing the hash of the location proof and saving
it immutably on a DLT.

In order to overcome the challenge of building a global anchor point infras-
tructure, some projects incentivize the operation of anchor points by reward-
ing the operators with cryptocurrencies when they provide network coverage
or perform a PoL [40], [103]. However, the incentivized infrastructures need to
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prevent the simulation of location proofs or proof of coverage. The current ap-
proach to solve these challenges is that only certified manufacturers can make
anchor points.

In the literature, the PoL often proves that the tracked asset tag is within the
range of a certain anchor point [91], [93], [97], [99], [101]. While this is suitable
for applications that do not require high accuracy, it is a limitation for appli-
cations depending on precise positions, like indoor positioning in industrial
applications.

Other related work depends on GPS. Blockchain-Based Global Positioning
System (B-GPS) was designed to improve the integrity and transparency of
geodetic surveys [102]. Using GPS for positioning applications has the advan-
tage of being globally available outdoors, but it also comes with the drawback
that it cannot be used for indoor applications.

In summary, the literature review reveals the following drawbacks of the exist-
ing solutions. PoL systems proposed in the literature either require large-scale
wireless infrastructure or use a decentralized collaborative approach, where
asset tags witness and prove each other’s locations. The large-scale wireless in-
frastructure has the drawback that it requires large investments and is not suit-
able for industrial indoor applications. The fully decentralized location proofs
have the drawback of requiring asset tags of multiple independent entities at
the same location to build trustworthy location proofs, which is often not the
case on company premises. For industrial applications, permanently installed
and auditable anchor points could overcome these drawbacks. Finally, non of
the solutions found in the literature covered BLE-based AoA positioning.

2.7 Location Verification System

The PoL presented in Section 2.6 can cryptographically prove that an asset tag
is within the communication range of the locators that performed the PoL by
using cryptographic functions. However, physical parameters must be mea-
sured to estimate the distance or angle between locators and asset tags. These
physical parameters can not be secured by cryptographic means and are, there-
fore, vulnerable to attacks on the physical layer. For example, an attacker could
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replay a packet used for positioning at a different location without manipulat-
ing the cryptography and, therefore, manipulating a position. A LVS uses in-
dependently measured location information to verify the feasibility of claimed
locations and mitigate such attacks.

b) Location Verification System

Locator
Asset Tag

Communication range
Proved location

a) Proof of Location

d

Claimed position
Independently measured position
Uncertainty

FIGURE 2.7: Difference between Proof of Location and Location
Verification System

PoL and LVS complement each other in building accurate auditable position-
ing. Figure 2.7 shows the difference between a PoL and a LVS. The PoL crypto-
graphically proves that the asset tag is within the intersections of the commu-
nication range of the locators that performed the PoL. In contrast to the PoL,
the LVS verifies that the distance d between the claimed position and the in-
dependent verification information (in this case, the independent verification
position) is smaller than the uncertainty of the positioning system. If d is larger
than expected, the LVS classifies the claimed position as manipulation. Note
that the asset tag is within the uncertainties of the claimed and the verification
position due to measurement uncertainties. In summary, the LVS is more ac-
curate than the PoL, but it can not cryptographically prove the location of the
asset tag. Therefore, accurate auditable positioning requires a PoL and a LVS
combined.

An LVS can detect attacks on positions and overcome the security issue of
manipulated or forged positions. Typically, an LVS requires independently
measured position information to verify claimed positions. When an attacker
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successfully manipulates the claimed position, this manipulated position will
contradict the independently measured position of the LVS. Therefore, the
attacker must manipulate both the claimed position and the independent po-
sition information to manipulate a position unrecognized. Since the indepen-
dently measured positions depend on the position of the same asset tag, the
range of possible manipulations is even limited when the attacker successfully
manipulates the claimed position and the independent verification informa-
tion. Consequently, the complexity of the attack is increased, and the potential
risk is limited by using an LVS. Furthermore, an LVS can classify attacked
positions, drop these position claims, and raise alerts.

The literature covers various LVSs for VANETs, IoT, and WSNs. Wang et
al. [104] reviewed existing secure localization algorithms in WSNs. Typically,
the LVSs proposed in the literature assume that the tracked object has claimed
a position, for example, measured by GPS, which the LVS then verifies by inde-
pendent location information, like the known positions of the direct neighbors.

Wei et al. proposed two location verification algorithms for WSNs that per-
form both in-spot and in-region location verifications [105]. They proposed
the Greedy Filtering by Matrix (GFM) and Greedy Filtering by Trustability-
indicator (GFT) algorithms that rely on the inconsistencies between the sen-
sors’ claimed positions and the positions implied by their neighbors’ observa-
tions. The GFM and GFT algorithms assume that the sensors have a fixed com-
munication range and that the neighbor lists should contain all nodes within a
sensor node’s range. Therefore, an attack is detected when a node appears in
the neighbor lists of nodes not within the claimed position range. Since GFM
and GFT depend on the property that not all nodes are in the range of a tracked
sensor, the accuracy depends on the density of deployed sensor nodes.

A Location Verification System with Directional Antennas (LVS-DA) has been
proposed for VANETs [106]. In LVS-DA, the base stations of a VANET are
equipped with multiple directional antennas, and the direction of a signal is
estimated based on the Receiver Signal Strength (RSS) values measured on the
different directional antennas. The known location of the base stations and the
direction of the received signal is used to verify if a car’s claimed position is
true. Also, Hu et al. used directional antennas to prevent wormhole attacks in
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WSNs [107].

An LVS has also been proposed for RSS-based IPS. Yan et al. proved
that the unknown transmission power does not affect the detection perfor-
mance of their RSS-based LVS algorithm Differential Likelihood Ratio Test
(D-LRT) [108]. NN-LVS is a Neural Network based Location Verification Sys-
tem for Vehicular Networks [109]. NN-LVS depends on inconsistencies in the
ToA at multiple base stations. The authors propose using AoA and RSS infor-
mation to enhance their artificial intelligence model in future work. Liu et al.
proposed the Malicious Node Detection Clustering (MNDC) and Enhanced
Malicious Node Detection Clustering (EMDC) algorithms for secure range-
based localization in WSNs [110]. MNDC is based on location clustering and
consistency evaluation via sequential probability ratio testing. Furthermore,
EMDC is an enhanced version of the MNDC that modifies the calculation of
reference error.

Wu et al. propose a blocking level-based location verification scheme for
WSNs [111]. They proposed using an anchor point, a polar coordinate system,
and a moving obstacle to verify the nodes’ location. As an obstacle, a metal
plate rotates around the anchor point, and when the metal plate is in the line
of sight to the asset tag, the RSS value drops. This drop in the RSS level is used
to verify if the sensor is in the expected direction. MoVers is a location verifica-
tion algorithm that uses the mobility of verifiers to verify locations [112]. For
MoVers no additional hardware is required. However, this algorithm requires
at least two moving verifiers to verify locations.

The study of the literature revealed different approaches to build LVSs. The
LVS proposed in the related work are mainly application specific and depend
on the used positioning system. Therefore, the LVSs have diverse properties.
Table 2.2 provides an overview of the key properties of the related work.

The evaluation of the related work revealed a few drawbacks. First, most pro-
posed LVS depend on additional hardware, like directional antennas or mov-
ing metal plates as obstacles, to measure independent location information to
verify claimed locations. This additional hardware raises the total cost of the
positioning solution. Furthermore, the independent location information is of-
ten measured with lower accuracy than the claimed position. Therefore, the
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TABLE 2.2: Related Work [85] © 2022 IFIP

Work Algorithm Verification Information Use Case

SecureAoX AoD IPS, low-power
[105] GFM, GFT Expected list of neighbors

based on fixed communica-
tion range

WSN

[106] LVS-DA Directional Antennas VANET
[108] D-LRT RSS WSN
[109] NN-LVS ToA VANET, IoT
[110] MNDC, EMDC ToA and RSS WSN
[111] blocking obstacle Moving obstacle to manipu-

late RSS in specific direction
WSN, IoT

[112] MoVers Moving verifiers

IoT,
access control,
environmental
sensing

LVS only limits the range of possible manipulations. For example, directional
antennas only verify that the direction of the asset tag is correct but not the
distance. Finally, the proposed LVS are not suitable for BLE-based AoA posi-
tioning.

2.8 Conclusion

In this chapter, we presented the state-of-the-art needed to address the research
questions of this thesis. Therefore, we provided an overview of the back-
ground and the related work required to understand the components of our
proposed system distributed audit trail for the IoT. The study of the related
work revealed a few drawbacks to be further investigated. In the following,
we summarize the main drawbacks of the related work we address in this the-
sis.

Even if several DLT-based DPKIs have been proposed in the literature, most
do not provide an integrated immutable signature store. However, to make
declarations, measurement values, calibrations, and positions auditable, the
signatures must be non-repudiable. Otherwise, a signer could delete a sig-
nature and claim that the signature never existed. In an auditable system, a
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signer should be able to revoke signatures transparently but not delete them.
Therefore, the signatures must be immutably stored.

Most related work depends on proofs-of-concept prototypes, simulations, and
testbeds. However, the testbeds used in the related work to evaluate IoT ap-
plications are based on the tiny, dual-display computer Raspberry Pi. Com-
pared to low-power microcontrollers, the Raspberry Pi is a powerful computer
with relatively high energy consumption. Therefore, research is missing that
evaluates the feasibility of a DLT-based audit trail for low-power devices. In
this context, especially the energy overhead introduced by the required cryp-
tographic functions should be evaluated.

In the literature, the proposed systems focus on building auditability for one
specific component (DPKI, metrological traceability, auditable positioning). A
broader and more abstract model of an audit trail should combine all these
components in one audit trail. The different components could benefit from
each other’s data in a compound distributed audit trail. For example, for a
third-party data consumer, the identity of the device that measured the data
might be less important when it cannot verify the authenticity and integrity
of data and has access to auditable quality information like calibration certifi-
cates. Therefore, quality information linked to the identity claim could im-
prove a DPKI. Especially the related work covering metrological traceability
and auditable positioning mention a PKI for the IoT as an open challenge. A
more general distributed audit trail model enabling the integration of PKI and
these applications is a promising approach for solving this open challenge.

The literature that discusses auditable and verifiable positioning covers mul-
tiple different positioning technologies. But, the BLE-based AoA positioning
is not covered. However, BLE radio modules are cheap and energy efficient.
Therefore, they are available in many IoT devices, and BLE-based AoA posi-
tioning should be auditable.

To overcome these issues in the related work and to answer the research ques-
tions, we design and evaluate the Veritaa framework in this thesis. Veritaa is a
framework that enables a distributed audit trail for the IoT.
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Chapter 3

A Distributed Ledger Technology
based Distributed Public Key
Infrastructure with a Signature
Store

3.1 Introduction

This chapter presents the architecture of a DLT-based DPKI with a signature
store to solve the challenges of audit trails, addressing research question 1:
How to build a DLT-based, energy-efficient, and scalable DPKI with a signature store?

Each record of an audit trail is signed by its responsible entity. For digital
audit trails, the auditors require a PKI to verify these signatures. This PKI
is responsible for managing a public key during its life cycle. The life cycle
of a public key includes its creation, authentication, certification, utilization,
and deprecation. Since the auditor must be able to verify the validity of a
signature in the past, it is crucial to know the state of the public key when a
signature was created. Therefore, the change log of the public key’s life cycle
and the signatures must be stored non-repudiably and immutably to preserve
the signature’s validity. DLTs are a promising approach to immutably store
a transaction log and, therefore, suitable for a DPKI with a signature store.
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Therefore we proposed the Veritaa framework, a DLT-based DPKI with a sig-
nature store [113]1,[114] 2. The proposed architecture is organized into the GoT
representing the DPKI, the ABCG to immutably store graph transactions, and
a peer-to-peer network to disseminate information. The GoT is built out of a
few elementary graph transactions, which enable the distributed management
of the DPKI. In contrast to the related work, the transactions of the GoT are
very expressive and enable the integration of a PKI and a distributed audit
trail in the same model. As we discuss in the following chapters, this integra-
tion of PKI and audit trail has the advantage of improving the quality of the
PKI and the distributed audit trail.

The main contributions of this chapter are:

• Design and implementation of Veritaa, a system to manage digital iden-
tities and their signatures

• Design and implementation of the ABCG, a BlockDAG based DLT opti-
mized to store append-only graph transactions

• Design of a reputation-based certification model based on the GoT

• The evaluation of the proposed architecture

3.2 System Model

Veritaa is a high-performance and scalable DPKI with a signature store. This
means that it also integrates an immutable database to store public declara-
tions that have been signed by key pairs managed by Veritaa. The Veritaa
framework comprises the Graph of Trust (GoT), the Acyclic Block Confirma-
tion Graph (ABCG) to store the GoT immutably, and a peer-to-peer network to
connect multiple Veritaa nodes and exchange data.

1Partially reproduced in this chapter - © 2020 IEEE
2Partially reproduced in this chapter
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3.2.1 The Graph of Trust

The GoT is a novel model that represents a distributed audit trail secured
with a DLT. For this purpose, the entities contributing to the audit trail non-
repudiably store and publish identity claims, data hashes, and declarations in
the GoT. These elements can be used to represent real-world relations between
entities and data.

Identity claim

Data hash

Declaration
declares

Request / grant 

grant x

request x

References declares references

FIGURE 3.1: Elements of the GoT

Elements

The GoT is composed of a few elementary transactions. Each participant of
the Veritaa network can create and commit such transactions. Therefore, the
GoT is created collaboratively with all network participants. The elements of
the GoT are simple but expressive. Therefore, these elements can be used to
represent real-world relations between entities and the data hashes of digital
documents. Figure 3.1 shows the elements of the GoT. The GoT consists of
identity claims, data hashes, declarations, and request-grant declarations. An
identity claim is a vertex of the GoT, which binds an entity’s identifying in-
formation to the entity’s public key. A declaration is a directed edge from an
identity claim to another identity claim or a data hash. The request-grant dec-
laration is a declaration between two identities where two entities show on the
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GoT that they agree on a certain attribute x. Therefore, entity A signs a re-
quest attribute declaration towards entity B’s identity claim. If entity B agrees
to this request, it signs a grant declaration with the same attribute towards A.
The request-grant declaration is only valid if both transactions are signed and
not revoked. This request-grant delcarations are required to integrate IoT de-
vices into the GoT and is discussed in more detail in Chapter 4. Furthermore,
a declaration towards a data hash can reference other data hashes or iden-
tity claims. These references enable the signer to provide additional relational
information to the declaration. For example, a calibration laboratory can refer-
ence the measurement instrument calibrated from the calibration certificate’s
hash, or an artificial intelligence algorithm can reference the raw data hashes
from the processed data’s hash. The reference relations are explained in more
detail in the Chapters 5 and 6.

Authentication

An identity claim is a public key associated with the name of an entity to which
it allegedly belongs. As each participant of the Veritaa network can create iden-
tity claims for all entities, the identity claims must be authenticated. To authen-
ticate an identity claim, domain vetting can be used. In this context, we refer
to domain vetting as the process of verifying that the identity claim is owned
by the same entity that owns a specified domain. If the domain is known and
trusted by the auditor, it can be used to bootstrap the reputation of this iden-
tity claim. To enable domain vetting, the creator can add a validation domain
to an identity claim. To prove that the same entity owns the domain and the
identity claim, the creator has to solve a challenge that only the domain owner
can solve. As a challenge, the creator can either add the public key’s hash to
the well-known folder [115] in the HTTP URL of the domain or add this hash
to a DNS TXT record. Each participant of the network can also authenticate
its peers manually (for example, by phone or passport validation). When an
agent has authenticated another agent’s identity claim, it can publicly declare
this authentication on the GoT with a signed trust declaration.
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Certification

The mapping of digital entities to real-world organizations, devices, and peo-
ple is a big challenge. In Veritaa, all entities with access to a Veritaa node can
create identity claims. However, the authenticity of these identity claims is
not yet certified, and the DPKI requires a model to validate and certify their
identity. In Veritaa, we propose using trust, reputation, and domain validation
information to certify identity claims. Domain validation proves that the cre-
ator of an identity claim owns a particular domain. When the used domain
has a good reputation, for example, a company’s domain, a third party can use
this information to authenticate an identity claim.

Trust To authenticate public keys, an agent either has to trust a third party or
authenticate each public key independently. Due to the huge number of iden-
tity claims, it is impossible to authenticate all public keys manually. Therefore,
it is necessary to trust other entities to perform the authentication properly. In
a centralized PKI, all have to trust that the central entity performs the authenti-
cation of identity claims correctly. Any event that destroys trust in this central
trusted entity causes the centralized PKI to collapse. In contrast, in DPKIs,
trust is distributed over all participating entities. Consequently, if some enti-
ties are not trusted anymore, this should only affect the identity claims certified
by the entities that lost the network’s trust. Therefore, a DPKI is more resilient
to the failure of a certifying entity.

Trust is an important concept in the process of certifying the authenticity of
third parties’ public keys. Merriam-Webster defines trust as assured reliance
on the character, ability, strength, or truth of someone or something [116]. A
little more specific, Gambeta defines: trust is a particular level of the subjec-
tive probability with which an agent assesses that another agent or group of
agents will perform a particular action, both before it can monitor such action
(or independently of its capacity ever to be able to monitor it) and in a con-
text in which it affects its own action [117]. Merriam-Webster and Gambeta
define trust as a binary relation. An agent either trusts another agent or not.
Gambeta’s definition highlights that trust depends on a subjective probability
threshold defined by the trusting agent. If a potentially trusting agent A thinks
that the probability that a trusted agent B performs a particular action is above
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this threshold, then A trusts B and otherwise not. It is up to A’s discretion to de-
fine this threshold, and its level depends on the risk when this trust is wrong.
Different agents have varying priorities, and consequently, the definition of
this threshold is subjective. In the real world, the definition of this threshold
and the estimation of the probability that a certain agent performs a particular
action is also subjective. In literature, different trust measures are used to esti-
mate this probability. Some authors propose to classify the trustworthiness of
entities in distrust, ignorance, minimal, average, good, and complete, where
the evaluated entity is compared with the rest of the entities [118]. Further-
more, others propose using the mode of authentication to define a confidence
level. For example, authentication over a telephone line has a lower confidence
level than a passport verification [53].

In this chapter, we limit the trust relations to a simple declaration of trust from
entity A towards entity B and use an additional domain validation scoring to
weigh the trust relationships. Nevertheless, a confidence level for trust could
be added by simply weighing the trust declarations. Additionally, we define
that the (honest) signatory should have authenticated the identity claim out of
the band for each signed trust declaration. A trust declaration must never be
signed on information derived from the GoT.

Gambeta’s definition also mentions that trust is context-sensitive [117]. For ex-
ample, trusting the mailman to deliver a letter does not imply trusting him to
fly a plane. Some certainly can, but most cannot. In the process of authenticat-
ing identity claims in the GoT, two quite close but still very different contexts
of trust can be found. The first context occurs when A signs a trust relationship
towards B, then it assures that it has authenticated that the public key belongs
to the entity it claims, and, therefore, it trusts this identity claim is valid. The
second context of trust can be found when A trusts B that its trust statements
are valid. Trust that an identity claim belongs to a certain entity is not the
same as trusting an entity to authenticate identity claims properly. The WoT
uses recommendation links to assess how much one trusts that another agent
correctly authenticates third parties [53], [54]. However, even if this recom-
mendation links in the WoT have a depth property that can be larger than one
hop, the subjectivity of trust limits this scheme’s applicability to one hop. Con-
sequently, trust can be used to certify the authenticity of close identity claims,
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but it is difficult to draw conclusions about identity claims where the trust
chain is long.

To overcome trust subjectivity and the short range of trust chains, we propose
to use the public trust declarations in the GoT as reputation voting and the
domain validation information to derive certification information.

Reputation Trust describes what one agent thinks of another, and reputation
describes how the public sees an agent. Merriam-Webster defines reputation
as overall quality or character as seen or judged by people in general [119]. The
public declarations of trust can be considered recommendations. From these
recommendations, a reputation can be derived.

While trust is a subjective relationship that is difficult to evaluate, reputation
is what the public thinks about an entity, and it can be measured. Algorithms
like HITS [120], closeness centrality [121], Eigenvector centrality [122], Eigen-
Trust [123], and PageRank [124] have been around for years and gained im-
portance together with the fast growth of the Internet and Social Media. All
these algorithms measure the centrality of nodes in a network. The central-
ity tells how well a node is connected in a network and how much influence
it has. This influence can be considered as reputation in a graph with trust
declarations.

If it is possible to build a reputation system that prevents attackers from
gaining an unjustified reputation, this reputation system can be used for dis-
tributed certification. The advantage of reputation is that it can be used to
reason about the authenticity of distant identity claims.

While reputation can certify the authenticity of distant identity claims, trust
can be used to certify the authenticity of identity claims with short certifica-
tion paths. For most applications, a combination of reputation and trust will
be meaningful. For example, let us assume that an agent wants to authenti-
cate the signature of a local weather station. Since this local weather station is
only a device, it is not domain validated, and it does not have many incom-
ing trust declarations. However, the countrywide meteorology service is well-
reputed and has a domain-validated identity claim. The agent is now able to
authenticate the meteorology service over reputation. From the countrywide
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meteorology service’s identity claim, the agent can now follow the trust decla-
ration to the regional department’s identity claim and, therefore, authenticate
this regional department’s identity claim. Finally, the agent finds a trust dec-
laration from the regional identity claim to the weather station. Since all the
trust declarations followed in this example are within the same organization,
the subjectivity remains limited. This example shows a distributed approach
to certify the authenticity of the organization’s identity claim and then uses a
centralized approach to certify the identities within the organization’s infras-
tructure.

Distributed Certification with Trust and Reputation In this paragraph, we
discuss how trust and reputation are used in Veritaa to certify the authenticity
of identity claims.

For the certification, attackers must not be able to manipulate their own rep-
utation. In Veritaa, each full node has an immutable copy of the GoT and is
able to calculate each identity claim’s reputation. This reputation is calculated
with reputation functions discussed in the previous section. Since its creator
must sign each trust declaration, an attacker cannot forge trust declarations for
other identity claims. However, with unweighted trust declarations, attack-
ers could form malicious clusters where they sign trust declarations to each
other’s identity claims and accumulate reputation. In order to prevent these
malicious clusters from gaining reputation, clusters containing identity claims
known, trusted, or authenticated by the auditor must be weighted higher than
clusters with all unknown identity claims. To calculate the weights, we use
a score function. First, the identity claims must be ranked by the auditor’s
level of trust, and then a higher score must be attributed to the higher-ranked
identity claims. In this work, we use domain validation information to rank
identity claims. Therefore, domain vetting is used to authenticate that the same
entity owns a particular domain and an identity claim. The auditor then uses
an ordered list of domains to rank the identity claims accordingly. Depending
on the application, this list could be the list of the globally most visited web-
sites [125], domains relevant to metrology, or any other arbitrary list contain-
ing trustworthy domains for the given application. The ranks of the identity
claims are then used to calculate a score that can be used to weigh trust votes.
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To score the domains, we use the function shown in Equation 3.1 where v ∈ V
are all identity claims, m is the number of domain validated identity claims,
n = |V|, and rank(v) ∈ {0, 1, ..., m} is the ranking function that assigns a rank
to each identity claim. The best-ranked domain is mapped to the lowest value.
Multiple methods can be used to rank the domains. For example, the traffic of
domains or an arbitrary list of the validator could be used.

score(v) =


1
m (m − rank(v)) if v is domain validated

1
n else

(3.1)

The score function is used to define the trust relations’ weight and initialize
the random walks of the different Eigenvector-based algorithms. Therefore,
we define C as the weighted adjacency matrix. Let A be the adjacency matrix
of all identity claims v ∈ V and trust links from the GoT. Equation 3.2 shows
how C is defined.

cij = aij · score(vi) (3.2)

With this weighted adjacency matrix C, the reputation is calculated. A reputa-
tion function is a function that maps the weighted adjacency matrix together
with domain scoring to a vector that contains the reputation of all identity
claims.

In this chapter, we apply the Eigenvector Centrality [122], EigenTrust [123],
and PageRank [124] on the weighted adjacency matrix C and initialize the ran-
dom walks with the score function. The reputation distribution that results
from the reputation function can be used for distributed certification, where
the more influential nodes have a higher reputation according to the algo-
rithm. In the evaluation, we show that the algorithms can keep the reputation
of attackers low (see Section 3.4.5). Since all identity claims will get some rep-
utation, a threshold is required to decide which identity claims are certified.
For example, a reputation threshold could be defined, or it could be defined
that only those identity claims are certified that have a higher reputation than
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a specific domain-validated identity claim. The choice for the right threshold
is at the auditor’s discretion and depends on the risk of a wrong certification.

Certificate Revocation

Since the private key that belongs to an identity claim is not in the scope of
Veritaa’s security, it must be assumed that some keys are lost or compromised.
Therefore, the GoT must be able to revoke broken certificates. In non-DLT-
based DPKIs, revocation lists are usually used to revoke broken certificates.
These lists are challenging to maintain, and the time to disseminate the revoca-
tion information is typically long [126]. DLT-based DPKIs have the advantage
that certificate revocation can directly be stored on the DLT.

A Ti:revokes

FIGURE 3.2: Self-revocation of an identity claim

In Veritaa, an owner of a private key can directly revoke the corresponding
certificate on the DLT. Figure 3.2 shows entity A on the GoT that has posted a
self-revocation to declare that the identity claim is revoked. Each graph reader
can directly recognize that this public key is no longer valid.

BTj:trustsA

Tu:revokes:Tj

FIGURE 3.3: Revocation of a declaration

An entity can also revoke the declarations it has made. Figure 3.3 shows an
example of a revoked transaction. With transaction Tj, entity A signed a decla-
ration of trust towards entity B. Entity A signed the revocation transaction Tu

that references the revoked transaction Tj to revoke this transaction. Note that
it is possible to revoke all kinds of transactions with this approach. A revokes
transaction Tu is only valid if it was signed by the same entity that has signed
the original transaction Tj. A reader of the GoT considers a declaration as valid
if it is signed by the identity claim it starts from and as long as no revocation
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transaction exists. Note auditors validating the system’s state in history will
consider the transaction as valid in the time between the original transaction Tj

was created and the time the revocation transaction Tu was signed. Therefore,
when a declaration has been valid for a certain amount of time, the auditors
are able to verify that. This enables a transparent revocation of transactions.

Signed Declarations

Besides the public key management, Veritaa can also be used to immutably
store signed declarations. By securing the declarations on the GoT, it is pos-
sible to determine the signing key’s life-cycle state when the declaration has
been signed. This has the advantage that the declaration can still be audited
when the key is deprecated.

On the GoT, different declarations can be signed. A declaration is a rela-
tion between two identity claims or an identity claim and a data hash. The
relation always starts from the signing identity claim and ends in another
identity claim or a data hash. The declarations have a type of a finite set.
For example, the type of relations between two identity claims is in the set
{trusts, audits, validates}, and the type of relations between an identity claim
and a data hash is in the set {issues, approves, signs}.

A hash function is used to generate data hashes to enable declarations referenc-
ing objects that are not part of the GoT. Since the hash of data changes when
the data is changed, the declarations are always for a specific version. There-
fore, verifying if a declaration has been changed after the declaration towards
the hash was signed is trivial.

A1 A2 A3

approves
issues
trusts

D1 D2 D3

FIGURE 3.4: Document signatures on the GoT
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Figure 3.4 shows an example where A1 has issued three documents. A2 de-
clares by the approval of D3 that it agrees with the contents of this document.
Since A3 has authenticated the identity claim of A2 it can verify that A2 has
signed an approval declaration D3.

3.2.2 Acyclic Block Confirmation Graph

To ensure the integrity of the GoT, it is of the highest importance that all trans-
actions can neither be reversed nor altered. Erroneous transactions must be
transparently revoked so that auditors can comprehend all changes. There-
fore, the database that stores the GoT must immutably store all transactions
that build the GoT. Veritaa uses the ABCG as DLT to immutably store the
GoT. The ABCG is an application-specific BlockDAG based DLT optimized to
store the append-only transactions to that build the GoT.

Transactions

The GoT is built out of append-only transactions that contain either an identity
claim or a relationship between two identity claims or an identity claim and a
data hash. Each transaction that contains an identity claim is self-signed by
the contained identity claim. The self-signature proves that a matching private
key for the identity claim exists. Each transaction that contains a relationship
is signed by the identity claim where the relationship starts. This ensures that
only owners of the private key can create declarations for an identity claim. All
network participants should be able to create new identity claims, and all pri-
vate key owners of an identity claim can create and sign declarations towards
all hashes.

Blocks

The ABCG is a BlockDAG where each block confirms three blocks. The ad-
vantage of the ABCG over a single blockchain is that new blocks do not neces-
sarily need to be appended at the tips of the ABCG. Consequently, the nodes
can always commit new blocks, and the creators must not compete. When the
honest nodes agree on always confirming the three blocks with locally the least
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confirmations, all blocks should be confirmed over time. A block with no con-
firmation at all is called a tip [21]. In a peer-to-peer network, the information
does not propagate instantaneously, and therefore, the nodes are not always
synchronized perfectly. Some nodes might have tips in their local copy of the
DLT that are already confirmed at other nodes. Consequently, not all nodes
share the same tips. The total number of tips in the network depends on the
time required for a new block to disseminate through the whole network and
the number of blocks confirmed by each new block [21]. Nevertheless, since
Veritaa only requires transactions to be replicated on all nodes and immutably
stored, as long as the blocks are confirmed, the number of tips does not affect
the operation of Veritaa.

Confirmation is of fundamental importance to ensure the non-repudiability
and immutability of the transactions. The confirmation of a block is done by
adding the hash of the confirmed block in the confirming block’s header. As
the hashes of the confirmed blocks are contained in the block’s hash, it is se-
cured that the previous blocks cannot be changed. If a block in the ABCG was
changed, its hash would change, and, therefore, the consecutive blocks would
point to a non-existing block. A hash tree secures the immutability of the trans-
actions in a block. Figure 3.5 shows an example of some blocks. Similar to the
blocks, each transaction contains the hash of the previous transaction. The
hash of the last transaction TXn is contained in the block hash, and, therefore,
the block hash would change if a single transaction was changed. This hash
tree ensures that all transactions cannot be altered after a block is confirmed.

b1

b2

b3

t1n

t12

t11

t2n

t22

t21

FIGURE 3.5: Hash tree of a block of the ABCG [113] © 2020 IEEE
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Consensus

In Veritaa, consensus is used to achieve the same state of the ABCG and the
GoT on all synchronized nodes in the presence of malicious or faulty nodes.
Honest nodes only append and forward valid blocks to reach a consensus. A
block is valid if all of the following conditions are met:

• All transactions and the hash tree in the block are valid.

• The block confirms at least three valid and no invalid blocks.

• The block is signed by an identity claim that exists in the local copy of
the ABCG or the block to add.

• For public Veritaa networks, a difficulty requirement (PoW) can be set to
increase the computational cost to create blocks and protect the network
from spam. Note that since the nodes do not need to compete for the next
block, this difficulty does not lead to an arms race.

Two nodes are synchronized when they have the same tips. When two nodes
have the same tips, they have the same set of transactions in their local copy
of the ABCG. The transactions contain the instructions to build the GoT. Since
only transactions that either add a vertex or an edge to the GoT exist, the order
of execution does not matter. For simplicity, add first all vertices and then
the edges. Consequently, two synchronized nodes that apply all transactions
result in the same state of the GoT.

3.2.3 Time Considerations

Veritaa with the GoT is responsible for the management and authentication of
identity claims. Each identity claim has a life cycle that follows the follow-
ing states: inception, authentication, certification, utilization, and deprecation.
Several reasons can lead to the deprecation of a key pair. A key pair could be
replaced due to its age, a lost private key, or when the private key has been
compromised. Signatures that have been created with an identity claim are
only valid if the identity claim was certified and not deprecated at the time of
signing. It is essential to know the identity claim’s state at the time of a sig-
nature’s creation to verify its validity. Additionally, assigning a timestamp to
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each signature should be possible to map digital signatures with real-world
events.

In the context of the DPKI presented in this chapter, we distinguish three differ-
ent times. First, when an event happened in the real world. Second, when the
transaction related to this event is committed in a block to the ABCG. Finally,
the time when the block reached its finality (i.e., it was immutably written to
the distributed ledger).

When a new block is committed to the Veritaa network, a gossip-based proto-
col is used to disseminate it. With gossip-based dissemination, data is spread
exponentially fast through the network [127]. With this quick dissemination of
new blocks, and all valid blocks accepted by honest nodes, the time between a
new block has been committed to the network, and its finality is short. How-
ever, note that the time between a real-world event and its first occurrence on
the ledger is hardly controllable by a distributed ledger.

In the ABCG, new blocks can be appended to all valid blocks. Therefore, new
blocks can also be added to old blocks, and not only to tips. This property
makes the protocol fault-tolerant and enables applications with no permanent
or direct Internet connection, for example, behind firewalls, in low-power ap-
plications, or at remote sites. However, the DAG structure of the ABCG does
neither provide a total order of transactions nor time information.

In Veritaa, block discovery services are used to enhance the ABCG with time
information. A block discovery service creates a timestamp in a configurable
interval. Each block discovery service can use its own interval, and each full
node can run such a service.

A valid timestamp transaction is always signed by a valid identity claim found
on the GoT, and its time is always greater than the time of its previous times-
tamp transaction. Additionally, all blocks with a timestamp transaction of a
honest operator will always confirm all tips. By confirming all tips, the ABCG
is divided into partitions, and each block can uniquely be assigned to the par-
tition that belongs to a specific interval.

Each timestamp block can be considered a snapshot. Since a honest time dis-
covery service confirms all tips, it is possible to reach all valid blocks that have
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been in the local ABCG copy starting from a given timestamp. The Breadth
First Search (BFS) algorithm can be used [128] to discover all blocks that can be
reached from a given timestamp. The time of the first timestamp that discov-
ered a block is the block’s discovery time. The discovery time is used to sort
the blocks.

ts
i

d

ts
i+1

ts
i+2

FIGURE 3.6: Fragmentation of the ABCG by discovery services
[114]

Figure 3.6 shows a small section of the ABCG and explains how example times-
tamp blocks partition the GoT. The dashed arrows on the left indicate the ref-
erences to the blocks of the previous intervals, and the dashed arrows on the
right are the references from the subsequent blocks. The timestamps in this
example belong to the same discovery service. To make this example graph
more readable, the blocks confirm only two previous blocks instead of three,
like in our implementation. The blocks with a border are the tips at the time
when the timestamp was created. The assignment of blocks to timestamps is
straightforward. All blocks that can be reached from the timestamp i of the dis-
covery service s are assigned to timestamp ts

i if they are not already assigned
to another timestamp ts

j with ts
j < ts

i . With this algorithm, the green blocks
belong to timestamp ts

i , the blue to ts
i+1 and the red to ts

i+2. The interval ter-
minated by ts

i+1 also shows an example of a newly discovered block d that has
been appended to two much older blocks, indicated by the dashed arrows that
reference back to the past. The reasons for this delay can be manifold. For
example, the block was delivered with an opportunistic routing protocol, the
creating node did not have a permanent Internet connection, or the block was
intentionally appended to older blocks. However, this is no problem with the
proposed algorithm and block d will be assigned to the first timestamp after it
has been discovered on the ABCG.
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All full nodes of the Veritaa network can start a discovery service. With mul-
tiple discovery services in the network and all timestamps publicly available
on the ABCG, each reader of the ABCG can assign each block uniquely to one
interval of each discovery service. The different timestamps assigned to one
block can be considered as a vote for when the network discovered the block.

DS1

DS2

DS3

DS4

DS5

Time

FIGURE 3.7: Time assignment [114]

Figure 3.7 shows an example of five discovery services DSi. Each service uses a
different discovery interval. The interval when the block b has been discovered
is highlighted in violet. Due to inaccurate clocks, propagation delays, or even
manipulation, the block discovery services DSi assign different timestamps
to b. These timestamps and the reputation of the block discovery services’
identity claims can be used to build consensus about the timestamp of b.

To build consensus about the block’s timestamp, the auditor can calculate the
median of the timestamps of the n most reputed discovery services. For exam-
ple, let us assume n = 3 and DS1, DS2, and DS4 are the most trusted discovery
services in the example of Figure 3.7. Then the timestamp of DS2 would be
assigned to the block in question.

With the proposed approach, the blocks can be ordered and timestamped up
to a certain resolution. The resolution depends on the interval length and the
number of trusted discovery services. There is a tradeoff between the time
resolution and the overhead generated by the timestamp required to achieve
this resolution. By using different discovery intervals, the requirements for
many applications can be met. For example, for the signature on a working
contract, a daily timestamp might be sufficient, and for an auditable sensor
infrastructure, a resolution below one minute might be useful. If the absolute
ordering of blocks is required, the GoT could be implemented on a general-
purpose DLT at the cost of energy efficiency and flexibility.
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3.3 Implementation

Veritaa is a distributed system where several nodes exchange information over
a peer-to-peer network. Figure 3.8 shows the implementation of a Veritaa
node. Applications can access the core functionalities of Veritaa over the north-
bound (NB) consumer API. A web application is used to operate the Veritaa
node in the reference implementation.

FIGURE 3.8: Implementation of a Veritaa Node [113] © 2020 IEEE

The northbound API is a REST API. In the core layer, the actions received by
the NB API are executed on the GoT or the user management component. The
user data and the private keys are not stored in the ledger and are not ex-
changed over the peer-to-peer network. Neo4j is used to store the data locally.
Neo4j is a graph database optimized for storing and accessing data with graph
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structure [129]. The ABCG consists of a block scheme that references three pre-
vious blocks. These confirmations ensure the immutability of the distributed
ledger.

We use the Graph Data Science (GDS)[130] library of neo4j and the Efficient
Java Matrix Library (EJML)[131] to calculate the reputation. For encryption
and signatures, we use ECDSA. As hash function, we use SHA2-256.

The peer-to-peer layer is used to exchange blocks with peers. The peer-to-
peer layer consists of peer discovery, peer management, and data exchange
components. The peer-to-peer network is unstructured and was implemented
with Java IO and UDP datagrams. Each node has a predefined list of known
hosts. This list is used to connect to the peer-to-peer network. At startup, a
node selects one host from the list of known hosts and requests new peers.
The node then connects to some of these received nodes. By continuously
discovering the neighborhood, each node maintains a set of peers. The peers
are selected by their availability and round trip time.

3.4 Evaluation

3.4.1 Testbed

To evaluate Veritaa and all its components, a testbed was created. If not other
mentioned, the testbed was deployed to a single-station Kubernetes server
with 128GB RAM and an Intel Xeon E5-1650V2. It was possible to deploy up to
70 Veritaa nodes on this setup, but bigger networks are possible by vertically
scaling the Kubernetes cluster. Figure 3.9 shows the testbed consisting of a Ku-
bernetes cluster that runs multiple Veritaa nodes as pods. A specialized root
pod initializes the ABCG and acts as the known host. Multiple other nodes are
created by replication.

When the testbed is started, the root pod initializes the ABCG, and afterwards,
the other pods are started. To connect to the network, pods request an initial
set of peers from the root pod, and subsequently, more peers are requested
from existing peers. Each pod contains an activity simulation component. This
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FIGURE 3.9: Veritaa testbed [113] © 2020 IEEE

component is used to generate traffic in Veritaa. To generate traffic, nodes
create and sign random transactions and post them to the Veritaa network.

3.4.2 Stability

To measure the network’s stability, the number of tips and the clustering coef-
ficient [132] of the peer-to-peer network are analyzed.

The clustering coefficient defines how well a network is connected. Let G =

(V, E) be a graph where V is the set of vertexes and E ⊆ V × V is the set of
edges. The neighbors of v ∈ V are defined as N(v) = u ∈ V, (u, v) ∈ E. The
degree of v is defined as d(v) = |N(v)|. Equation 3.3 shows the clustering
coefficient cc(v) of a vertex v ∈ V where EN(v) = E ∩ (N(v)× N(v)) is the set
of links between neighbors of v [132].

cc(v) =
2|EN(v)|

d(v)(d(v)− 1)
(3.3)

The clustering coefficient cc(G) of a graph G, shown in Equation 3.4 is the
average of the clustering coefficients of its vertices [132].

cc(G) =
∑v∈V cc(v)

|v ∈ V, d(v) > 2| (3.4)

Tips are blocks that are not confirmed yet. The number of tips in the network
depends on the network’s connectivity, the propagation delay of new blocks
in the network, the number of confirmations per block, and the block creation
rate. In a congested network, the number of tips will increase as other nodes
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do not know about the existence of new blocks and, therefore, confirm blocks
that are already confirmed on other nodes.
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FIGURE 3.10: Evaluation of churn [113] © 2020 IEEE

To evaluate the stability of a distributed system, the simulation of joining and
leaving (churn) nodes is an interesting experiment. In the following experi-
ment, 25 Veritaa nodes were deployed in the testbed. Each node maintains
a set of six peers and creates a block every 100 ms. After 500 s, 25 additional
nodes were started, and after 1000 s, they were removed again. Figure 3.10
shows the average clustering coefficient [132] in the network. When the 25
additional nodes are added, the clustering coefficient drops because the nodes
connect to the well-known node, which forms a cluster around this node. As
soon as the additional nodes have received their peers from the well-known
node, they connect to the peers, and the cluster dissolves. The impact of the
removal (churn) of 25 nodes after 1000 s can be seen but has only a little im-
pact on the average cluster coefficient as nodes are randomly removed, and all
nodes are well connected with six peers out of 50.

The response of the number of tips to the joining and leaving nodes shown in
Figure 3.10 is also notable. The blue line represents the average, and the grey
represents the maximum and the minimum number of tips in the network
(due to propagation delays, the nodes might not see the same tips). Initially,
the root pod is started, and it initializes the network. Then, the initial 25 nodes
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join the network. Since the global ABCG is empty at this point, no blocks
need to be synchronized. When the 25 additional nodes join after 500 s, they
first need to create their set of peers and synchronize with the network. To
synchronize with the network, the nodes need to load all blocks of the ABCG
from their peers. During the synchronization process, blocks are added to the
local ABCG of a node. These blocks actually already have been confirmed
on other nodes, but the confirming blocks are not loaded yet. These locally
unconfirmed blocks result in a large number of tips during the synchronization
process. After synchronizing the newly connected nodes, the average number
of tips goes down and remains slightly higher than before the nodes joined.
The higher tip count is the result of a higher propagation delay due to the
increased network size. After we removed the 25 nodes, the average number
of tips falls back to the level before the nodes’ addition. This experiment shows
that Veritaa is robust and resilient against heavy network change.

3.4.3 Throughput

The number of transactions that a distributed ledger can handle is the limit-
ing factor of its scalability. In peer-to-peer applications like Veritaa, all nodes
can create blocks anytime, but every node needs to process and store all new
blocks. Therefore, the network could create blocks at a higher rate than a sin-
gle node is able to validate them. Since all full nodes of Veritaa must validate
and secure all blocks, the maximum number of incoming transactions that a
full node can process forms an upper bound for the throughput. In order to
measure this upper bound, a consumer and a producer node with 4 CPU cores
each were deployed to the testbed. The producer node generates new blocks
that are sent to the consumer node. The throughput was measured on the con-
sumer node.

Figure 3.11 shows how much time was spent in the different processing states
when a packet is received. Most time is required to process the block con-
tent. When the block content is processed, the GoT is updated according to the
transactions in the block. To update the GoT, existing entities need to be read
from the database. These reads are computationally relatively expensive, but
the read time can be optimized if multiple data hashes are searched, and, there-
fore, the database read overhead per transaction becomes smaller when the
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block contains more transactions. The same accounts for writing the changes
into the database. The validation process of the transactions only requires a
small amount of time. As all transactions are validated separately, the valida-
tion time per transaction does not decrease much when more transactions are
contained in a block. The time required to parse a block is minimal and can be
neglected when the block size is increased.

Figure 3.12 shows the throughput of Veritaa in relation to the block size. The
blue line represents the average and the grey line indicates the standard error.
The throughput is decreasing due to overhead for a block size smaller than
1000 transactions. However, above 1000 transactions per block, the throughput
is around 7000tps. The fluctuations mainly result from the database access
speed that depends on the stored data.

In Figure 3.13, the throughput of some prominent DLTs is compared with Ver-
itaa. For this experiment, the throughputs reported in the literature were used
for the comparison. The throughput of Bitcoin is limited to 7tps by the 10 min-
utes block interval and fixed block size [28]. Depending on the block size and
the number of vCPUs, Hyperledger Fabric can achieve a throughput of up to
4000tps [20]. The IOTA team states that they could measure up to 182tps but
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aim to achieve 1000tps [133]. A private Ethereum blockchain can achieve a
throughput of 76tps [134].

The direct comparison of Veritaa with other DLTs has some limitations. The
target applications of Veritaa are DPKIs and an audit trail where a consensus
with fewer constraints than in a general-purpose DLT can be used. However,
an application built on top of a DLT cannot have higher throughput than the
underlying system. Therefore, Veritaa outperforms all compared DLTs for the
target applications of a DPKI and a distributed audit trail.

3.4.4 Block Discovery Services

In this section, we evaluate the block discovery services. For this evaluation,
we have deployed Veritaa nodes with block discovery services enabled to a
Kubernetes cluster distributed over four data centers one in Finland, two in
Germany, and one in Switzerland. In this experiment, we evaluate the discov-
ery delay with different settings. The discovery delay is the time between the
creation of a block and its discovery in the network by block discovery ser-
vices. Each block discovery service has a unique timestamp that first discovers
a given block, and from all these timestamps, the discovery time is calculated.
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FIGURE 3.13: Throughput comparison with other distributed
ledgers [113] © 2020 IEEE

This experiment compares the minimum, median, and maximum functions to
derive the discovery time from all timestamps that first discovered a given
block. In this experiment, all block discovery services have the same times-
tamp interval. The timestamp interval is the time between the creation of two
timestamps by the same block discovery service. Figure 3.14 a) shows the dis-
covery delay with a 60 s timestamp interval and b) shows the discovery de-
lay with a 600 s timestamp interval. The median function is the most robust
against attacks and has an average discovery delay of approximately half the
interval length. The maximum function is the timestamp of the block discov-
ery service that has discovered a given block at the latest. Consequently, with
the maximum function, the mean of all discovery times is close to the interval
length. Since the minimum function returns the first timestamp that discov-
ered a block, the discovery delay is close to zero.

3.4.5 Security Analysis

Adversaries might attempt to attack the peer-to-peer network, the ABCG, or
the GoT of Veritaa. The goal of an adversary attacking Veritaa might be: to
manipulate the GoT in order to gain a higher reputation, abuse a compro-
mised key, or interfere with the operation of the DPKI. We assume that the
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used cryptographic functions are secure (hash functions and signatures). We
also assume that each honest node can connect to the peer-to-peer network
containing other honest nodes. Some of the honest nodes operate a block dis-
covery service. Most but not all nodes are honest but curious. An adversary
can eavesdrop, modify and forge transactions. Note that each node can check
if a block is valid.

Distributed Denial of Service Attack

An attacker might launch a Distributed Denial of Service (DDoS) attack against
some nodes in the peer-to-peer network to interfere with the operation of the
DPKI. However, while the adversary might successfully take some nodes out
of operation, it is unlikely to attack the whole network successfully. Since each
node maintains a replica of the DLT, the DPKI remains operational.

An adversary could also try to interfere with the operation of the DPKI on
the ABCG layer. In an unpermissioned network, an adversary might create
a vast amount of valid but spam transactions and send them to the network.
Since all Veritaa nodes maintain a replica of the ABCG, all full nodes would
require adding these transactions. The resources for adding and storing those
nonsense transactions would increase the operational costs. In order to prevent
spam in unpermissioned networks, it is possible to add a PoW requirement
to blocks. With this PoW requirement, blocks are only confirmed by honest
nodes if they fulfill a particular difficulty. Thus, the PoW can increase the cost
of creating spam to a level where the cost of creating spam is higher than its
benefits. Note that this PoW requirement does not lead to an arms race since
there is no competition for mining the next block. In a permissioned network,
it is possible to revoke the authorization of suspicious nodes.

Reputation

In this chapter, we propose using domain validation information and trust dec-
larations to build a reputation system for the certification of identity claims. A
reputation algorithm assigns each identity claim a value so that the most re-
puted identity claim has the highest and the least reputed one has the lowest
value.
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To calculate all identity claims’ reputation, we use the well-known Eigenvec-
tor Centrality [122], EigenTrust [123], and PageRank [124] algorithms. These
algorithms basically represent a random surfer that traverses the graph and
returns the probabilities in which state the surfer most likely is. In a directed
graph, the random surfer might be locked in a cluster with no way out, and,
therefore, PageRank and EigenTrust use a probability to start over at a random
node at each step.

Attackers might try to build malicious collectives to manipulate and improve
their reputation and certify illicit identity claims. This section evaluates if such
a reputation function can be used to prevent these kinds of attacks.

Figure 3.15 shows an example with a collective of five attackers (red) that try to
manipulate the reputation by voting for each other. The cluster with the hon-
est identity claims contains two domain-validated identity claims (green), and
two identity claims of the honest cluster have signed an erroneous trust link
towards the attackers. Since they want to trap the random walker to get more
reputation, the attackers do not create trust links towards the honest cluster.

erroneous

erroneous

FIGURE 3.15: An example GoT with a group of attackers [114]

To improve the resilience against attacks, we initialize the centrality algorithms
used to calculate the reputation with the domain scoring vector, weight the
edges according to the domain scoring, and use the domain scoring for a prob-
ability where a node starts over. Consequently, the random walker is more
likely to start at domain-validated identity claims and remain close to them.
Furthermore, when the random walker gets stuck in a cluster, it is also more
likely to start over at domain-validated identity claims.

Figure 3.16 shows example reputation distributions for Eigenvector, PageR-
ank, and EigenTrust algorithms executed on a GoT with 100 identity claims,
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of which 10 are domain validated (blue) and 10 are attackers (red). In this ex-
ample, five erroneous trust links have been created towards the attacking clus-
ter. The example in Figure 3.16 shows that the proposed reputation function
based on the trust declaration and the domain validation information can keep
the reputation of the attackers low while the domain-validated nodes have a
higher reputation. It also shows that they do not perform equally. An identity
claim can have a large Eigenvector centrality if it has important or many neigh-
bors. Therefore, the domain-validated identity claims might not be found in
the top ranks. With the PageRank and the EigenTrust algorithms, the domain-
validated identity claims are ranked higher, but some attacking identity claims
could also gain higher ranks. We define a rank error and a certification quan-
tity function to measure and compare each centrality algorithm’s quality.

The rank_error function in Equation 3.5 calculates the rank error, where U is
the set of attacking identity claims, m = |U| is the number of the attacking
identity claims, n = |V| is the total number of identity claims, and rank(v) is
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the function that returns the rank of each identity claim according to its rep-
utation. The best rank is 0, and the least is n − 1. The rank_error results in a
value between 0 and 1 where 1 is returned when the attackers occupy the m
top ranks and 0 when they occupy the m lowest ranks.

rank_error(U, m, n) =
1

m(n − m) ∑
u∈U

(n − rank(u))− 1
2

m(m + 1) (3.5)

The certi f ication_quantity function in Equation 3.6 measures how many iden-
tity claims are certified by one domain-validated identity claim. U is the set of
attacking identity claims, W is the set of domain-validated identity claims, and
rank(v) is the function that returns the rank of each identity claim according to
its reputation. Note that the criteria for the certification might differ by applica-
tion or user requirements. In our experiments, we evaluate all identity claims
with a better reputation than the best-ranked attacker as certified. Other certi-
fication strategies might be the worst-ranked domain-validated identity claim
or a reputation threshold.

certi f ication_quantity(U, W) =
1

|W|min rank(u) (3.6)

We conducted two experiments with the python networkx [135] library to
test the reputation functions’ quality. We generated graphs with the power-
law_cluster_graph generator of networkx. For each measurement, we have
generated 50 random graphs and show the average of the results. In the first
experiment, we vary the number of attacking identity claims while the num-
ber of domain-validated identity claims is fixed to 10 and the normal identity
claims to 100. The number of erroneous trust links is 0.1 · m.

Figure 3.17 shows the rank error and the certification quantity for the different
attacker cluster sizes. These results show a low and stable rank error with a
high certification quantity for the PageRank algorithm. The number of attack-
ing identity claims does not show a relevant impact on the quality of PageR-
ank. EigenTrust and Eigenvector do not perform as well as the PageRank al-
gorithm. However, up to one-third of the identity claims as attackers, these
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FIGURE 3.17: Quality of reputation in relation to links and at-
tacker cluster size [114]

algorithms can still certify around 50% of the identity claims.

In the second experiment, we vary the number of erroneous trust links from
the honest cluster towards the attackers while the number of attackers is fixed
to 10, the number of domain-validated identity claims are set to 10, and the
normal identity claims are 100. Figure 3.18 shows the result of this second
experiment. Here, PageRank performs a bit worse than EigenTrust and Eigen-
vector Centrality, and they perform almost the same for the certification quan-
tity. With 20 erroneous trust links, each attacker has got, on average, two rep-
utation votes from the honest cluster. The relatively low-rank error and the
decreasing certification quantity show that most attackers are still in the lower
half of the reputation ranking. This shows that the cluster with the domain-
validated identity claims remains more influential even if many members of
the honest cluster have erroneously created trust links to attackers. Note that a
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FIGURE 3.18: Quality of reputation in relation to number erro-
neous trust links [114]

creator of an erroneous trust link can always revoke this again, and, therefore,
it should not happen that an unauthenticated attacking cluster gains so many
trust votes. At some point, when a cluster has a lot of incoming trust links, it
might also just be trusted.

The results show that all evaluated reputation algorithms perform pretty well
in preventing a malicious collective from gaining a reputation. Therefore, rep-
utation can be used to certify well-reputed identity claims. Nevertheless, the
certification threshold must be defined by the user and depends on the applica-
tion. Depending on the certification threshold, some legitimate identity claims
will not have enough reputation to be certified. However, if they are closely
connected over trust declarations with a certified and well-reputed identity
claim, they might be certified over this certification chain.
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Manipulation of Block Discovery Service

In order to claim that a signature was created at another time, an attacker might
try to manipulate the block discovery times created by the block discovery ser-
vices. However, when the median is used to calculate the block discovery time,
the attacker needs to control more than 50% of the n most reputed discovery
services. Since it is likely that the central nodes with the highest reputation
also operate timestamp services, the attacker would require to compete for
reputation against half of the most reputed nodes in the network.

Split-World Attack

A split-world attack is an attack where an adversary tries to show only a frac-
tion of the GoT to a node. For example, an adversary could block a revocation
transaction from reaching a node to abuse a compromised key. In order to do
so, the adversary would require to create malicious nodes that do not forward
the block with the revocation transaction and ensure that the attacked node
only has malicious nodes as peers. Nevertheless, the attacked node can con-
tinuously update its peers, and since some honest nodes exist in the network,
it eventually will synchronize with a honest node and receive the block.

Manipulation of the Graph of Trust

An adversary might try to manipulate the GoT, e.g., to delete an immutably
stored signature. While it is always possible for a private key holder to trans-
parently revoke its signed transactions, it must not be possible to delete or
change them. Each node builds the GoT out of the transactions stored in the
ABCG. Therefore, an adversary would require to change a block in the ABCG
to change or remove a transaction. Let us assume that an adversary has al-
tered or removed a transaction contained in block B. Then the hash of the
block changes. A block with a new hash is like a new block Bm, and the blocks
that have confirmed this manipulated block would still refer to B. At least the
nodes that have confirmed the original block would still have B in their replica
of the ABCG, and other nodes can restore it from there. Consequently, it is
impossible to manipulate or delete blocks from the ABCG.
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3.5 Conclusion

In this chapter, we introduced the architecture of Veritaa, a DPKI with a signa-
ture store. The GoT is used to store and represent identity claims and signed
declarations. These declarations are used to non-repudiably store signatures
and as trust votes towards other identity claims. The ABCG immutably se-
cures the transactions that build the GoT. The ABCG is an application-specific
BlockDAG optimized for immutably storing and replicating graph transac-
tions.

We showed how signed trust relations and domain-validation information can
build a reputation system and how this reputation can be used to derive cer-
tification. Additionally, we showed how block discovery services are used to
create distributed timestamps of blocks.

The evaluation of the proposed DPKI also revealed a few limitations. First,
as an application specific DLT optimized to secure graph transactions, the
ABCG is very efficient in securing the GoT. However, since it is relatively
new, competing against well-known general-purpose DLTs adoption is chal-
lenging. Furthermore, some applications might require a total order of trans-
actions. The introduction of sidechains can overcome these limitations. Since
declarations can reference all hashes, even if the corresponding GoT element
is not stored on the same DLT, the GoT has the advantageous property that
it can be split into multiple sidechains. Some of these sidechains could be se-
cured on a general purpose DLT that provides a total order of transactions and
is already widely adopted. We will discuss sidechains in more detail in Chap-
ter 5. Finally, the proposed ABCG optimizes the energy efficiency compared
to general purpose DLTs but running a ABCG node on low-power IoT devices
is not feasible. To enable IoT devices, we discuss in Chapter 4 how the ABCG
can be extended to support IoT devices.
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Chapter 4

Identity and Signature Management
of IoT devices

4.1 Introduction

In chapter 3, we built a DLT-based DPKI with a signature store. A DLT-based
DPKI might also be promising to manage the identities of IoT devices. How-
ever, the limited resources of IoT devices constrain the applicability of com-
mon DLTs, and lightweight solutions are required. This chapter discusses the
optimization of the architecture introduced in the previous chapter to support
IoT devices and addresses research question 2: How to manage the identities and
signatures of low-power IoT devices on a DLT-based DPKI with a signature store?

To enable low-power IoT devices, we proposed Veritaa-IoT [136] 1. To over-
come the limitations of low-power IoT devices, we offload the resource-
demanding DLT operations to an AFN. Therefore, we extend the ABCG with
statements and the GoT with pairing transactions. Furthermore, we design
and implement a Veritaa IoT client running on low-power IoT devices.

The main contributions presented in this chapter are as follows.

• Extend the architecture proposed in Chapter 3 with statements, AFNs,
and pairing to support low-power IoT clients

1Partially reproduced in this chapter - © 2022 IFIP
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• Design and implementation of IoT identities and the corresponding iden-
tity claims using off-the-shelf microcontrollers with hardware-accelerated
cryptographic functions

• Design and implementation of a real-world testbed with custom low-
power hardware to evaluate the system’s performance

• Evaluation of energy consumption, overhead, and delay for making IoT
devices auditable using the proposed architecture

4.2 System Model

The IoT comprises devices that exchange information. While some IoT devices
have plenty of resources, others are restricted in energy, computational capa-
bilities, bandwidth, and memory. Therefore, a DPKI for the IoT must be able
to manage the spectrum of all these IoT devices.

4.2.1 Identity of IoT Devices

When information is exchanged between IoT devices, it is essential that the
receiver of the information can authenticate the source of information.

In order to authenticate IoT devices, each IoT device requires a unique iden-
tity to be distinguished from others. Merriam Webster defines identity as the
condition of being the same with something described or asserted [137]. Con-
sequently, identity consists of a set of properties that differentiate the distinct
entities. If the identifying set of properties has the same values, they identify
the same entity. Additionally, to prevent identity theft, the identifying proper-
ties must be hard to forge, which means it must only be possible for the distinct
entity to obtain its identity. The required difficulty to forge an identity is often
bound to the security requirement of an application. For example, today, in
many applications, the identity of people is bound to their name, phone num-
ber, and address. Applications requiring higher security might use biometric
information like fingerprints, retina, or the face as identifying properties.

In contrast to people, IoT devices do not have biometric information that can
be used as identifying parameters. While many diverse types of IoT devices
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exist, many exact copies of each type exist. Therefore, an IoT device does not
necessarily possess distinguishable properties, and the identifying properties
must be set at manufacturing or later. Note that serial numbers and similar
identifiers often fail the hard-to-forge requirement. Nevertheless, IoT devices
have the advantage that they can use cryptographic functions to build their
identity. For example, a private key can be used as identifying property. The
advantage of the private key as identifying property is that a digital signature
can be used to verify the identity of an IoT device. The digital signature can be
verified with the public key. However, before the signature can be validated,
the public key must be authenticated. The authenticating entity must verify
that the public key belongs to the entity it claims. Since the IoT is growing
quickly, it is impossible to authenticate the public keys manually, and PKIs
are required. As discussed in Chapter 3 the GoT can be used as DPKI. The
following section discusses how this DPKI can be extended for the IoT.

4.2.2 Graph of Trust and the Internet of Things

In Veritaa, all information is represented on the GoT. The GoT comprises iden-
tity claims, data hashes, and their relations. The advantage of the GoT is that it
inherently represents the structure of the relations between entities and data.
With this information, it is possible to certify the authenticity of identity claims.
In Chapter 3, we showed how trust declarations, together with domain vetting
and scoring, can be used to calculate the reputation of identity claims. Finally, a
reputation threshold can be used to certify the identity claims. While this WoT
like approach suits well for organizations that interact with each other and pos-
sess distinguished domains, it falls short for IoT devices. IoT devices are typi-
cally operated by their owner and therefore have little interactions with other
entities that could authenticate their identity. Therefore, the identity claims of
IoT devices would receive little trust votes, and in this case, another approach
is required. Note, to authenticate an IoT device, a distinct public key must be
verified to belong to this specific physical device. In Section 4.3.3, we show
how the IoT device can be paired. This pairing process also comprises the
authentication of the device.

To certify the authenticity of IoT devices’ identity claims, the real-world rela-
tionships of these devices must be considered. Figure 4.1 shows the typical
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FIGURE 4.1: Real-world relations of an IoT device

real-world relations of an IoT device. The device SN has an owner O and a
manufacturer MFR. The owner is responsible for the authentication, place-
ment, and maintenance of the device, and the manufacturer is responsible for
the hardware and the device’s capabilities. Therefore, the authentication and
reliability of a device depend on the owner and manufacturer.
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FIGURE 4.2: Example GoT of a combined model for the PKI [136]
© 2022 IFIP

The GoT has the advantage that we can use a combined approach that uses the
benefits of a WoT based certification model and a CA like structure to manage
the IoT identity claims of devices. Companies can use trust declarations and
reputation to certify the authenticity of each other’s identity claims, as pro-
posed in Chapter 3. In this chapter, we propose to use a CA like structure to
certify the authenticity of the identity claims of a company’s internal hierarchy
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and its IoT devices. The identity claim of the company is the root of this CA
like structure, and each company can build its certificate tree. This combina-
tion enables the owners of IoT devices to certify the authenticity of the identity
claims from their own IoT devices and departments. Furthermore, an auditor
can decide based on the model presented in Chapter 3 if it trusts the identity
claim of a company and its subordinate entities. Figure 4.2 shows an example
GoT where this combined model is used. First, the companies A, B, and C use
trust declarations to indicate that they have authenticated each other’s identity
claims. These trust votes are used to calculate reputation and derive the certi-
fication of the identity claims of A, B, and C. Second, company B used request
pairing and grant pairing declarations to build a CA like certificate tree that
certifies the departments of the company B1, B2, and its IoT devices BS1, BS2,
and BS3. In this example, an auditor that needs to verify the authenticity of
BS1’s identity claim follows the pairing declarations until it finds the identity
claim of B. Additionally, the manufacturers can sign a declaration between
company A and BS1. The auditor can use this information to reason about the
data’s quality.

4.2.3 Signing Measurements

Sensor measurements can be secured with the GoT to assert their integrity,
authenticity, and immutability. Therefore, the IoT device calculates the hash
of the measurement sample and signs a declaration of type measurement to-
wards this hash. In Figure 4.3 IoT device B has signed measured declarations
towards the measurement hashes M1 and M2. To achieve unique hashes for
each measurement, we calculate the measurement hash from the following
string: |identity_ f ingerprint|timestamp|measurement|.

A validator can calculate a measurement sample’s hash and search this hash
in the GoT to verify the integrity and authenticity of the sample. When the
validator has found the hash on the GoT, it can follow the declarations to see
if it is linked to a trusted identity claim.
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FIGURE 4.3: Signing measurements and manipulated identity
claim B’

4.2.4 Tamper protection

With a fast-growing number of IoT devices connected through the IoT, even-
tually, some of those devices might fail. The reasons for failures are manifold.
For example, a manufacturer could recognize a severe bug in the software and
recall devices, or manipulation might result in the failure of a device.

While the revocation transactions, as introduced in Section 3.2.1, can be helpful
to update the reputation based on external conditions, they might fall short in
case of manipulation. For example, when an attacker manipulates an IoT de-
vice, this might not be recognized by the entities that have signed declarations
towards its identity claim. Hence, the signed declarations might not be re-
voked, and trust remains. Tamper protection is required to overcome the issue
of manipulated devices being trusted. This tamper protection must change the
identity of the IoT device when an attacker manipulates the device. If the iden-
tity of the IoT devices changes on manipulation, the signed declarations still
point to the old (not manipulated) identity and remain auditable. However,
the new identity of the manipulated device starts over with no incoming trust
declarations and, therefore, zero trust. Figure 4.3 shows an example where the
manipulation of the IoT device B changed its identity to B′. Since it has no
incoming declarations, B′ is not trusted. However, the declarations of B, from
before the manipulation, can still be audited.

To assure that an object’s identity changes when the object has been manipu-
lated, the identity must comprise at least one identifying property which al-
ways changes when an unauthorized change is made to the object. When an
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identifying property changes, also the identity changes. In terms of IoT de-
vices, the device’s private key must change when the device is manipulated
to prevent a manipulated device from creating signatures in the name of the
original device. Furthermore, the identity must be secured, not accessible, and
unclonable. In Section 4.3.2, we show how the tamper detection system is used
to make an identity unusable in case of manipulation.

4.2.5 Associated Full Node

Devices connected to the IoT are diverse in terms of functionalities and avail-
able resources. Infrastructure for the IoT must be designed to support all dif-
ferent types of devices. Since some IoT devices have limited computational
capabilities, available energy, and storage, a DPKI for the IoT requires consid-
ering these constraints. Running a full DLT node requires the device to receive,
validate and store all blocks and transactions of the DLT. Also, the operation
of limited light nodes requires the device to exchange data with the peers of
the DLT network. This data exchange is not feasible for low-power devices
connected over protocols like LoRaWAN with only a few down packets daily.
In order to overcome this limitation, it is necessary to delegate the resource-
demanding parts of the DLT to a full node and only manage the identities and
signatures on the IoT device itself. We define a full node associated with IoT
devices an Associated Full Node (AFN). The AFN is a full node that han-
dles the computationally expensive and bandwidth-intensive DLT functions
of its associated IoT devices. When the AFN is operated by the same entity
that operates an IoT device, and the AFN and IoT device are paired, then the
IoT device and the AFN can inherently trust each other. However, it must be
asserted that information exchanged between the IoT device and the AFN can-
not be dropped or manipulated. Since the AFN is paired with the IoT device,
they have exchanged public keys and can verify each other’s signatures. A
valid signature asserts that a packet has not been manipulated. Acknowledg-
ments (ACK) and Negative Acknowledgments (NACK) are used to assert that
no information was dropped. The transactions reference the previous transac-
tion to enable the NACK, as it is explained in the next section.
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FIGURE 4.4: Hash tree extended with statements [136]
© 2022 IFIP

4.2.6 Statements

In order to enable power-constrained devices, we extend the ABCG with state-
ments. A statement comprises a list of transactions, the id of the creator, and
its signature. A statement’s transactions are chained by referencing the hash of
the previous transaction, and the creator signs the hash of the last transaction.
Additionally, the IoT devices link the statements by referencing the last trans-
action of the previous statement with the first transaction of the new statement.
Therefore, each IoT device creates its own chain of transactions. This chain of
transactions asserts that statements cannot be dropped before they are secured
on the DLT. If an AFN recognizes a missing referenced transaction, it sends
a NACK to the corresponding IoT device, and the IoT device can resend the
missing statement. Figure 4.4 shows an example hash tree of some blocks with
two statements and their references. Each block contains a list of statements,
and each statement is a signed list of transactions.

Compared to sending single transactions, the statement has the advantage
that an IoT device does not have to sign each transaction individually. Con-
sequently, the IoT device does not need to transmit the signature with each
transaction, and, therefore, the energy required for this transmission can be
saved. Furthermore, in contrast to committing complete blocks to a DLT, a
statement has less overhead, and the AFN can perform the PoW required to
protect the DLT from spam. Therefore, the statements enable offloading the
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DLT-overhead to the AFNs.

4.2.7 Time Considerations

Section 3.2.3 discussed block discovery services for building timestamp con-
sensus on a BlockDAG. These timestamps indicate the time when the block
was detected on the DLT but not the time when an event observation, docu-
mented and secured with a declaration, was made. When the required tem-
poral accuracy is lower than the temporal accuracy provided by the block rate
and delay to commit a block to the DLT then a block discovery timestamp can
be used as an event timestamp. Nevertheless, some IoT applications might
require higher temporal accuracy. However, IoT applications can have long
delays between the observation of an event and when the observation is se-
cured on the DLT.

Event Sensor Microcontroller

0011001101
1010000000
1111001110
1001101011
0100110001

t
t1 t2 t3 t4 t5 t6 t7

Gateway

AFN

Peer-to-Peer 
Network

DLT

FIGURE 4.5: Timeline for securing an event observation on a DLT

Figure 4.5 shows the timeline from an event to its documentation on the DLT
with a sensor directly connected to the AFN over a low-power IoT network
like LoRaWAN or LTE Cat M1. Table 4.1 comprises the description of the dif-
ferent phases that must be passed through to secure a measurement on the
DLT. Some of these phases depend on the technology used. For example, as
shown in the evaluation Section 4.4.4, the time to secure an event observation
as a signed declaration on the GoT depends significantly on the used network
technology and can introduce long delays. These delays are not in the control
of the DLT or cryptography. Consequently, the block discovery services’ times-
tamps can only provide limited temporal accuracy for events observed by the
IoT. Additionally, the firmware of the microcontroller could intentionally or
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Time Description

t1 The time the physical signal requires to propagate from the events ori-
gin to the sensor. This time depends on the physical property (e.g.,
speed of light or sound) and the spatial distance.

t2 The time to send the measurement from the sensor to the micro-
controller.

t3 Time to process the information on the microcontroller. This comprises
the processing of raw data, the creation of a transaction, the creation of
a signed statement, and copying as a packet to the output buffer.

t4 The transmission of the packet from the radio module to a gateway.
The time depends on the used protocol and bandwidth.

t5 The time required to forward a packet from the gateway to the AFN of
the IoT device

t6 The time to process the packet on the AFN. This comprises appending
the statement in a block and committing the block to the DLT.

t7 The time to confirm the block on the DLT. This comprises the dis-
semination of the block over the peer-to-peer network of the DLT and
waiting until another block has confirmed the block.

TABLE 4.1: Description of the steps required to secure a measure-
ment value

unintentionally delay the transmission of the measurement at any length (in-
crease t3). Consequently, the remaining components of the overall delay are
insignificant, and the microcontroller must provide an auditable timestamp.
The clock synchronization must be secured and documented on the audit trail
to make timestamps auditable.

T1

T2 T3

T4

idA,T1,p,p,signature
idB,T1,T2,T3,signature

A

B

FIGURE 4.6: Secured time synchronization

Under the assumption of a symmetric propagation delay, the clock offset θ =
1
2 [(T2 − T1) + (T3 − T4)], and round trip delay δ = (T4 − T1)− (T3 − T2) can be
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measured between the two clocks using standard methods [138]. These values
can then be used to synchronize two clocks. Figure 4.6 shows an example
where device A measures δ and its θ to B. For the measurement, device A sends
a packet with the transmission timestamp T1 to B. B saves the timestamp T2

and sends back a packet with T1, T2, and T3, the timestamp when it transmitted
the replay packet. The request packet is padded to the same length as the
response packet to ensure similar airtime. When A has received the response
from B, it has all information required to calculate θ and δ. A can adjust its
clock by adding θ to synchronize with B. To improve accuracy, A can measure
θ multiple times and add the average for the synchronization.

To ensure that the clock offset and round trip delay measurements cannot be
manipulated, we extended the request and response packet with the identity
hashes idA and idB of the devices that sent the packets and a signature of
the identity hash and the timestamps in the packet. With this information,
both devices involved in the synchronization can verify the authenticity of the
packets using the GoT.

The synchronization is represented as request time synchronization and grant
time synchronization declarations on the GoT. These declarations make syn-
chronization information accessible to auditors and make the synchronization
auditable. To request a synchronization, the IoT device measures the clock off-
set θAB to a time server, updates its clock accordingly, and creates a request
time synchronization declaration. When the time server receives a synchro-
nization request, it also measures the clock offset to the IoT device and creates
a grant time synchronization declaration. In the grant time synchronization
declaration, the time server also adds the θBA it has measured. Consequently,
the auditor can audit how accurately the IoT device has synchronized with the
time server. The time server is a Veritaa full node with an accurate clock, for
example, synchronized over the Network Time Protocol (NTP). Note that this
representation of the synchronization on the GoT can also be used for other
standard synchronization algorithms. Figure 4.7 shows an example request
time synchronization and grant time synchronization declaration between an
IoT device A and a time server B.
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grant time synchronization

request time synchronization

A B

FIGURE 4.7: Time synchronization declarations

Multiple sensors that witness the same event could also be used to build con-
sensus about the time of the event’s occurrence. Similar to the block dis-
covery services that build consensus about the block timestamp. Let So be
all sensors that have observed a certain event and ts the time when sensor
s ∈ So has observed the event. Then we can define the consensus timestamp
tc = mean(ts)∀s ∈ So. Nevertheless, using multiple sensors as witnesses of the
same event has the limitation that multiple sensors have to be in the sensing
range of the event, which requires a high density of sensors.

A

B

e1

e2

e3

sensor node

communication rangesensing range

event

FIGURE 4.8: Spatial resolution in sensor networks

Figure 4.8 shows the spatial resolution of two sensors. Typically, a sensor has
a communication and a sensing range. In reality, these ranges are not circular
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and do not have the same reach. The sensing range depends on the used sensor
and the measured physical parameter. In this example, event e1 is neither in
the sensing range of A nor B. Therefore, e1 is not observed by the network. The
event e2 is in the range of A and B. The event e3 is in the sensing range of B and,
therefore, measured by B but not A. Two sensors within communication range
could perform a PoL, discussed in more detail in Chapter 6. However, since
the communication range is not congruent with the sensing range, the PoL
does not provide enough information to decide if two sensors have observed
the same event. Consequently, when consensus about time does not exist yet,
grouping observations of multiple sensors by events is challenging and raises
interesting research questions not covered in this thesis.

4.3 Implementation

4.3.1 Testbed

To evaluate our proposed architecture and future algorithms and applications,
we extended the Veritaa testbed. Figure 4.9 shows the architecture of our
testbed that extends Veritaa with low-power IoT devices. The testbed includes
the Veritaa network, application servers, and IoT devices. The Veritaa network
comprises several full nodes and some AFNs capable of handling IoT devices.
In this testbed, all nodes of the Veritaa network are running on a Kubernetes
cluster.

Veritaa Network

Full Node
Associated
Full Node

MQTT
Broker

LTE Cat-M1

LoRaWAN

Wireless Sensor Network

Directly connected Sensors

Application Servers

Statement Message

Associated
Full Node

MQTT
Broker

Full Node

Full Node

GW

FIGURE 4.9: IoT testbed and architecture overview [136]
© 2022 IFIP
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The AFNs run Message Queuing Telemetry Transport (MQTT) brokers to re-
ceive statements from their associated IoT devices and to exchange control
data with these devices. Veritaa assures the integrity and authenticity of mes-
sages by immutably storing their hashes and the creator’s signature on a DLT.
However, the messages are not stored on the DLT. While the message con-
tains data like sensor values, the signed statements ensure the message’s au-
thenticity, integrity, and immutability. Therefore, we distinguish between the
signed statements directed to an AFN and the message directed to an appli-
cation server. The message (red) and the statement (blue) are exchanged over
the MQTT broker of the AFN. The AFN and the application server subscribe
to related topics to receive published statements and messages from their as-
sociated IoT devices.

The architecture is designed to be flexible and support all kinds of IoT de-
vices and IoT infrastructure. In this testbed, the IoT devices are connected over
LTE Cat M1 and LoRaWAN to the MQTT broker of their AFN. Furthermore,
the IoT devices using LTE Cat M1 can act as Gateway (GW) and translate the
traffic to different low-power protocols like MQTT-SN [139], SDNWise [6], or
RPL [5]. These GWs enable the integration of low-power WSN nodes without
a direct Internet connection.

We developed a LTE Cat M1 gateway, a LoRaWAN-based sensor, and a WSN
sensor as low-power IoT devices for our testbed and designed and imple-
mented the Veritaa IoT client to connect them to their AFN. In this testbed,
all IoT devices are based on the EFR32MG21 microcontroller and custom cir-
cuit boards. The EFR32MG21 is a system on a chip with up to 96k RAM, up
to 1 MB Flash memory, a multi-protocol radio module, and a security pro-
cessor that enables the SecureVault technology of Silicon Labs [140]. To con-
nect the IoT devices with the AFNs and application servers, we use the u-Blox
SARA-R510 radio module for LTE Cat-M1 and the Microchip WLR089U0 radio
module for LoRaWAN. For the communication between the sensor nodes of a
WSN, the EFR32MG provides a multi-protocol 2.4GHz module that supports
802.15.4 and Bluetooth Low Energy.
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4.3.2 Identity of Microcontrollers

Veritaa, as a DPKI, manages the distributed certification of identity claims’
authenticity. The security of a private key is not in the scope of the Veritaa
framework but in the scope of the applications that use the Veritaa framework
to publish, authenticate, and certify identity claims. In this chapter, we use the
EFR32MG21 microcontrollers that contain SecureVault, a dedicated security
CPU that isolates cryptographic functions and data from the host processor
core [141].

SecureVault

M
ailbox

Tamper
Detection

PUF Key
Unique ID

Wrapped Key Erase

ECC 
Engine

Unwrapped 
Key Cache

M33 Core Area

Identifier
Object Hash

Internal Memory

Identity Claim

RAM
Statement

Signature

Public Key

FIGURE 4.10: Identity claim using Silicon Labs SecureVault [136]
© 2022 IFIP

Figure 4.10 shows how we use Silicon Labs SecureVault to build the identity
claim of an IoT device. All cryptographic functions are executed on the dedi-
cated security CPU of SecureVault. The elliptic curve cryptography key pair is
generated in the SecureVault, and only an encrypted wrapped key is stored in
the internal flash memory of the microcontroller. Therefore, it is not possible to
access the private key from the IoT device’s firmware. However, the public key
can be accessed by loading the wrapped key into SecureVault and exporting
the public key. This public key can then be used to build the identity claim of
the IoT device. The wrapped key is loaded from the flash memory into Secure-
Vault over the mailbox when the private key is needed. Messages that must
be signed are sent over the mailbox to the elliptic curve cryptography engine,
and the signature is then returned over the mailbox.

The tamper detection system of SecureVault monitors several system parame-
ters. When the tamper detection system detects a tamper attempt and a certain
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threshold is exceeded, the tamper detection erases the Physical Unclonable
Function (PUF) key. When the PUF key is erased, the wrapped keys cannot be
encrypted anymore, and, therefore, the private keys are not usable anymore.
Consequently, SecureVault’s tamper detection can be used to prevent manipu-
lated IoT devices from signing further transactions. SecureVault also provides
Secure Boot with Root of Trust and Secure Loader to ensure that the firmware
is not exchanged with malicious code.

Note that SecureVault is one way to implement identity claim management on
an IoT device. The key pair could also be created using the arm TrustZone, and
the trusted execution environment [142] or just plain keys. When the transac-
tions are valid and the statements correctly signed, third-party auditors can’t
decide how the private keys for the signature are managed. However, the man-
ufacturer can sign a "made" declaration towards each IoT device it has made.
Therefore, all who validate a signed message can see which manufacturer has
created a device and use the manufacturer’s reputation to reason about the
quality of its security implementation. A responsible manufacturer can also
transparently sign a declaration towards devices with specific security vulner-
abilities. This transparency provides information that can be used to decide if
a specific IoT device should be trusted or not.

4.3.3 Pairing

Provisioner IoT Device (A) DLT

1. initiate pairing 
    request 2. request pairing 3. commit block

4. confirm block5. confirm statement

6. request pairing from 
    IoT device

7. initiate grant 
    pairing 8. commit block

9. confirm block10. acknowledge grant 
      pairing

Associated Full Node (B)

FIGURE 4.11: The sequence of pairing an IoT device with its AFN
[136] © 2022 IFIP

Figure 4.11 shows a sequence diagram of the pairing process of an IoT device
and its AFN. The pairing is conducted by a provisioner, an entity that is able to
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initiate signatures of the IoT client and an identity claim managed on the IoT
client’s AFN. Typically, the provisioner is the owner of the IoT device or the
operator of the IoT device’s infrastructure. The provisioner can use a smart-
phone application to pair an IoT device with its AFN. The following actions
are performed to pair the IoT device (A) with its AFN (B):

1. The provisioner forwards the fingerprint and public key of B’s identity
claim to A and initiates the pairing request.

2. A creates a request pairing declaration pointing towards the fingerprint
of B provided by the provisioner, signs it in a statement, and forwards it
to B.

3. B wraps the statement in block b1 and commits b1 to the DLT.

4. When B receives valid blocks from its DLT peers that reference b1, then
the block is confirmed.

5. B confirms to A that the statement was successfully written to the DLT.

6. B reports to the provisioner that it has an open incoming request pairing
declaration.

7. The provisioner validates that A signed the open pairing request and, if
so, forwards A’s fingerprint and public key to B and initiates the grant
pairing.

8. B creates a grant pairing declaration towards A’s identity claim, wraps it
as a statement in block b2, and commits b2 to the DLT.

9. When B receives valid blocks from its DLT peers that confirm b2, then the
block is confirmed.

10. B sends acknowledgments to A and the provisioner to notify them that
the pairing was successful.

After pairing, the IoT device and the AFN have exchanged their public keys
and, therefore, can validate each other’s signatures and exchange encrypted
messages. Furthermore, the pairing is declared on the GoT, and all Veritaa
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members can see that the IoT device is paired with the AFN and, therefore,
reason about the authenticity data signed by the IoT device.

4.4 Evaluation

4.4.1 Security Analysis

Attackers might try to manipulate, repudiate, or forge measurement values. In
this security analysis, we assume that the used cryptographic functions (hash
and signature) and the microcontroller’s tamper detection system are secure.
Furthermore, we assume that the DLT is secure, and therefore, all blocks com-
mitted to the network are immutably stored.

An adversary might try to manipulate, repudiate, or forge sensor values on
the application servers after they have been measured. Suppose an attacker
has manipulated or forged a sensor value on an application server. Then a
validator can calculate the hash of the data and check on the GoT if the alleged
IoT device has signed the data. If a signed declaration exists on the GoT, then
data authenticity and integrity are proven.

An adversary that operates an application server might try to delete some data
of an IoT device. Since the DLT only secures the data hashes, it can only prove
that a data point existed at a given time, but the DLT cannot recreate it. How-
ever, if entities that do not trust each other collaborate on an application, all
can store the data in their own infrastructure, and in case of a dispute, the DLT
can be used to resolve the conflict. Assume an entity deletes a data point of
its copy of the data set and claims that the data point never existed. Then, all
members of the corresponding Veritaa network can see the signed declaration
towards a hash with no related data point. With this information, they can
prove that the data point was deleted. Furthermore, let us assume that an-
other entity also has a copy of the data set. Therefore, it is able to build the
hashes of all data points and select the data point that corresponds with the
disputed signed declaration on the GoT. Since the hash function is secure, two
data points with the same hash are equal. Consequently, the solution is able
to detect missing data, and the original data can be restored if non-trusting
parties make their own copy of the data.
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An adversary might physically manipulate the IoT device and abuse its iden-
tity to forge signatures. Let us assume that the attacker has manipulated the
hardware or firmware of the sensor node. Then the tamper detection of the
microcontroller will detect the manipulation. As discussed in Section 4.3.2, the
detection of this manipulation erases the PUF key, and therefore, the identity
of the IoT device is destroyed. Consequently, it is impossible to manipulate an
IoT device and use its identity to sign forged declarations.

An adversary might try to manipulate a statement before it is written to the
DLT. Let us assume that an adversary has inserted, removed, or manipulated
a transaction in a statement. Then the hash of the transaction changes, and
since the following transaction references the hash of the manipulated trans-
action, the hash of the following transactions would also change. Therefore,
also the hash of the last transaction changes. Therefore, the signature of the
statement, which signs the hash of the last transaction, is invalid after the ma-
nipulation. The DLT only accepts blocks that only contain valid statements.
Consequently, the statement cannot be manipulated. Furthermore, assume an
adversary dropped a statement before it was written to the DLT. Then the first
transaction of the following statement would reference the transaction hash
of the last transaction of the dropped statement. The AFN would recognize
that the first transaction is referencing a non-existing transaction and can send
a NACK to initiate retransmission. Consequently, it is not possible to drop a
statement unrecognized.

4.4.2 Key Size

Depending on the security requirement of the Veritaa network, different ellip-
tic curves with different key sizes can be used. In this experiment, we eval-
uated the performance of the distinct Veritaa functions using different key
sizes. Figure 4.12 shows the performance of the different Veritaa functions
using hardware acceleration. Since the different operations mainly depend on
the underlying cryptographic functions, the time needed depends on the key
size. Verification is slightly slower than signing.
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FIGURE 4.12: Performance of different elliptic curves

4.4.3 Hardware Accelerated Cryptography

The proposed architecture supports the public key management of various
IoT devices. These devices come with distinguished capabilities. Some device
types might provide hardware-accelerated cryptography, while others might
not. Our testbed mainly uses the EFR32MG21 from Silicon Labs, which sup-
ports hardware-accelerated cryptography. However, to evaluate if it is also
possible to integrate sensors without hardware-accelerated cryptography into
Veritaa, we have implemented the Veritaa IoT client for Arduino Mega 2560.
To implement the Arduino Veritaa IoT client, we use the Arduino Cryptogra-
phy Library [143] for SHA256 and the micro-ecc library [144] for the elliptic
curve cryptography. This experiment evaluated the time required to perform
the different cryptographic functions on a sensor with and a sensor without
hardware acceleration for cryptographic functions. For this experiment, we
used the NIST P256 elliptic curve.
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FIGURE 4.13: Performance with and without hardware accelera-
tion

Figure 4.13a shows the time required to build the hashes for statements con-
taining different numbers of transactions. Figure 4.13b shows the time re-
quired to generate an identity claim, sign a statement, and verify a statement.
Note that most of the required time is used for the related cryptographic func-
tions. This experiment shows that it is possible to run a Veritaa IoT client
on sensor nodes with and without hardware-accelerated cryptographic func-
tions. However, hardware acceleration has a significant impact on the applica-
tion’s performance. This improved performance and the fact that these crypto-
graphic features become more and more common in today’s microcontrollers
might boost the acceptance of DLT applications in the IoT.

4.4.4 Transmission Time to Distributed Ledger Technology

Between an event that initiates a new transaction and the time the transaction
is written immutably on a distributed ledger, time elapses. In IoT applications,
this time depends on the underlying network architecture and technology.

This experiment evaluated the time until a statement’s transactions have im-
mutably been written from an IoT device to the DLT. In this experiment, we
connected the IoT devices over LTE Cat-M1 and LoRaWAN. Note that the ra-
dio might longer be active than the time required to commit a transaction on
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the DLT. This is because the radio remains active after the transmission and
waits for ACKs.
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FIGURE 4.14: Required time to send a statement to the DLT. [136]
© 2022 IFIP

Figure 4.14a shows the time required to commit a new statement from the IoT
devices to the DLT. The experiment shows that for LTE Cat-M1, times below
1 s are feasible. Note that these times include the whole process, especially the
wake-up times of the microcontroller and the SARA-R510 radio module. The
measurements show a few outliers that required more time. In low-power
networks, protocols are designed to be resilient to packet loss. Therefore,
lost packets are retransmitted. Furthermore, the radio channel is not always
free, and the transmission is delayed by a backoff time. These retransmissions
and backoff times can result in a few packets that require significantly more
time for transmission than the average that is sent successfully on the first try.
Therefore, a few outliers are expected.

Figure 4.14b shows the performance when the statements are transmitted over
LoRaWAN. Compared to LTE Cat-M1, the LoRaWAN network has a lower
bandwidth and a smaller MTU size to reach larger distances. The hashes of
transactions and the signature of the statement require additional space that
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might exceed the MTU when multiple transactions are sent. When the payload
is larger than the MTU, the statement is split, and each transaction is sent sep-
arately to the AFN. When the last transaction has been sent, the signature for
the complete statement is transmitted. The AFN validates the received trans-
actions and signatures and assembles the parts as a statement. While the MTU
of LTE Cat M1 is large enough to send 5 transactions, the MTU of LoRaWAN
only enables 1. Consequently, more packets must be sent with LoRaWAN.
Additionally, after transmitting a packet, the sensor node must remain silent
to meet the maximum duty cycle requirement. With the given LoRa setup,
it is possible to send up to approximately 200 uplink messages per hour (de-
pending on the payload size) [145]. Note that the fair access policy of some
LoRaWAN networks might even have lower limits. This experiment shows
that it requires approximately 20 s to commit a transaction to the DLT. The re-
sults include the sleep time to meet the maximum duty cycle between each
packet. The LoRaWAN experiment also reveals a few outliers for the same
reason as the LTE Cat M1 experiment. Since all packets have the same size in
this experiment and since LoRaWAN does not need to establish a connection,
the successful LoRaWAN packets mostly require the same time for the trans-
mission. Consequently, the confidence interval of this experiment is smaller.

4.4.5 Energy Consumption

The statement comprises hashes, creator id, and creator signature to ensure the
transmitted data’s immutability, integrity, and authenticity. We have measured
the current and energy consumption required to transmit statements and plain
messages to evaluate the statement overhead.

Figure 4.15 shows the current consumption when the message is transmitted
over the LoRaWAN using spreading factor 7 and 125 kHz bandwidth. With
this configuration, the bit rate is 5.47 kb/s. In this experiment, we transmitted
a 32 bytes plain message, which resulted in a 170 bytes signed statement. Due
to the relatively low data rate of LoRa, the transmission of data consumes most
of the energy.

Figure 4.16 shows the current consumption when the message is transmitted
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FIGURE 4.15: LoRaWAN tx current consumption [136]
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FIGURE 4.16: LTE Cat-M1 tx current consumption [136]
© 2022 IFIP

over LTE Cat-M1. LTE Cat-M1 has an uplink bit rate of up to 1.2 Mb/s. There-
fore, the air time of the data is around 200 µs for the plain message and 1.1 ms
for the statement. However, after the SARA-R510 radio module has transmit-
ted a packet, it remains awake for around 3 s and listens to incoming messages
and ACKs. Consequently, the size of the transmitted information does not
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contribute much to the overall energy consumption.

We calculated the energy required to transmit a statement and plain message
based on the current consumption. Figure 4.17 shows the energy required to
transmit a statement and plain messages with LoRaWAN and LTE Cat-M1.
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FIGURE 4.17: Required energy to transmit a message [136]
© 2022 IFIP

overhead =
c(statement)− c(message)

c(message)
· 100 [%] (4.1)

Securing the measurement data of IoT devices requires additional energy. We
calculate the corresponding overhead to evaluate the impact of securing the
data on energy consumption. Equation 4.1 shows how overhead is calculated.
The overhead sets the direct costs in relation to the indirect costs, where c(x)
is a cost function.

LoRaWAN LTE Cat-M1
statement plain message statement plain message

Data [bytes] 170 32 170 32
Overhead [%] 431.25 431.25
Energy [mJ] 95.67 ±1.66 55.30 ±7.35 784.65 ±160.69 746.12 ±116.23
Overhead [%] 73.00 5.16

TABLE 4.2: Signature Overhead [136] © 2022 IFIP

Table 4.2 shows the overhead introduced by securing the data with the pro-
posed solution. Different cost functions c(x) can be used to evaluate the over-
head. The first cost function shown in this table uses the required amount of
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bytes. Securing the data requires space for signatures and hashes, which in-
troduces 431.25% overhead. However, this metric does not consider that the
IoT devices must establish a connection before they can send data and that the
energy required depends on the communication technology used. Therefore,
the energy required to send a packet, including communication overhead, is a
more meaningful metric. The experiment shows that securing measurements
with our proposed solution requires 73% more energy with LoRaWAN and
5.16% more energy with LTE Cat M-1. Since LoRaWAN is more efficient in
establishing and maintaining a connection than LTE Cat M1, the overhead in-
troduced by securing the data is higher for LoRaWAN than for LTE Cat M1.

Nevertheless, this overhead is affordable for applications that require authen-
ticity, integrity, and immutability of sensor data. If the sensor depends on a
power supply like a solar cell, the solar cell must be dimensioned accordingly,
and if the sensor depends only on batteries, they need to be replaced more fre-
quently. Note that the quality-relevant sensors that benefit from this additional
security also require frequent maintenance like calibrations.

4.5 Conclusion

In this chapter, we extended the Veritaa framework to support low-power IoT
devices. Therefore, we extended the GoT with new pairing capabilities. The
ABCG we extended with statements to offload DLT functions to an AFN and
enable low-power IoT devices. Furthermore, we built a real-world testbed to
evaluate these extensions. The testbed comprises custom-made low-power IoT
devices using LoRaWAN and LTE Cat-M1 for communication.

As a proof-of-concept, we used the testbed to perform several experiments. We
evaluated the delay until messages are secured on the DLT and the overhead
introduced by securing the messages on the DLT. Our evaluation shows that
securing the information introduces some overhead. However, there is always
a tradeoff between energy consumption and security in low-power applica-
tions. The additional energy is affordable for many applications requiring this
level of security. To evaluate the capabilities of low-power microcontrollers
to calculate the required cryptographic functions, we measured the execution
time of these functions. The evaluation showed that the hardware acceleration
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of recent microcontrollers enables all required functions and makes the system
feasible. Furthermore, the security analysis showed that the proposed archi-
tecture could ensure authenticity, integrity, and immutability of the data of IoT
devices.

The proposed system enables auditors to verify the authenticity and integrity
of data. However, the system does not make quality-related maintenance in-
formation like calibration of the IoT devices auditable. Therefore, third-party
consumers of IoT data cannot verify the quality of received data. Conse-
quently, a distributed audit trail should also be able to record quality-related
information. To overcome this limitation, we introduce a DCCI that enables
metrological traceability for the IoT in Chapter 5.
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Chapter 5

Distributed Calibration Certificate
Infrastructure

5.1 Introduction

When data consumers receive IoT data from third parties, they can use PKIs to
verify the origin of the data. However, certificates managed by PKI certify the
authenticity of identity claims but do not comprise quality information like cal-
ibration and maintenance data. Therefore, it is hard for third-party consumers
to assess the quality of received data. To overcome this limitation, we propose
a DCCI that is able to link quality information like DCCs to identity claims, ad-
dressing the research question 3: How to securely manage quality-related metadata,
like calibrations and other maintenance information, of IoT devices?

We proposed a DLT-based Distributed Calibration Certificate Infrastructure
(DCCI) [68] 1. With the DCCI, calibration certificates can be recorded on the
distributed audit trail. This makes this quality-related metainformation au-
ditable for third-party data consumers. By building the DCCI based on the
GoT, it comprises an expressive DPKI that meets the specific requirements of
metrology.

The main contributions of this chapter are:

• Design and implementation of a DLT-based DCCI using the GoT

1Partially reproduced in this chapter - © 2022 IEEE
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• Model to represent metrological traceability using DCCs and Accredita-
tion Certificates (ACs)

• Design of a GoT-based multi-signature scheme

• Evaluation of the system in terms of scalability and speed

• Evaluation of sidechains to enable scalability and privacy

5.2 System Model

Metrology plays a key role in assuring the quality of measurement data. A
calibration certificate certifies the accuracy of the corresponding Measurement
Instrument (MI). MIs are devices for measuring physical parameters. Note
that Sensor Nodes (SN) and IoT devices with sensors are a subset of MIs. In
general, the MIs also include analog devices not connected to the IoT. While
also DCCs that document the calibration of analog MIs can be signed and se-
cured on our proposed solution, these devices obviously can not secure their
measurements on the GoT. However, for simplicity, we focus on IoT devices
and assume that all MIs can be connected to the IoT. Consequently, we use the
terms IoT device, Sensor Node (SN), and MI interchangeably. A Distributed
Calibration Certificate Infrastructure (DCCI) is a distributed system that se-
cures the signatures of calibration certificates and makes the valuable quality
information of the DCC accessible to the consumer of the calibrated MI’s data.
The DCCI comprises a PKI that certifies the authenticity of public keys, stores
DCCs, is able to secure DCC signatures, and enables metrological traceability.

5.2.1 Distributed Public Key Infrastructure for Metrology

In Chapter 3, we introduced the GoT, a DPKI that uses a distributed model to
derive the certification of identity claims from trust votes. The field of metrol-
ogy as an application has some characteristics that fit the properties of the GoT
well. First, organizations like the NASs accredit calibration laboratories. This
accreditation is documented with an AC that can be secured on the GoT. Since
this accreditation is stored on the GoT, it can be considered a highly qualified
trust vote of the NAS towards the accredited calibration laboratory. Similarly,
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the DCCs can be considered a highly qualified trust vote of the calibration lab-
oratory towards the identity claim of a MI. Consequently, these certificates also
certify the authenticity of the corresponding identity claims. Second, some or-
ganizations in the domain of metrology, like the NASs, NMIs, BIPM, and the
ILAC, are nationally or even internationally well-known and can act as trust
anchors in the DPKI. In a distributed certification model, these trust anchors
help to bootstrap reputation. An auditor can use domain scoring that maps
a priori trust to the identity claims these entities. Consequently, with these
properties, the model of the GoT suits a DCCI well.

NAS

MI0 MI1

CL1NMIBIPM

MIi

CLi

MIi+1

CLi+1

h(ACi+1)h(AC1)h(AC0)

ILAC

trusts
owns
MI reference

issues
references
request membership
grant membershipdomain valdiated

h(DCC0) h(DCC1) h(DCCi) h(DCCi+1)

h(ACi)

BIPM Bureau International des Poids et Mesures
NMI National Metrology Institute
CL Calibration Laboratory
MI Measure Instrument 
NAS National Accreditation Service
ILAC International Laboratory Accreditation Cooperation
AC Accreditation Certificate
DCC Digital Calibration Certificate

FIGURE 5.1: Metrological traceability on the GoT [68]
© 2022 IEEE

Figure 5.1 shows an example GoT with entities and their signed relations. This
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example shows a NAS that has accredited several calibration laboratories and
signed the accreditation certificates with declarations on the GoT. Further-
more, in this example, each calibration laboratory owns a MI calibrated by
a higher-level calibration laboratory. The DCCs that document these calibra-
tions were also signed with declarations on the GoT. Each DCC references the
MI that was used for its calibration. Therefore, our proposed solution secures
metrological traceability. Note that the referenced MIs are the standards used
for the calibration. The list of these MIs is contained in the DCC.

5.2.2 Digital Calibration Certificate Signatures

The Digital Calibration Certificate (DCC) is a digitally signable XML-based
document that comprises all required information of a calibration certifi-
cate [71]. On the GoT, an entity can sign any digital document by signing a
declaration towards the hash of a document. Each declaration has a type, such
as issues, approves, or measures. The type of declaration indicates what prop-
erty the signer aims to attribute to the document. Documents like calibration
and accreditation certificates found in metrology often attest certain proper-
ties to another entity. We propose extending declarations with a references
attribute to represent these kinds of documents on the GoT. The references
attribute contains a list of identity claims and data hashes referenced by the
signed document. This new reference relation enables calibration and accredi-
tation certificates to certify MIs and entities.

h(DCCi) MICL issues references

Application Server

h(DCCi): DCCi

h(DCCi+1): DCCi+1

h(DCCi-1): DCCi-1

Graph of Trust

FIGURE 5.2: Digital Calibration Certificate Signature [68]
© 2022 IEEE

Figure 5.2 shows an example of a DCC signature on the GoT. The calibration
laboratory CL has signed an issue declaration towards the DCC that references
the calibrated MI. For privacy and scalability reasons, only this metadata is
stored on the GoT but not the DCC itself. However, the declaration that issues
the DCC can contain a link to the application server where the DCC is stored.
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A hash map is used to find the corresponding DCC on this application server.
The application server could be the calibration certificate database of the CL
that performed the calibration. This architecture has the advantage that the
application server can use its own access management, and the DCCI can be
integrated into existing infrastructures.

5.2.3 Accreditation and Audits

Besides the DCC signatures, the expressive declarations of the GoT can also
be used to represent accreditations and audits. To our knowledge, we are the
first DLT based DCCI to support this kind of declaration. An audit is a pro-
fessional service delivered by experts in response to economic and regulatory
demand [146]. For example, companies that have calibrated their measuring
equipment by external calibration laboratories might audit the external labo-
ratories to reduce risk and ensure quality. Either the company that owns the
calibrated measurement equipment or a trusted third party can perform an au-
dit. A certificate usually documents the audit and comprises the capabilities of
the audited calibration laboratory. Furthermore, accreditation is a special form
of audit performed by the national accreditation service.

On the GoT, the audit and accreditation certificates are handled similarly to
the DCC. The auditing or accrediting entity signs a declaration towards the
hash of an audit or accreditation certificate and adds a reference attribute to
the declaration that references the identity claim of the audited or accredited
entity. With this information, the auditors that read the GoT can verify if a
certain entity is capable of performing a calibration. A link to the certificate
can be added to the declaration as it is done with the DCCs.

5.2.4 Metrological Traceability

Each calibration in the chain of calibrations contributes to the uncertainty of
the final MI. Metrological traceability is inherently given when all MIs, ref-
erences, and standards in the chain of calibrations are calibrated. Calibration
laboratories accredited by a NAS comply with the corresponding standards,
and, therefore, it can be expected that all references used for calibration were
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calibrated. Therefore, when an accredited CL calibrates a device, it is not re-
quired to verify all upstream calibration certificates. However, the links to the
upstream measurement equipment can be provided in the DCC. These links
are the fingerprint of the device’s identity. If a auditor has access to a calibra-
tion certificate, it can search the fingerprints of the direct upstream MIs on the
GoT and browse its incoming calibration declarations. This calibration decla-
ration contains a link where the auditor can access the corresponding calibra-
tion certificate. Note that only auditors authorized to access the link provided
in the certificate signature can access the upstream certificates. The auditor can
repeat this process until it has reached the national standard.

5.2.5 Multi-Signatures

A multi-signature is a signature scheme where an entity delegates its signing
capabilities to subordinate entities. By delegating the signing capabilities, the
entity also defines the minimum number of subordinate entities that have to
sign the same declaration to account for this signature. To delegate signing ca-
pabilities, the subordinate entity signs a request subordinate signing declaration
towards the entity’s identity claim. After authenticating the request, the entity
can sign a grant subordinate signing declaration towards the subordinate’s en-
tity identity claim to delegate signing to subordinate entities. With the granted
declaration, the entity also defines how many subordinate entities have to sign
the same declaration for a signature to be valid.

MICL

CLT1

CLT2

h(DCC)

O

grant subordinate signing (requires min 2 signatures)
request subordinate signing
issues

approves
references

FIGURE 5.3: Multi-Signatures [68] © 2022 IEEE
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Figure 5.3 shows an example where the calibration laboratory CL has granted
the entities CLT1, CLT2 subordinate signing capabilities. However, both sub-
ordinate entities have the requirement for a multi-signature of at least two.
Therefore, their declarations account only for CL if both have signed the same
declaration towards a hash.

In the above discussed multi-signature scheme, an entity defines on the GoT
the requirements that need to be met so that the signatures of subordinate en-
tities account for the entity. These requirements are stored on the DLT and
binding for all validators. However, the business process of some validating
organizations might require some additional rules for a certificate to be valid.
For example, some companies that use external calibration laboratories to cal-
ibrate their measurement equipment check if the certificate and the measured
accuracy fulfill their requirements and approve the calibration certificate be-
fore a MI is released. An additional declaration can represent the approval
of a certificate. In Figure 5.3, the owner O of the MI has signed an approves
declaration towards the hash of the digital calibration certificate DCC.

5.2.6 Measurement Values

MI

Application Server

h(Si): Si

h(Si+1): Si+1

h(Si-1): Si-1

h(Si)

Graph of Trust

measures

FIGURE 5.4: Measurement Signatures

Our proposed DCCI also enables securing measurement values. To securely
link each measurement to its MI, the MI can sign a measurement declaration
towards the sample’s hash on the GoT. Figure 5.4 shows an example of a
measurement declaration. The GoT only stores the samples’ hash values h(Si)

but not the samples themselves. However, the identity claim of the MI or the
measurement declaration can contain a link to an application server where the
measurements of the corresponding MI are stored. A hash map is used to find
the corresponding sample Si on these application servers.
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5.2.7 Digital Calibration Certificate Retraction

The DCC retraction is the revocation of an issues declaration that referenced
the hash of a DCC. Calibration certificate retraction is an important feature of
calibration certificate infrastructures. When a laboratory issues a faulty certifi-
cate, it must be able to retract the faulty certificate. While certificate retraction
is almost impossible with paper calibration certificates and is difficult with
digital certificates containing the signature, it is straightforward with the GoT.
To retract a DCC on the GoT, the entity that issued the certificate signs a re-
vocation declaration toward the certificate’s hash. The revocation declaration
also contains the transaction id of the revoked declaration to assert that the
correct signature is revoked if a digital calibration certificate was signed mul-
tiple times. Figure 5.5 shows an example of a DCC retraction. The target of a
referenced declaration is contained in the same transaction as the declaration.
Consequently, the complete DCC is retracted.

h(DCCi) MITj:issues referencesCL

Tu:revokes:Tj

FIGURE 5.5: Digital Calibration Certificate Retraction

5.2.8 Validation

The validation of calibration certificates is an important task of auditors. The
auditor first calculates the hash of the certificate and then searches the GoT for
this hash to validate a DCC signature. If the hash was found, the validator
traverses the most recent incoming issues declaration to find the identity claim
which has issued these declarations. If multi-signatures are used (refer to Sec-
tion 5.2.5), the validator checks if enough subordinate entities have signed the
same declaration.

To validate the calibration laboratory, the validator searches the GoT for an
issues-references path between the NAS and the examined CL that contains
an accreditation certificate. Graph databases like neo4j are optimized for these
kinds of traversal algorithms and are fast, as we show in section 5.4.
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5.3 Implementation

As a proof-of-concept, we have implemented a functional prototype of the
DCCI. Figure 5.6 shows an overview of the prototype architecture. The pro-
totype is written in python and comprises the GoT component that manages
the GoT, neo4j as Graph Database to store the GoT, a smart contract that im-
mutably stores the transactions that build the GoT, and the DLT component
that connects the nodes and secures the transactions that build the GoT. The
DCCI functionality is implemented in the application layer. Furthermore, the
prototype comprises a web application to control the node and a REST API to
connect further applications.
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FIGURE 5.6: DCCI architecture

Since our proposed solution aims to secure complete metrological traceabil-
ity, it must be possible to secure measurement data. With a fast-growing IoT,
throughput and storage space form a major challenge if all nodes have to store
a replica of the complete data. It has been proposed to use sidechains to solve
these challenges [147]. A sidechain is a separate DLT that is attached to a par-
ent DLT, also known as the main chain. While the main chain secures the state
of the sidechain, it must not secure all transactions individually and, there-
fore, needs fewer resources. A sidechain builds consensus on the system state
among a few peers and then secures its state on the main chain. Since the
GoT basically only consists of identity claims that sign declarations towards
hashes, splitting the GoT into several sidechains is trivial. To split the GoT
into sidechains, each sidechain stores a subset of the identity claims and their
declarations that are submitted to this sidechain. Since the declarations always
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point to data hashes or hashes of identity claims, it is always possible to build
a subgraph of the GoT out of the transactions of a sidechain. For example,
suppose a declaration signed on sidechain A points to an object managed on
sidechain B. This declaration points to a hash in that subgraph until the ref-
erenced object managed on sidechain B is loaded. However, when the node
subscribes to all relevant sidechains and applies all transactions on its GoT, it
results in a subgraph with all relevant information for further processing. Since
the hash of identity claims and declarations is the same on all sidechains, iden-
tity claims and declarations can also be submitted to multiple sidechains to
sign declarations on multiple sidechains. Transactions with the same hash are
only added once to the GoT. Therefore, an object submitted to two sidechains
is only added once to the GoT when both sidechains are loaded.
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FIGURE 5.7: Sidechains

Figure 5.7 shows how the DCCI could be split into several sidechains. Some
natural clusters like the NASs or the NMIs appear obvious as sidechains in
metrology. An advantage of this architecture is that it enables higher granu-
larity for permissions. For example, the ILAC could build a sidechain with
all its members and manage the accreditation certificates. This NAS sidechain
could be a permissioned but public sidechain where only ILAC members have
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permission to contribute transactions, and the public has permission to read
transactions. As another example, a consortium of IoT operators might want
to observe some physical parameters in privacy and build a permissioned pri-
vate sidechain. A further advantage is that each node only has to secure the
data of the sidechains it subscribes. Therefore, data-intensive applications like
sensor networks must only be secured by the nodes that are interested in the
data and its quality.

5.4 Evaluation

5.4.1 Scalablilty

The immutability of DLTs results from many nodes with copies of their data
and consensus about its state. However, when each transaction is stored on
all network nodes, the required disk space increases with each new node and
transaction. Sidechains can reduce the required disk space and enable scala-
bility. To evaluate the scalability of our proposed solution, we simulated the
effect of the sidechains on the required storage. Therefore, we simulate how
many times a certain transaction is stored in the network. In contrast to a
single-chain setup, a transaction is only stored on the sidechain nodes and not
in the whole network of a sidechain setup. The simulation considers that not
all sidechains have the same size, and not all network nodes create the same
amount of transactions. We use Zipf’s distribution to model the sidechain sizes
and node activities.

Figure 5.8 a) shows how many times a transaction is stored with different net-
work and sidechain sizes. The simulation shows that already using a few
sidechains decreases the redundantly stored transactions significantly.

Since the size of the clusters and their activity can vary, the standard deviation
is important to evaluate the effectiveness of sidechains. Figure 5.8 b) shows
the standard deviation of the redundantly stored transactions. The evaluation
of the standard deviation shows that the number of sidechains should be in-
creased when the network has more participants. Since the DCCI would grow
by adding new calibration laboratories, and each CL has its sidechain, it is
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FIGURE 5.8: Redundantly stored transactions [68] © 2022 IEEE

expected that the number of sidechains will also increase together with the
number of participating nodes.

5.4.2 Validation Performance

For the validation of certificates, graph traversal algorithms are required. To
evaluate the validation performance, we have generated a random GoT with
107 identity claims that follows the Watts-Strogatz generation model [148]. We
extended this random graph with accreditation and calibration certificate dec-
larations. The experiment was conducted on a virtual machine with 8GB RAM
and 4vCPUs.

Figure 5.9 shows the time required to validate the different objects of the DCCI.
The time needed for the validation of a specific object depends on how many
declarations must be verified. Only one declaration must be validated to val-
idate the direct DCC signature. Therefore, this validation is fast. The multi-
signature with one required subordinate signature MS1 requires at least three
declarations. Thus, the MS1 validation is slower than the DCC signature
validation. When more subordinate signatures are required with the multi-
signature scheme MSn, more declarations must be validated. Consequently,
the time required for the validation is increasing. To validate a CL, it must be
validated that the CL has a valid accreditation certificate of a NAS which is a
member of the ILAC. Therefore, three declarations must be validated.
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FIGURE 5.9: Validation times [68] © 2022 IEEE

Most time is required to look up the object’s hash that must be verified. When
this object is found, the traversal API of the graph databases are fast. Therefore,
the validation of the DCC has the highest variance, even if only one declaration
must be verified. This variance is the result of how queil the search algorithm
finds the hash. This experiment shows that the validation of DCCs, MSns, and
CLs is fast for a large GoT.

5.5 Conclusion

When sensor data is shared between the infrastructures of multiple organiza-
tions ensuring data quality, integrity and authenticity become important. In
this chapter, we proposed a DCCI. The DCCI comprises a DPKI and decla-
rations signed by the keys managed by the DPKI. These declarations enable
metrological traceability starting from the measurement sample over its cali-
brated MI to the national standards.

Our proposed solution relies on the few core transactions that build the GoT.
These transactions are expressive and enable the representation of the real-
world relations between entities relevant to metrological traceability. There-
fore, our solution can manage calibration and accreditation certificates. Inte-
grating national accreditation services into the DCCI has the advantage that
the NASs act as trust anchors in the DPKI. Furthermore, our model provides
a flexible signature scheme that enables multi-signatures and certificate ap-
proval processes. Additionally, we discussed how sidechains could enable
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privacy and scalability. The evaluation shows that our solution is scalable and
fast.

A limitation of the proposed DCCI is that, in contrast to the DCC, no digital
accreditation certificate has been proposed yet. To fully integrate the NAS into
the DCCI, such a digital accreditation certificate would be required. However,
proposing this standard is out of the scope of this thesis.
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Auditable Positioning System

6.1 Introduction

The position must also be auditable for applications where the integrity de-
pends on the position of IoT devices. To make positions auditable, an anchor
point must perform a PoL to prove that the asset tag is within its commu-
nication range. Furthermore, the anchor point must secure this PoL on an
audit trail to make the position auditable. In this chapter, we propose APS,
an auditable positioning system based on AoA, PoL, and the GoT addressing
research question 4: How to make positions auditable with a distributed audit trail?

We proposed an APS that comprises a PoL, a distributed audit trail for posi-
tions based on the GoT, and a DPKI for the authentication of the tracked asset
tags [149] 1. Using the GoT for the audit trail has the advantage that it enables
the description of relations between data. Therefore, this novel APS cannot
only secure the positions but also link the position to the raw data used to esti-
mate these positions. These links make the positioning algorithm transparent
and enable data provenance. We implemented a real-world testbed to evalu-
ate the performance of the proposed system. For the evaluation, we measure
the additional energy required to secure the position claims, the impact of the
position advertising frequency on the system’s energy consumption, and the
impact of the position sampling frequency on the required system storage data
rate.

1Partially reproduced in this chapter - © 2023 IEEE
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The main contributions of this chapter are:

• Design and implementation of an APS based on the GoT that uses a BLE-
based AoA positioning system

• Design of a model that makes data provenance of positions visible

• Mathematical definition of auditability for positioning in terms of sam-
pling rate

• Evaluation of the proposed system in terms of energy consumption and
disk storage requirements

6.2 System Model

An auditable positioning system must be able to prove, to a third-party audi-
tor, that stored position information of an asset tag is trustworthy by making
it impossible for an attacker to manipulate position information. The APS pro-
posed in this chapter is based on a standard AoA-based positioning system as
we introduced it in Section 2.5. This standard positioning system is composed
of asset tags, locators, and a centralized positioner.

An asset tag is an energy-constrained wireless device attached to an asset to
monitor physical parameters like the asset’s position. A locator is an anchor
point at a fixed and known position that estimates the relative direction of
asset tags using BLE-based AoA direction finding. A positioner is a multi-
angulation algorithm run on a server, which estimates the position of an asset
tag using the relative angles measured by locators.

6.2.1 Authentication and Proof of Location

We assume that the asset tag is paired (refer to Section 4.3.3) with the posi-
tioner. The provisioning consists of publishing the identity claim of the asset
tag on the GoT and exchanging the public keys of the positioner and the asset
tag. With the public keys exchanged and the identity claim made accessible on
the GoT, the locators and the positioner can validate the signatures of the asset
tag. Furthermore, the asset tag can validate the positioner’s signatures. Addi-
tionally, asset tags, locators, and the positioner can use the exchanged public
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CRCPDUAccess AddressPreamble

ChallengeMessage Id Signature

FIGURE 6.1: Challenge packet [149] © 2023 IEEE

CTECRCPDUAccess AddressPreamble

SignatureIdentity HashMessage Id

FIGURE 6.2: Response packet [149] © 2023 IEEE

keys to encrypt privacy-relevant payloads like sensor readings. With the pub-
lic keys exchanged, the locators and the positioner can authenticate asset tags
with a cryptographic challenge.

In our proposed system, every locator authenticates each message received
from the asset tag through a challenge-response mechanism, which is needed
to guarantee the message sender’s identity. We define the challenge packet as
a BLE extended advertisement frame broadcasted by the locators containing a
message id, a challenge payload (i.e., a random number), and the message’s
signature for authentication (Figure 6.1). We define the response packet as a
BLE frame transmitted by the asset tag, containing a message id, the asset tag’s
identity hash, and the message’s signature for authentication (Figure 6.2). The
message id of the challenge and response packets is used as a replay counter,
and duplicate packets with the same message id are dropped.

Locators Asset Tag

receive packet

Positioner

update
challenge

update
challenge

advertise
challenge

set message 
id = 0

FIGURE 6.3: Challenge update
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FIGURE 6.4: Asset tag position estimation

In the proposed system, the positioner orchestrates the challenge packet gen-
eration, the locators broadcast the challenge packets, and the asset tags reply
with response packets as detailed hereafter. To prevent replay attacks, the posi-
tioner updates the challenge payload encapsulated in challenge packets every
τc seconds and disseminates the new challenge throughout the system via the
locators. Figure 6.3 shows the process of updating the challenge. To update
the challenge, the positioner first creates a challenge packet payload by gen-
erating a random number (i.e., the challenge payload) and message id, then
signs them with its private key, encapsulates the payload in a challenge packet
and forwards it to the locators. The locators, after receiving a valid challenge
packet from the positioner, validate that the positioner has signed it and start
advertising the challenge packet periodically. This procedure ensures that all
locators broadcast the same challenge. The asset tag, after receiving a chal-
lenge packet, verifies that a paired positioner has signed the challenge packet,
sets the message id to zero, and updates the challenge payload in its internal
memory. Finally, when the asset tag has updated the challenge internally, it
can use the new challenge payload for authentication until the positioner has
generated the next challenge.

With each position advertisement, the asset tag solves the challenge in order to
authenticate itself. Figure 6.4 shows the process of advertising a position. First,
to authenticate itself and as proof that it is in the range of the locators, the asset
tag solves the challenge by signing and advertising the incremented message
id, its identity hash, and the random number of the challenge. Message id and
signature are updated for each broadcast. Then, when the locators receive the
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response packet, they verify the signature of the asset tag, check that the mes-
sage id of the solution is larger than the message id of the previous solution,
and estimate the relative angle to the asset tag. Finally, the locators forward the
estimated angles to the positioner, which estimates a position from all received
angles with the same solution message id.

This challenge and response approach proves that the asset tag is in the range
of the locators with the uncertainty of the time required for updating the chal-
lenge on the asset tag. Note the PoL that certifies that the asset tag is close to
the locators is always provided by the first response packet after a challenge
update. For further and more fine-grained accuracy of the PoL the response
of this challenge-response approach must be tied to the measurement of the
physical parameter required for the direction estimation.

6.2.2 Secure Direction Finding

For estimating the asset tags’ relative direction, the locators use BLE direction
finding. The recent BLE 5.1 standard introduced the CTE which enables AoA
positioning [86]. The CTE is a CW appended after the CRC of a BLE packet.
The design of the BLE-CTE has the advantage that the locators not only mea-
sure a CW but also receive data in the same packet. This data can be used for
the cryptographic authentication of the asset tag that has sent the CTE-enabled
packet.

Figure 6.2 shows an CTE-enabled packet with a signed response in its payload.
Since the CTE is directly sent after the CRC, it is hard for an attacker to ma-
nipulate the CTE, and therefore, the signature in the payload also secures the
authenticity of the CTE up to a certain degree. However, a limitation is that
since the CTE is a physical analog signal, cryptographic functions cannot di-
rectly protect the signal used for positioning. In Chapter 7, we show how we
can overcome this limitation by extending the APS with an LVS that can detect
positions that were manipulated on the physical layer.
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6.2.3 Data Provenance

In an auditable positioning system, the auditor must be able to verify that an
asset tag is associated with a claimed position within a certain tolerance. Typ-
ically, positioning systems require two steps to calculate a position. First, loca-
tors estimate the relative distance or angle towards the tracked asset tag, and
second, a positioner uses the estimates of multiple locators to estimate the po-
sition. The proposed APS enables securing the raw data and the position on
the GoT. Furthermore, the GoT links the position to the raw data used to es-
timate this position. These links make the positioning algorithm transparent
and enable data provenance.

Pestimates
references

AT

h(AoA1) h(AoA2) h(AoA3) h(AoA4)

L1 L2 L3 L3

h(POS)

FIGURE 6.5: GoT position trace

Figure 6.5 shows an example GoT subgraph with a position trace of a position
estimated with an PS with four locators Li and one positioner P. Each locator
Li has signed an estimates declaration towards the hash of the estimated angle
that references the asset tag AT. Furthermore, the positioner signed an esti-
mates declaration towards the hash of the estimated position that references
all hashes of the angles used to estimate this position.

This data structure enables auditors to verify the provenance of data. To verify
the provenance of a position, the auditor calculates the position’s hash and
searches this hash on the GoT. Afterwards, the auditor can traverse the GoT
by the references relations to find the hashes of the angles used to estimate this
position. Finally, starting from these hashes, the auditor finds the locator that
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measured this angle by following the estimates declaration and the tracked
asset tag by following the references relation.

Consequently, this data structure makes the positioning transparent to the au-
ditor and, therefore, auditable. Note that this data structure also applies to
other multi-level positioning systems like UWB ranging and multilateration.

6.2.4 Low Power Scan

Since unsecured asset tags only need to broadcast a CTE enabled extended
advertisement, AoA based PS are energy-efficient. Nevertheless, APS aims to
make the position of low power IoT devices auditable. Therefore, these devices
require to exchange additional data and perform cryptographic operations.
Recent low-power microcontrollers like the EFR32BG22 provide all required
cryptographic operations like elliptic curve signatures at high speed and with
low energy requirements, as we have evaluated in Chapter 4. However, to au-
thenticate and secure the asset tag, information must be exchanged between
the locators and the asset tags, which requires additional energy. This ad-
ditional energy consumption occurs either when scanning for advertisement
packets or for maintaining the BLE connection. We assume that locators are
placed at fixed positions and have an unlimited energy supply, in contrast to
the asset tags that have a constrained energy budget. Therefore, the energy
consumption of most deployments can be optimized for the asset tag.

The asset tag must not constantly scan for updates to optimize the energy con-
sumption of the asset tag. Consequently, the asset tags scan window tsw should
be minimized and the scan period τs maximized. The tsw is the time the BLE
module is listening to the channel to receive packets, and τsp is the time be-
tween two scan windows. To ensure that an asset tag receives advertisements,
the advertisement period τal of the locator must be shorter than tsw.

Figure 6.6 shows an example of a low-power scan. The locators Li broadcast
the challenge with the advertisement period τal. The asset tag (AT) periodically
listens for the advertisements from the locators for tsw seconds, and updates its
response after receiving a new challenge. The locator broadcasts the challenge
periodically until the positioner sends a new challenge. Locators only accept
AoA packets with a message id greater than the message id of the last packet
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FIGURE 6.6: Low power listening for advertisement updates
[149] © 2023 IEEE

to prevent replay attacks. Since the update delay tu depends on τs, the locator
accepts responses to the challenge i and i − 1 to enable low-power scanning on
the asset tags.

6.2.5 Sampling and Storage Requirements for Auditability

A positioning system that monitors asset tags’ locations produces a continuous
data stream. Already storing the data stream of the locators and positioner
without securing it can consume several GB of disk space per day depending
on the sampling rate. Securing the data on a DLT requires additional hashes
and signatures, further increasing the required disk space. Furthermore, the
immutability of the DLT is assured by storing replicas on independent nodes
of the network that multiplies the required disk space by the number of nodes.
Consequently, the data rate is an important challenge for auditable positioning,
and applications must be designed to optimize the required disk space.

Let us define the sampling period τ as the time between two consecutive
broadcasts of a CTE-enabled advertisement by the asset tag, which is equiv-
alent to the time between two consecutive estimations of the asset tag’s posi-
tion by the system. Let us define the asset tag’s true position at time t ∈ R

as p(t) ∈ R3, and the asset tag’s true position sampled at time kτ ∈ R as
p(kτ) ∈ R3. We assume that the asset tag moves at speed upper-bounded by
vmax = maxt∈R ∥ ṗ(t)∥ ∈ R+. Under these assumptions, we can say that the
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sampling error is bounded by 1
2 τvmax, i.e.,

max
t∈[kτ− τ

2 ,kτ+ τ
2 )
∥p(t)− p(kτ)∥ ≤ 1

2
τvmax, ∀k ∈ Z (6.1)

Let us define the estimated position s(kτ) ∈ R3 of the asset tag generated by
the positioning system at time kτ ∈ R, where k ∈ Z is the sample index and
τ ∈ R is the sampling period. The estimated position s(kτ) = p(kτ) + ε is the
sum of the sampled asset tag position and a random error vector ε ∈ R3. We
assume that the random error vector ε can follow any distribution but its norm
is bounded by εmax, i.e. ∥ε∥ ∈ [0, εmax]. It is worth noting that the function p(t)
is unknown to the system, whereas the function s(kτ) represents the actual
system measurements.

For positions to be auditable, the positioning system should be designed in
a way that guarantees that the tracked asset tag cannot physically be located
further than a tolerance distance δ from any claimed location, where δ is an
application-specific parameter. We can now formally define auditability as in
Definition 1.

Definition 1. A positioning system with sampling period τ is auditable for a tolerance
distance δ ∈ R+ if and only if maxt∈[kτ− τ

2 ,kτ+ τ
2 )

∥p(t)− s(kτ)∥ < δ, ∀k ∈ Z.

Theorem 1 (Strong Auditability, Sufficient Condition). Given a tolerance distance
δ, a maximum asset speed vmax, and a random error vector whose norm is bounded by
εmax, a positioning system is auditable if its sampling speed τ is τ < 2 δ−εmax

vmax
.

Proof. We can combine the triangle inequality rule and Equation 6.1 to write
the chain of inequalities:
∥p(t)− s(kτ)∥ = ∥p(t)− p(kτ)− ε∥ ≤ ∥p(t)− p(kτ)∥ + εmax ≤ 1

2 τvmax +

εmax, ∀t ∈
[
kτ − τ

2 , kτ + τ
2

)
, ∀k ∈ Z. Therefore, 1

2 τvmax + εmax < δ =⇒
maxt∈[kτ− τ

2 ,kτ+ τ
2 )

∥p(t)− s(kτ)∥ < δ, ∀k ∈ Z and therefore τ < 2 δ−εmax
vmax

im-
plies auditability.

It is worth noting how, given the fixed system parameters δ and vmax, an inac-
curate positioning system with a high εmax reduces the maximum acceptable
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sampling period. If the system positioning error εmax is greater than the tol-
erance distance δ, there is no sampling period τ that enables the system to
provide auditability.

6.3 Evaluation

6.3.1 Testbed

To evaluate the proposed system, we have built a real-world testbed compris-
ing an asset tag, one positioner, four locators (i.e., the anchors), and a server
that executes the Veritaa framework. The asset tag is a Silicon Labs EFR32BG22
development board. All four locators are also Silicon Labs EFR32BG22 devel-
opment boards provided with a PCB4185A antenna array. The positioner and
the locators use the Silicon Labs’ Real Time Locating Library [150] for direc-
tion finding and positioning. BLE direction finding is available for periodic
advertisements, extended advertisements [150], and connection-based pack-
ets. Extended advertisements enable a Protocol Data Unit (PDU) of up to 191
B, which enables the exchange of cryptographic information, and they do not
require maintaining a connection like connection-based characteristics [150].
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BLE Stack
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MQTT Client
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MQTT publish/subscribe
BLE
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FIGURE 6.7: APS logical architecture [149] © 2023 IEEE

Figure 6.7 shows an overview of the testbed. Asset tags and locators communi-
cate over BLE, and locators, the positioner, and the Veritaa AFN communicate
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over MQTT. All asset tags, locators, and the positioner comprise a GoT compo-
nent that manages their identity and is able to create and sign statements. Data
is exchanged over the Veritaa AFN to communicate with the Veritaa network
and its DLT.

6.3.2 Energy Consumption

Authenticating the asset tags and securing the positions requires additional
energy. The extended advertisements contain the response to the challenge
in the PDU to secure the positions. With this response, more data must be
broadcasted. Consequently, more energy is needed.
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FIGURE 6.8: Current analysis

Figure 6.8 shows the current over time of a secured and of a non-secured ex-
tended advertisement with enabled CTE. First, the packet is advertised in the
three advertisement channels of BLE, and afterwards, the data with the CTE is
broadcasted. For the secured advertisement, we observe that the data broad-
cast requires more time and, therefore, more energy due to the additional data.

Figure 6.9 shows the energy required to broadcast an unsecured and a secured
extended advertisement with enabled CTE. This experiment shows that the
secured advertisements require 30% more energy than the not secured ones.
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Securing positions requires more energy for the CTE enabled extended ad-
vertisements and for receiving updates from the locators. The following ex-
periment evaluates the average power consumption of asset tags for differ-
ent advertisement periods τaa. In this experiment, we measured the average
power for unsecured positioning, secured positioning with updates over a BLE
characteristic, and secured positioning with updates over extended advertise-
ments. For this experiment, the challenge update interval is set to 30 s. For the
extended advertisement measurements, the scan interval was set to 30 s and
the scan window to 100 ms. The locators broadcast the update with a 50 ms
interval. The average power consumption over 120 s is calculated for each
measurement.
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FIGURE 6.10: Average power consumption. Confidence intervals
at level 99% for five experimental repetitions.
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Figure 6.10 shows the average power consumption of the asset tag. The aver-
age power consumption mainly depends on the broadcast interval. However,
the three challenge update methods have slightly different results. First, for
short update periods scanning for advertisements accounts for most of the en-
ergy budget, but it only accounts for a little of the energy budget with long up-
date periods. Second, updating the challenge over BLE characteristics requires
a connection. This connection must be established and maintained, which re-
quires energy and limits scalability because the asset tag and the locators must
keep track of these connections. However, updating the characteristics does
not require scanning on the asset tag’s side, so the update performs better at
longer sampling periods. Finally, since the asset tag only needs to broadcast
the CTE enabled extended advertisement, the unsecured AoA positioning re-
quires the least energy.

6.3.3 Sampling and Storage Rate
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FIGURE 6.11: PS data rate at different sampling rates

Depending on the sampling rate, storing a data stream requires disk space.
Additionally, securing and immutably storing the data increases the data rate
and, therefore, the required disk space. To evaluate the impact of securing the
positions on disk usage, we calculated the data rate of the different PS com-
ponents. Figure 6.11 shows the data rate in function of the sampling rate for
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secured and not secured data streams of a locator, the positioner, and a setup
with one positioner and four locators (1P4L). Since signatures and data hashes
are of constant length and the sample length does not change with the sam-
pling rate, the data rate linearly depends on the sampling rate. This evalua-
tion shows that storing the PS data with a high sampling rate leads to a high
data rate. Securing this data requires roughly seven times more disk space
than storing the data unsecured. Consequently, the sampling rate should be
optimized with the data rate objective and the application’s requirements con-
straint. Note, when the data is secured on a DLT, then the data is additionally
replicated on multiple nodes. Sidechains can be used to scale data-intensive
DLT applications, as discussed in Chapter 5.

In this chapter, we propose to adapt the storage rate to the actual speed of the
tracked assets and the tolerances of the application to minimize the required
disk space. To evaluate the effect of this adaptive storage rate, we calculate the
average storage rate for three different movement profiles that can be found in
a warehouse application shown in Table 6.1.

TABLE 6.1: Mobility profiles [149] © 2023 IEEE

Profile Mobility Tolerance Remark

A
35% 0m/s
45% 1.5m/s
20% 3.6m/s

3m 16h/day in use
(e.g., forklift)

B
99.95% 0m/s
0.015% 1.5m/s
0.031% 3.6m/s

1m
20min/month in motion
(e.g., parcel moved by a
forklift in a warehouse)

C 91.7% 0m/s
8.3% 1.5m/s 0.5m 2h/day in motion

(e.g., asset moved by person)

Figure 6.12 shows the average data rate for the investigated mobility profiles.
For the static and dynamic evaluation, the sampling period τs is set to the
maximum value that complies with the tolerances. Setting the sampling to
this static value already reduces the data rate below 10 kb/s for secured po-
sitions. With the adaptive storage model, the storage rate is adapted to the
actual velocity of the tracked asset tag subject to strong auditability. Therefore,
the system still estimates the positions every τs seconds but only secures the
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FIGURE 6.12: Data rate of static and dynamic sampling rates for
different mobility profiles

position on the DLT when the tracked object moves more than the accepted
tolerance. With this adaptive strategy, the storage rate adjusts to the actual
movement of the tracked object. The evaluation shows that depending on the
movement profile, this adaptive storage strategy can reduce the storage rate
significantly.

6.3.4 Security Analysis

Adversaries might attempt to attack the APS in order to manipulate or forge a
PoL, or a GoT transaction not yet stored on the DLT. An adversary can eaves-
drop, modify and forge packets. In this chapter, we assume the used cryp-
tographic functions and private keys are secure, and the transactions stored
on the GoT are immutable and secure. Furthermore, we assume that the mi-
crocontrollers’ cryptographic co-processors and tamper detection systems are
secure.

An attacker might manipulate or forge a CTE-enabled advertisement packet
to manipulate the PoL. Let us assume an attacker successfully manipulated or
forged a CTE-enabled advertisement packet of an asset tag. Then the packet
contains a valid signature of the attacked asset tag. This contradicts the as-
sumption that the cryptographic functions are secure. Consequently, the at-
tacker cannot forge or manipulate a packet.

An attacker might perform a replay attack to manipulate a position. Let us as-
sume an attacker reads a CTE-enabled advertisement packet and rebroadcasts
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it at a different location. Then the locators will receive two challenge solutions
with the same message id. However, the locators ignore packets with the same
message id for the same solution, so the replay attack fails.

An attacker might attempt to forge a location by pre-signing a couple of chal-
lenges and broadcasting them from another device. Let us assume that an
attacker has signed some challenge and message ids of the future and later
broadcasts it from a different device at a different location. Since the attacker
could not use the random number of the challenge in the future, the pre-signed
responses contain outdated challenges. Consequently, the locators can detect
the attack and drop the packet.

An attacker might try to manipulate or forge a GoT transaction not yet stored
on the DLT. Let us assume an adversary successfully changed or forged a GoT
transaction. Then the statement containing this transaction comprises a valid
signature of the creating locator or positioner. However, this contradicts the
assumption that the cryptographic functions are secure.

Privacy is an important property of tracing applications. For an audit log, the
entity that owns the infrastructure must be able to limit access to this audit log.
The structure of the GoT enables private subgraphs that are only shared among
permissioned peers. To build a private subgraph, the parties aiming to make a
PS application auditable set up a new sidechain when they use the IOTA GoT
client or a new private channel when they use the Hyperledger Fabric GoT
client. All transactions of these private subgraphs are only exchanged with the
peers of the IOTA sidechain or the Hyperledger Fabric channel and, therefore,
only visible to the permissioned peers.

A limitation is that since the CTE is a simple CW, the CTE cannot be directly
secured with cryptography. Therefore, the physical parameter (i.e., the CW)
used for the angle estimation is vulnerable to a wormhole attack. A wormhole
attack is an attack where the attacker records a packet and retransmits it at a
different location without changing the packet itself. In this case, an attacker
could listen to CTE-enabled advertisements and jam the channel from the start
of the CRC to the end of the CTE. Since the CRC is jammed, the locators would
drop the packet. Nevertheless, the attacker can still record the packet without
verifying the CRC. After the jamming, the attacker can replay the recorded
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packet at a different location with a newly calculated CRC. Since the data
do not change with this attack, cryptography cannot detect it. And when the
attacker rebroadcasts this packet before the asset tag sends the next advertise-
ment with incremented message id, the locators will not detect a replay attack.
Since cryptography cannot mitigate this attack, it must be handled with a LVS.
In Chapter 7, we extend the APS with a LVS to overcome this limitation.

6.4 Conclusion

In this chapter, we proposed APS a system to make positioning auditable. The
proposed solution uses PoL to assert that a tracked asset tag was at a claimed
position and secures this PoL on the GoT. Furthermore, this work discussed
how the sampling rate could be optimized to improve energy consumption.
Moreover, we proposed an adaptive storage rate to reduce disk usage of appli-
cations with high sampling frequencies.

As a proof of concept, we built a testbed for the APS and used this testbed
for evaluations. The evaluation shows that performing and securing PoL, but
also that additional required energy is limited and that auditable positioning
is feasible for low-power IoT applications. Furthermore, the evaluation shows
that adopting the sampling rate to the maximum speed of the tracked asset
tags saves energy for all evaluated positioning methods. Additionally, calcula-
tions show that adapting the storage rate to the effective speed of the asset tag
can significantly reduce disk usage. Finally, the security evaluation showed
that our proposed PoL is secure. However, the security evaluation revealed
the limitation that the BLE-based AoA positioning is vulnerable to a certain
wormhole attack. In Chapter 7, we will show how a LVS can overcome this
limitation.
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Chapter 7

SecureAoX: A Location Veritifaction
System for AoA Positioning

7.1 Introduction

In Chapter 6, we introduced a system capable of making positioning systems
auditable. However, while the evaluation showed that this system is secure
on the cryptographic layer, we found a vulnerability on the physical layer of
BLE-based AoA positioning. This vulnerability enables attackers to manip-
ulate positions by performing a wormhole attack. To perform this attack, the
attacker can use a reactive jammer to block the transmission of an CTE enabled
BLE packet and replay it at a different location. Since this attack does not tam-
per with cryptography, cryptography cannot be used to protect against it. To
overcome this issue, we built an LVS based on independent AoA and AoD
measurements addressing research question 5: How to build an LVS for BLE-
based AoA IPSs using AoD as independent verification information?

We proposed SecureAoX, an LVS for BLE-based AoA and AoD positioning sys-
tems [85]1. SecureAoX uses AoA for the positioning and AoD measurements
as independent position information for the verification and vice versa. Since
the AoA is measured on the anchor points and the AoD on the asset tag, AoA
and AoD are independent measurements. When a position has not been ma-
nipulated, the distance between the AoA and AoD positions should be within
the expected error of the IPS. Positions larger than the expected error can be

1Partially reproduced in this chapter - ©2022 IFIP
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classified as attacks. We designed the system and used Monte Carlo simula-
tions to evaluate its performance. Furthermore, we evaluated the security of
SecureAoX.

The main contributions of this chapter are:

• Design the architecture of SecureAoX, an LVS for BLE-based AoA and
AoD positioning systems

• Implementation of a simulator to evaluate the proposed system

• Evaluation of the classifier’s precision, recall, and accuracy for different
system’s accuracies

• Comparison of the classifier with the related work

• Real-world accuracy measurements of a BLE-based AoA positioning sys-
tem to asses realistic classifier accuracies

7.2 System Model

7.2.1 Architecture

SecureAoX is an LVS for BLE-based AoX positioning systems. The system
comprises asset tags, locators, and a positioner. The asset tags are the lower-
power devices whose positions are estimated by an IPS and verified by Se-
cureAoX. The locators are anchor points positioned at fixed reference points
that estimate the AoA towards the tracked asset tag’s packets. The locators
are typically installed with a power supply and constant network connection
at a fixed position. Finally, the positioner is a service that estimates positions
based on the angles provided by the locators. The positioner service can run
on any server or in the cloud. The SecureAoX location verification algorithm
is running as a component on the positioner. Furthermore, the positioner or-
chestrates communication between the locators and the asset tags to avoid du-
plicate transmissions.

Figure 7.1 shows a schematic overview of the architecture. MQTT is used for
the information exchange between the locators and the positioner. Besides
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FIGURE 7.1: Architecture of SecureAoX [85] © 2022 IFIP

the AoX functionality, BLE is also used to exchange information between the
locators and the asset tags.

7.2.2 Independent Location Verification Information

The Bluetooth CTE is appended after the CRC of BLE packets. Therefore, an
attacker could replay packets with enabled CTE at different locations to ma-
nipulate positions without modification of data. Consequently, the asset tags
must be authenticated to attribute each position to a specific asset tag. Se-
cureAoX uses the same challenge-response scheme to authenticate the CTE
enabled advertisements as used for the APS proposed in Chapter 6. However,
in contrast to the APS in SecureAoX, all locators send the update packets with
an enabled CTE for AoD positioning, and the asset tags measure the In-phase
and Quadrature component (IQ)-samples of these CTEs. The in-phase and
quadrature components of a complex signal are used to represent the ampli-
tude and phase of a signal in a single parameter. The IQ-samples are practical
to measure the phase shift between the antennas of an array.

Figure 7.2 shows the updated process for updating the challenge on asset tags
and measuring the independent location verification information. When the
asset tag has received an update packet and updated its challenge, it reads the
IQ sample of the CTE of this update packet. The IQ-samples are forwarded
to a designated locator using a BLE characteristic. The positioner elects for
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FIGURE 7.2: Process to update a challenge and measure indepen-
dent location verification information [85] © 2022 IFIP

each asset tag a designated locator to limit connections and save energy. The
designated locator estimates the angles based on the IQ parameters received
from the asset tag. Calculating the angles on the locators has the advantage
that it saves energy on the energy-constrained asset tags. Finally, the locator
forwards the angles to the positioner, which uses the AoD angles to verify the
AoA angles.

When the asset tag receives a new challenge, the asset tag starts broadcast-
ing extended advertisement packets with enabled AoA CTE periodically. Fig-
ure 7.3 shows the process of broadcasting the AoA-enabled advertisement. For
SecureAoX, the AoA position advertisements are similar to the position adver-
tisements in the APS proposed in Chapter 6. However, when the positioner
has estimated the position and the position is the first position after a chal-
lenge update, it compares the AoA position with the independently measured
AoD location verification information to detect attacks.
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7.2.3 Detecting Manipulated Positions

SecureAoX uses two independently measured angle values to detect attacks.
The AoAs measured by the locators are the claimed location information of the
IPS that the LVS must verify. The asset tag measures the AoDs to verify these
claims. The locators and asset tag signatures assert that the designated entities
have measured a given angle and that the data was not manipulated.

αA

αD

CTEA

CTED

Locator
Asset Tag

Attacker

θA

θD

FIGURE 7.4: Contradiction in AoA and AoD angles [85]
© 2022 IFIP

For a honest asset tag, the difference between the AoAs and AoDs should be
within the positioning system’s accuracy. However, when an attacker tries to
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manipulate a honest asset tag’s position by replaying its AoA-enabled adver-
tisement packets from a location that is considerably far from the victim asset
tag, then the difference between the AoAs and AoDs is larger than the system’s
tolerances. Figure 7.4 shows an example where the AoAs are different from the
AoDs. The measured angles θ are relative to the device, and the angles α are
the angles between the straight lines from the asset tag to the locators.

In contrast to the angles θD, the angles αD are independent of the asset tags
orientation. Since the source of all CTE-enabled packets is known, the angles
αX can be calculated from the angles θX. ∀i ∈ {1, . . . , n − 1} : αi

D = |θi
D − θi+1

D |
and αi

A = |θi
A − θi+1

A | where n is the number of locators, αA = (α1
A, . . . , αn−1

A )

and αD = (α1
D, . . . , αn−1

D ). Finally, Equation 7.1 calculates the error between the
claimed angles αA and the verification angles αD.

ε(αA, αD) =
1
n ∑

i∈{1,...,n}
|αi

A − αi
D| (7.1)
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FIGURE 7.5: Error ε between the AoA computed by the anchors
and the AoD provided by the tag (or the attacker) to the verifier.

[85] © 2022 IFIP

The error between αA and αD increases with the distance d between the as-
set tag and the forged position. Figure 7.5 shows the results of a simulation
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where the error in relation to distance d between attacker and asset tag is sim-
ulated for two assumed uncertainties of the positioning systems. The depen-
dency on error and distance enables a threshold-based classifier to detect at-
tacks. Equation 7.2 shows a classifier based on the sigmoid activation function
S(x) = 1

1+e−x and a threshold. This classifier applied on the result of Equa-
tion 7.1 is able to detect manipulated positions, as we will show in the evalua-
tion.

th(x) =

{
1, if S(x) ≥ threshold

0, otherwise
(7.2)

The optimal threshold can be found with a training set. Therefore, the Receiver
Operating Characteristic (ROC) curve of the training set is calculated. And
then, the Geometric Mean G-Mean =

√
precision · recall for all thresholds is

calculated, and the threshold that results in the greatest G-Mean is chosen for
the classification. With this approach, a threshold is selected that optimizes
precision and recall.

7.3 Evaluation

7.3.1 Experiment Setup

We have implemented a simulator to evaluate the performance of our LVS.
This simulator comprises the area of the IPS, the locators at fixed positions,
and the tracked asset tags.

Figure 7.6 shows the scenario of an experiment. The simulator places one as-
set tag and one attacker with a uniform random distribution on a 10 m × 10 m
scenario containing n = 4 anchors placed at the corners. To simulate the AoX
estimations, first, the ground truth angles θ′iX are calculated ∀i ∈ {1, . . . , n} for
each anchor. Then for each true angle θ′iX the estimated angle θi

X = N (θ′iX, σ2)

is simulated, where σ represents the measurement uncertainty of the locator.
Applying multi-angulation on the simulated θi

X returns a set of positions ran-
domly distributed around the ground truth positions, as shown in the example
in Figure 7.6.
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FIGURE 7.6: Example of simulated scenario with one attacker
and 10 position estimations from the anchors. [85] © 2022 IFIP

The random distribution and the limited area of the scenario define the ground
truth distance between asset tags and attackers. Figure 7.7 shows the distribu-
tion of the ground truth distance between the asset tag and the attacker. With
the uniform distribution, attacker positions close to the asset tag are less likely
due to the small area, and attacker positions far from the asset tag are less likely
due to the limited scenario size. Nevertheless, assuming the attacker forges a
position at a random position, this distribution also represents the likelihood
that an attacker might forge a certain position.

The performance of an LVS is defined by how well it detects malicious po-
sitions. Since SecureAoX depends on the difference between the estimated
AoA and the AoD, the classifier’s performance depends on the accuracy of
AoX estimation. Furthermore, this accuracy depends on the hardware used for
direction-finding. For example, a positioning system with low-cost hardware
and small antenna arrays could have lower accuracy than high-end systems
with large antenna arrays. To build a meaningful model that can be used to de-
rive statements for positioning systems with different accuracies, we evaluated
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FIGURE 7.7: Attacker to asset tag distance distribution [85] ©
2022 IFIP

SecureAoX assuming different degrees of accuracy. Therefore, we performed
the simulation with varying standard deviation values σ, used to simulate the
accuracy of direction-finding. For all evaluated values of σ, we conducted a
Monte Carlo simulation with 106 draws. Half of the draws are attacked posi-
tions.

7.3.2 Performance Analysis
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FIGURE 7.8: Results of the Monte Carlo simulation [85]
© 2022 IFIP
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The detection rate depends on the distance d between the asset tag and the at-
tacker. When d is smaller than the accuracy of the positioning system, it is hard
to detect attacks. Figure 7.8 shows the performance of SecureAoX according to
precision, recall, and accuracy in relation to the distance and the positioning
systems accuracy σ. Figure 7.8a shows the precision = TP

TP+FP of the classi-
fier. This experiment shows that attacks detected by SecureAoX are mostly
true positive, except for attacks with small distances d. Figure 7.8b shows the
recall = TP

TP+FN of the classifier. This experiment shows that SecureAoX is able
to detect most attacks, except for small distances d and high uncertainties σ of
the positioning system. However, the area where SecureAoX has a lower de-
tection rate is also within the uncertainty of the positioning system. Therefore,
the attacker can only manipulate a position within the noise of the position
measurements. Figure 7.8c shows the accuracy = TP+TN

TP+TN+FP+FN of the classi-
fier. This simulation shows that attacks close to the asset tag are not detected.
Note that the accuracy for the distance d = 0 is high. This high accuracy is
mainly the result of the distance distribution shown in Figure 7.7. Since 50% of
the samples represent non-manipulated positions, and only a few attacks are
launched close to the original position, the falsely negative classified attacks do
not affect the accuracy close to d = 0 much. Rather, this shows that SecureAoX
correctly classifies the not manipulated positions as non-attacks.

The Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) curve can be used to evaluate
the performance of a classifier. Figure 7.9 shows the ROC curve for different
σ values that characterize the accuracy of the angle measurements. The ROC
curve shows that the classifier’s performance depends on the accuracy of the
used positioning system.

In this chapter, we built a model that supports evaluating diverse positioning
systems with varying accuracies. Therefore, we simulated the angle measure-
ments with multiple standard deviations σ ∈ {1, 2, ..., 20}. However, to as-
sess these simulations in the context of reality, we measured the accuracy of
a BLE-based AoA locator. For these measurements, we used the Silicon Labs
PCB4185A Direction Finding Radio as a locator and a Silicon Labs Thunder-
board as an asset tag. To measure the accuracy, we positioned the locator and
measured the AoA to an asset tag at a well-defined angle and position. For
this experiment, the asset tag and the locator were in the line of sight.
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Figure 7.10 shows the angle error and the standard deviation for different
distances after calibration of the locator. Overall, the standard deviation is
σ = 6.49◦. We used our model to assess the performance of a system with
the same accuracy as we measured in this experiment. Figure 7.11 shows the
accuracy in dependence of the distance using the realistic standard deviation
σ = 7◦.

Figure 7.12 shows the area under the ROC curve of different location verifica-
tion algorithms. The area under the ROC curve can be used to evaluate the
performance of different classifiers. The data for this analysis was measured
out of the corresponding ROC curves found in the related work. Note that due
to the different scenarios and architectures of the location verification systems,
this comparison must be handled with caution. Nevertheless, the comparison
shows how well the algorithms perform in their scenario.
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FIGURE 7.10: AoA Accuracy with LOS in relation to distance [85]
© 2022 IFIP

7.3.3 Security Analysis

The LVS should detect malicious positions and attacks aiming to forge or ma-
nipulate positions. This section analyzes the capabilities of SecureAoX to de-
tect attacks.

We assume that all asset tags, locators, and positioners have secure, unclon-
able, and appropriate keys to create signatures. Furthermore, the locators and
positioners have access to a PKI to validate signatures. Finally, for the security
analysis, we also assume that the attack distance d is larger than the uncer-
tainty of the used positioning system.

An adversary might try to forge, manipulate, or infer a position. An adver-
sary could try to suppress a position by jamming the medium to interfere with
the AoA or AoD-enabled advertisement packets. Since the medium cannot
be protected from such unsolicited activities, it is impossible to prevent this
attack. However, since each advertisement has a message id and the devices
keep track of the latest ids, the devices can detect missing packets and can
either request retransmission or raise an alert.
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An attacker might perform a replay attack to manipulate a position. Let us as-
sume an attacker reads a CTE-enabled advertisement packet and rebroadcasts
it at a different location. Then the locators will receive two challenge solutions
with the same message id. The locators ignore packets with the same message
id for the same solution, and therefore, the replay attack fails.

An attacker might perform a wormhole attack to manipulate a position. As-
sume an attacker successfully jammed the CRC and CTE of the original trans-
mission of an asset tag’s CTE enabled advertisement and then rebroadcasted it
at a different location. Then the locators would receive valid signed challenge
responses with valid CTE signals of a different location. However, the asset
tag receives the CTE-enabled advertisements from the locators, measures the
IQ samples of the CW, signs, and sends the data with a notification to the sub-
scribing locators. The locators validate the IQ samples’ signature, calculate the
AoD from this information, and forward it to the positioner, which uses the
SecureAoX classifier to detect manipulations. Since the AoDs are measured
between locators and asset tags and the AoAs are measured between attacker
and locators, the AoAs are inconsistent with the AoDs. Consequently, the at-
tack fails when the difference between the attacker and the asset tag is large
enough to be detected by the classifier.

A limitation of SecrueAoX is that an attacker might succeed in cloning the
scenario by not only jamming and replaying the AoA but also AoD packets.
The attacker could clone the scenario at a different location with this attack.
However, with SecureAoX, the αA must match the αD. Therefore, the cloned
asset tag must have the same ratio to the cloned locators as the attacked asset
tag to its locators. This requirement to preserve the ratio makes the attack
complex and limits its use.

7.4 Conclusion

In this chapter, we proposed SecureAoX, a location verification system for
Bluetooth AoA and AoD indoor positioning systems. SecureAoX uses the con-
tradiction between AoA and AoD angles when a position was manipulated to
verify positions.
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We proposed a classifier that uses the error between the AoAs and AoDs to
detect attacks against locations. For the evaluation of the classifier, we used a
hybrid approach with a Monte Carlo analysis and real-world measurements.
With a Monte Carlo simulation, we simulated the AoAs and AoDs for different
asset tag and attacker locations with various assumptions about the measure-
ment accuracy. We performed accuracy measurements in a real-world scenario
to assess a realistic accuracy assumption. The evaluation shows that our clas-
sifier performs well under the condition of the AoA-based IPS accuracy. In the
security analysis, we showed that the architecture of SecureAoX is secure and
is able to respond to several attacks that try to manipulate positions.

The main limitation of the proposed LVS is that compared to the plain APS
proposed in Chapter 6, the asset tag must also measure positions for position
verification. These additional measurements will increase energy consump-
tion. This elevated energy consumption should be considered when assessing
the sufficiency of security provided by the APS or determining whether the
incorporation of the LVS is necessary.
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Chapter 8

Conclusions and Future Work

In this chapter, we first summarize the contributions of this thesis in Section
8.1. Then, we briefly discuss future research directions in Section 8.2.

8.1 Summary of Contributions

In this thesis, we investigated several aspects required to build a distributed
audit trail for the IoT. Therefore, we mainly focused on how IoT data and
meta-data of IoT devices can be attributed to their corresponding device iden-
tities and how this information can be made available to third parties in an
auditable form. In this section, we summarize the contributions of this thesis
in the order of their occurrence.

In Chapter 3, we proposed a novel DLT-based DPKI with a signature store.
This DPKI comprises the GoT, to represent the trust declarations between the
managed identity claims, and the ABCG to immutably store the transactions
that build the GoT. For the distributed certification of the identity claims, we
proposed to use reputation functions based on the trust declarations of the
GoT, domain vetting, and domain scoring to estimate the reputation of iden-
tity claims. The evaluation showed that these reputation functions are able
to attribute a higher reputation to honest identity claims than to attackers.
Consequently, a reputation threshold can be used for the distributed certifi-
cation of the authenticity of identity claims. As a DLT-based system, all per-
missioned nodes can contribute to the GoT by committing signed transactions
to the ABCG. The ABCG assures that only valid transactions are secured, all
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full nodes have a replica of the GoT, and that confirmed transactions cannot be
altered or deleted. The ABCG is an application specific BlockDAG optimized
for graph transactions. The evaluation of the ABCG showed that it is able to
outperform general purpose DLTs in terms of transaction throughput. To en-
able distributed timestamps, we evaluated block discovery services based on
the reputation provided by the DLT. These block discovery services can split
the DLT into epochs. The GoT for each epoch can be recreated by loading all
transactions until this epoch. Therefore, the ABCG enables audibility.

In Chapter 4, we investigated the applicability of the DPKI proposed in the
previous chapter to manage the identities of IoT devices and how their data
can be made auditable. To exchange IoT devices with the ABCG we have
extended the data structure by statements. With the statements, low-power
IoT devices can offload energy demanding DLT operations to an AFN. Fur-
thermore, we designed a model to build the identity claims using hardware-
accelerated cryptography of recent microcontrollers. Additionally, we intro-
duced a pairing declaration to represent the relationship between IoT devices
and their owning, respectively, operating entities. Finally, to evaluate the ap-
plicability of the proposed system, we implemented a real-world testbed. This
real-world testbed comprises LoRaWAN and LTE Cat-M1-based custom IoT
devices. The evaluation showed that recent off-the-shelf microcontrollers can
handle all required cryptographic functions and can handle the statements re-
quired to handle DLT transactions. Furthermore, the evaluation showed that
low-power networks are able to forward the statements comprising the signed
transactions. Finally, the evaluation showed that the energy overhead intro-
duced by securing the IoT device’s identity and data exists but is affordable
for quality-relevant applications requiring auditability.

In Chapter 5, we designed a DCCI to represent quality-related metadata on the
GoT, and, therefore, making this information accessible for third-party audi-
tors. With this information available, the auditors can audit the quality of IoT
data, even when the data source is not one of their own devices. For quality-
related applications, this quality information is as valuable as the authenticity
of the data. To represent this quality-related information, we designed a GoT
based model to represent signatures on DCCs and ACs. To enable these cer-
tificate signatures, we extended the existing declarations towards document
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hashes with optional references to link the certified identity claims. In contrast
to other calibration certificate infrastructures that only support the manage-
ment of DCCs, the distributed approach of the GoT enables the integration
of NASs, NMIs, and ACs. This has the advantage that auditors can also ver-
ify the signatures of ACs and the calibration laboratories responsible for these
signatures. Furthermore, the integration of the NASs and NMIs in the DPKI
has the advantage that these organizations typically are well known and have
a high reputation. Therefore, these organizations act as natural trust anchors
and can help bootstrap reputation in the DPKI. Additionally, we designed a
multi-signature and approval model for the GoT. To evaluate the proposed
extensions of the GoT, we implemented the changes in our real-world testbed.
The evaluation showed that the validation of signatures on calibration certifi-
cates, calibration laboratories, and multi-signatures is fast, even when the GoT
is large. Furthermore, the evaluation showed that the GoT could be split into
multiple side-chains enabling scalability and privacy.

In Chapter 6, we discussed how positions could be secured in a distributed
audit trail. Therefore, we designed and evaluated the APS. To make the posi-
tions auditable, the APS performs a PoL and secures these location proofs on
the GoT. Our proposed data model to secure the PoL on the GoT includes the
raw data from the asset tags, the intermediate angle or distance estimations of
the locators (i.e., anchors), and the final position estimated by the positioner.
This linking between raw and processed data enables data provenance and,
combined with secure and attributed storage, auditability. Furthermore, the
auditability of a position depends on the tracked asset’s maximum velocity
and the positions’ sampling rate. Therefore, we built a mathematical model to
define the conditions required to achieve auditability. Finally, we implemented
a real-world testbed to evaluate the proposed APS. This real-world testbed is
built on a BLE-based AoA positioning system. In the evaluation, we investi-
gated the impact of adding auditability on energy consumption and disk stor-
age requirements. The evaluation showed that auditable positioning requires
additional energy to perform the PoL on the asset tag. However, the evalua-
tion also showed that adjusting the sampling rate to the minimum frequency
that meets the auditability requirements optimizes the required energy. Con-
sequently, the additional energy required to enable auditability is affordable
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for quality-relevant applications.

In Chapter 7, we addressed a vulnerability on the physical layer that enables
attackers to manipulate positions in BLE-based AoA positioning systems and
cannot be prevented by cryptographic systems like the APS. To overcome this
issue, we designed SecureAoX a LVS that uses AoD as independent informa-
tion to verify the position claims of AoA positioning. Two position estimations
can be done by measuring the AoAs on the locators and the AoDs on the asset
tag. SecureAoX uses the distance between these two independently measured
positions for manipulation detection. When this distance is larger than the ac-
curacy of the used PS, manipulation of the position is likely. We performed a
Monte Carlo simulation to evaluate the proposed LVS. Since the different PSs
have various accuracies, we performed the simulation for a range of accura-
cies. Furthermore, to assess SecureAoX in a realistic scenario, we measured
the accuracy of a real-world BLE-based AoA positioning system. The simula-
tions showed that the system could detect manipulated positions further apart
from the original position than the accuracy of the used PS. Consequently, a
positioner can perform this attack detection for each position and drop a posi-
tion when manipulation is detected.

The distributed audit trail comprises several elements introduced in the dif-
ferent chapters of this thesis. As an overview, Figure 8.1 provides an example
GoT containing the most important elements of our proposed distributed audit
trail.

In the distributed audit trail, the transactions represent the audit records. Each
transaction has a timestamp that enables the auditor to recreate a replica of the
GoT’s state at any time in history. This recreation of the GoT’s state enables the
auditor to scrutinize the state of the monitored system at any time in the past.
Signatures on each transaction and a DPKI attribute the audit records to the
entity that has created the record. The DPKI uses a combined model to certify
the authenticity of identity claims. A distributed model based on trust declara-
tions, domain vetting, scoring, and reputation is used to certify the authenticity
of organizations’ identity claims. Furthermore, a CA like certification model
using pairing declarations can be used to certify the authenticity of identity
claims of departments and IoT devices.
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FIGURE 8.1: Example GoT with the most important elements

Accreditation and calibration certificates enable auditable metadata about the
quality of the referenced CLs and MIs. Additionally, the MIs managed on the
GoT can directly secure measurements using measures declarations. Finally,
a position trace can directly be linked to MIs for applications that require au-
ditable positions. This enables the auditor to verify when audit records signed
by the MI were created.

With these components, the distributed audit trial can securely document all
required details of an audit record, such as who created the record, what action
or observation is documented with the record, when the record was created,
and where the documented action or observation took place.

In summary, the results of this thesis cover the key components required to
build a distributed audit trail for the IoT. The Veritaa framework stands out
from related work primarily due to the combination of DPKI and audit records
in the GoT. In the context of the IoT, both the DPKI and the audit trail benefit
from this combination. In the IoT, a certified public key does not provide any
information about the accuracy of the corresponding IoT device. Therefore,
the DPKI for IoT devices benefits when third-party data consumers can access
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auditable quality-related meta-data like calibrations and use this information
to reason about the quality of the received data. Furthermore, since each au-
dit record requires the signature of the entity that created the record, the audit
trail benefits from the integration of a DPKI. Integrating the audit trail in the
GoT has some key advantages. First, the graph model represents the relations
between entities well and enables the use of well-researched and performant
reputation functions for the distributed certification of a DPKI. Next, recent
graph databases enable graph traversal algorithms mainly used to verify GoT
objects. These traversal algorithms are typically fast since the traverser can
follow the edges of the graph. Finally, the graph model makes the audit trail
easily readable and explorable for auditors. This readability is mainly due to
the representation of the real-world relationships between objects. In conclu-
sion, the graph-based model has several advantages as a distributed audit trail
and, therefore, is worth considering in future work.

8.2 Future Work

In this thesis, we investigated the components required to build a DLT-based
distributed audit trail. Auditors can use this audit trail to verify if certain IoT
applications comply with relevant guidelines, standards, or individual agree-
ments between entities. Currently, these auditors are typically humans inter-
preting the audit trail. However, with machine-readable audit trails, like the
Veritaa framework presented in this thesis, available, any oracle with the abil-
ity to decide if the events recorded in the audit trail comply with certain stan-
dards could act as an auditor. Therefore, also artificial intelligence could be
trained as an auditor. Building an artificial intelligence-based auditor raises
several research questions and opens new research opportunities.

The distributed audit trail designed and evaluated in this thesis does not only
enable auditors to check the compliance of IoT applications. It also enables
third-party data consumers to verify the received data’s authenticity, integrity,
and quality. A future direction of the Veritaa framework could be the integra-
tion into emerging data marketplaces or open-data platforms to make the qual-
ity of real-time sensor data auditable and data provenance visible. Verifiable
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8.2. Future Work

data provenance could facilitate federated and shared IoT infrastructure im-
proving the sustainability and the total cost of the infrastructure because sev-
eral stakeholders are not building the same infrastructure next to each other.
Future research should accompany this integration process and monitor the
benefits of auditability in this field.

This thesis mainly discussed a static view of the GoT, the distributed audit
trail, at a given time for the reputation calculation. However, the Veritaa
framework’s ability to recreate the GoT’s state at any time in history would
also enable dynamic analysis of the GoT. For example, future research could
investigate how the evolution of trust declarations towards an identity claim
influences its reputation and if the development of the reputation over time
could be used to improve distributed certification of identity claims.

This thesis showed how trust, secured round trip time measurements, and
time synchronization declarations can be used to create auditable timestamps
for the IoT. However, with a high enough sensor density, multiple sensors
might observe the same event. Distributed sensing could be used to build con-
sensus about measurement values and timestamps, similar to how the block
discovery services built consensus about time on the ABCG. However, since
the sensing range is not congruent with the radio transmission range, it is hard
to tell if two sensors have measured the same or two independent events.
Therefore, future work could focus on such distributed sensing and how to
represent it on distributed audit trails like the one presented in this thesis.
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